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From the Editor
Professionals' Role in a Crisis
Eng. Upali Jayawardena
maintenace with stakeholders, clients
and regulators. Further, professionals
have an equally important role to
play in safeguarding organization’s
reputation and public image in
managing strategic priorities in a crisis
methodically. As a leader of a society
or any company, it is paramount not
to take panic decisions as well as
too slow decisions since, they will
affect negatively in facing challenges
of a crisis ultimately. To overcome
the challenges created by a crisis,
an organization must assess its
own vulnerabilities, resistances and
formulate a customized business
continuity
plan.
Proper
crisis
communication will preserve people's
trust in the organization and cut down
the impact of rumors. Further, avoiding
inaccurate conflicting statements and
trademark monitoring are essential.
Social monitoring too would help
a leader to manage the situation
professionally and appropriately
before anything goes out of control.

A

crisis is any event or period
that will lead, or may lead, to an
unstable and dangerous situation
affecting an individual, group or all
of the society as a whole. Crises are
negative changes in the human or
environmental concerns, especially
when they occur suddenly, with little
or no warning………
Professionals’ involvement in a crisis
situation is an essential initiative to
manage and to avoid unnecessary
situations. The best way to manage
a crisis is to avoid any unexpected
and unnecessary problems then and
there.
There is a process of managing a
crisis with four stages:
1. Prodromal (Pre - Crisis)
2. Acute (Crisis)
3. Chronic (Clean - up)
4. Crisis Resolution (Post Crisis)
In a Crisis situation, basically priority
should be given to protection of human
lives. In any crisis, professionals
have to look after that aspect along
with the psychological, social and
financial stability of the country. It is
important to anticipate a crisis and
take precautionary measures. A
professional response, based on a
carefully crafted crisis management
plan, can significantly reduce the
impact of a crisis.

It is important to formulate a crisis
response strategy and to keep all
the employees, customers and stake
holders in one loop throughout the
crisis managing process. In our history
from ancient times to date, we faced
different types of crisis However, wise
decisions, corrective measures in
facing challenges with confidence and
a positive attitude were the points we
as professionals have maintained in a
timely manner and were the reasons
for winning situation and which helped
establish a resilient nation.

An important factor to include in a
crisis situation consist of relationship
01
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The rise of Digital Healthcare
Dr. Gumindu Kulatunga
[MBBS, PG Cert.Med Ed, Dip. Occu.Health, MSc
(BMI), MD (Health Informatics)]

general public on social distancing,

COVID-19 and Digital health
The

COVID-19

has

done

avoid unnecessary hospital visits

a

and use technological methods to

paradigm shift in the delivery

receive health care. After that, the

of healthcare and have made
healthcare

professionals

majority of Health care consumers

and

dramatically changed their patterns

patients to retrace their ways of

of traditional health care services

thinking on Digital health. Attitudes
towards

digital

health

usage with many avoiding face-

have

face health care and by embracing

changed all over the world when

online health services [1].

health care officials advised the

These

digital

health

care

reforms

services

from

traditional

originate not only due to a matter

methods. This transformation also

of advancement in technology, but

empowered the patient as well as

due to cultural changes in attitudes

the physician and fundamentally

[2], [3]. Therefore, this digital health

reshaped

embracement can be considered

relationship

a cultural transformation of health

circumstances [4].
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What is eHealth and
Digital Health?
The

World

Health

Organization (WHO)
defines ‘eHealth’ as
the use of internet
and other information
and

communication

technologies
for

(ICT)

health-related

of internet and other information

activities. The term ‘Digital Health’
is used for ‘digital technologies in

and communication technologies

health’ as well as for devices that

(ICT) for health-related activities.

process and use ‘digital’ information

The term ‘Digital Health’ is used for

to achieve Health [5].

‘digital technologies in health’ as

Commonly used current digital

well as for devices that process and

health

use ‘digital’ information to achieve

applications

for

patient

Health [5].

management include the use of
Telemedicine to deliver healthcare

Commonly used current digital

to homes without physical contact,

health

production of medical equipment
through

3-D

printing,

to homes without physical contact,
production of medical equipment

programmes to train healthcare

through

staff, use of Artificial Intelligence
detect

outbreaks

patient

Telemedicine to deliver healthcare

as contact tracing, virtual reality

to

for

management include the use of

using

smartphones for follow-up as well

(AI)

applications

3-D

printing,

using

smartphones for follow-up as well

and

as contact tracing, virtual reality

enhance radiological diagnosis.

programmes to train healthcare

Why Digital Health is important?

staff, use of Artificial Intelligence

The World Health Organization

(AI)

(WHO) defines ‘eHealth’ as the use

to

detect

outbreaks

and

enhance radiological diagnosis.
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utilizing the ever-expanding
telecommunication
network overcoming social,
geographic,
time
and
economic barriers.
Due
to the importance of these
factors, at the 71st world
health
assembly
2018,
member states agreed on
a ‘Digital Health’ Resolution
(WHA71.7) [7].

Why Digital Health is important?
Digital technologies offer unlimited
possibilities in health, starting
from improving personal fitness
to building island-wide stronger
health systems. Practically, these
technological applications are used
in the healthcare sector to enhance
access, efficacy, efficiency and
quality of clinical and organizational
procedures used by healthcare
organisations,
professionals,
patients and customers to enhance
patient health status [6].

Components of Digital Health
system
Digital health include hardware,
software solutions and services
related to the delivery of healthcare.
Some of them are; eHealth,
self-tracking, health promotion,
electronic
medical
records,
e-prescriptions,
Telehealth,
public
health
surveillance,
Health Information technology,
interoperability of the systems,
Health and wellbeing Applications,
mechanisms to maintain the privacy
of health, mobile health, internet of
things, wireless sensors, health
analytics, personalized medicine
and genomics, big data analysis,
cloud computing and social
networking.

Digital Health can be considered as
an important factor in accelerating
the process of achieving universal
health coverage speciality in low
to middle-income countries. Digital
health interventions are expected
to cut down healthcare costs,
enhance patient safety as well as
improve the overall management
of health programs. Further, these
implementations will enable the
delivery of quality healthcare
services to remote communities

And all these sectors are
continuously developing through
innovations and are bound and
interoperating with the rest of
the world through digital health
ecosystems.
04
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institutes all over the world will
be interoperable and patient
follow-up will be easy. Also,
minimum invasive surgery,
robot-assisted
procedures,
inventions by nanotechnology,
advanced data analytics,
personalized
genomic
medicine, augmented and
virtual reality programming
will dominate the world.
Biological 3D printing will be
used to produce human soft
tissue as well as organs. New
medical
specialities
including
Health Informatics will emerge in
the health domain to implement
and coordinate above mentioned
digital health innovations keeping
up with all fundamental medical
responsibilities.

What will be the future & digital
health
The world healthcare industry is
experiencing rapid modernization.
Digital health will have much to
offer in preventive health as well as
curative health. Artificial Intelligence
will be used for taking government
decisions.
Citizens
will
believe
in
predictions
by science to
make decisions.
People will live
in smart homes
with
remote
monitoring and
other equipped
with the internet of things (ioT)
and will use Telemedicine for
consultations. The patient will be
the central factor in making health
care policy decisions. Health care

Sri Lanka in the next decade
Sri Lanka is looking to the future
with optimism. With the inclusion
of information and communication
technology, Sri Lanka’s health
05
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care industry will experience rapid

[3]

modernization in line with trends

Bényei É, et al. Digital health is a

in the rest of the world. Digital

cultural transformation of traditional

Health will have much to offer in

Meskó

B,

Drobni

Z,

healthcare. mHealth; 3. Epub ahead

the preventive as well as curative

of print 14 September 2017. DOI:

sectors of the health care systems

10.21037/mhealth.2017.08.07.

of Sri Lanka. Time has come for
health professionals as well as

[4]

the general public to explore all

rise of the empowered physician in

avenues of using digital health

the digital health era. J Med Internet

technology to improve the quality

Res 2019; 21: e12490.

of healthcare in the future.

[5]
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Challenges and opportunities in supply
chains in the ‘new normal’
I G Perera
MBA (W.Sydney) MSc (SCM),
MSc (Project Mgt), Int’l Diploma in
SCM(Geneva), FISMM, Black Belt in
Lean Mgt and Six Sigma.

Supply

Association of Manufacturers, 60

chain is a network of

organizations,

producing

% of the respondents agreed that

and

supply chains have been disrupted;

delivering goods demanded by

about 68 % were worried about the

markets, allowing the flow of

declined sales over the coming

goods,

year.

funds,

information

and

value addition within or across the

COVID-19 has triggered a massive

borders. The processes involved in

shift in consumer demand for

the supply chain operations, need

FMCG products. Consumers were

people working closely, but Covid-

buying more fresh foods, compared

19 demands them to maintain

to packaged goods, but today,

the social distance, disrupting the

packaged goods are also in high

production processes. As a result,

demand.

manufacturing organizations have
to change the layouts of production

In Sri Lankan context, manufacturers

facilities whilst embarking on new

for export markets must contend

projects to innovate and automate

with potential future disruptions

the production processes.

such as the present monsoon

The disruptions created by COVID-

international shipping and airline

disturbances,

19 in many supply chains have

turmoil

in

the

transportation industries, escalating

created a global financial turmoil

geopolitical tension and trade wars

across many industries. As per the

in addition to the coronavirus. Any

recent survey conducted by National

of these factors alone could upend
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supply chains. Collectively, they

19. In no time, the pandemic

create unprecedented difficulties.

catalyzed a shift toward electronic
buying

and

delivery

across

supply

chains.

Medical Supplies

industries

Whilst the test kits for COVID-19

The supply chains today must be
able to flex with new consumer

are in high demand, the capacities

demands. The new normal will

to perform tests are too limited.

be driven by faster delivery of

Situation is further worsened by the

e-commerce orders and the ability

chemical shortages experienced.

to satisfy customer demand from

Medical labs do not have enough

any location. Therefore business

equipment or capacities; as a

organizations should focus on

result, results are being delayed

fulfilling

by weeks, thus creating a negative

e-commerce

orders

quickly by maintaining adequate

impact on the action plans to control

inventories at right locations locally

the spread of the disease.

or internationally.

It is found that many shipments of

Today’s e-commerce consumers

medical supplies are not getting to

expect streamlined and transparent

the intended destinations. In certain

delivery service arrangements with

cases countries have impounded

shortened order to delivery lead-

the supplies for their own needs.

times.

India has put on a total ban on
exporting

and

Accordingly,

businesses

will need to synchronize supply

hydroxychloroquine,

replenishment with new demand

the Malaria drug. Similarly many
countries have imposed restrictions
on imports and exports for various

patterns.

Order

tracking

provide

performance
significant

opportunities for improvement and

products, restricting the flow of
resources, funds and information.

innovation. Therefore businesses

Paradigm shift

and

should

prominently

share

expected

display
delivery

timeframes at the time of purchase,

Consumer purchasing habits have

illustrated by a high level of visual

been swiftly transformed by COVID-

tracking. Although faster delivery
08
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remains as a predominant driver of

improve financial status of the

consumer decision-making, but for

organizations. Addressing changes

now, most customers are willing to

will

accept slower deliveries, provided

improve financial planning across

there is adequate transparency in

the enterprise. The “COVID-19” has

delivery dates with higher level of

given emphasis to the requirement

reliability.

of critically looking into financials of

require

that

organizations

the organization by understanding
Can COVID-19 be considered as

the base cost and the variable

FORCE MAJEURE..?

cost.

A

force

majeure

provision

Rather

excessive

is

time

than
in

spending
reconciling

financial forecasts against actual

focused on freeing parties involved

performances,

with the contract from liability and

organizations

should embark on more intelligent

obligation. An event to be a force

pro-active

majeure, it should occur outside the

Digital

reasonable control of the parties

analytical

systems.

(transformation)

could

enable leaders to make much

into the contract and it should

more intelligent decisions. This

prevent the parties from performing

is becoming more vital than ever.

its obligations stated in the contract.

Probably the biggest challenge

The question arising here is whether

will

COVID-19 qualifies as a triggering

be

accurate

and

timely

delivery of information across the

event. The answer depends on the

organization.

specific contract and the language
it contains, because a party’s ability

Lack of actionable data

to claim relief for a force majeure
event therefore depends upon the

It is very vital that professionals in

terms of the contract, and the force

supply chain management should

majeure provision in particular.

have

in

the

information

at

hand to make informed decisions.

The most important and challenging
factor

sufficient

In the absence of required data

post-pandemic

and the complexities of business

business environment will be to

environments, it will be difficult
09
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to evaluate multiple alternatives,

against bull-whip kind of effects

trade-offs and scenarios to arrive

and probable endangers of other

at the best or right decision. The

levels of suppliers.

traditional transactional-based ERP
Delayed Digital Transformation

solutions may have islands of data
captured in standard formats, great

Access to data plays a critical

in use for reporting, explaining what

role for effective decision-making.

happened, but hard to use it for

Unfortunately, many organizations

identifying forward-looking trends.

have a hodgepodge of manual

The different entities which collect

and

data should be collaborated with

effectively capture information but

each other for different use of

within functional silos.

the same data.

The collected

to analyze returns on operating

data should have the ability to

investments as well as monitor key

interrogate, analyzed and then

performance metrics in real time is

determine optimal solutions. The

a common pain in some of these

answer to this dilemma lies in the

organizations.

use of optimization and modeling
techniques

and

digital

systems

which
Inability

More than ever, organizations

prescriptive

need properly devise systems and

analytics. This form of modeling

technologies that allow data to flow

and simulations allow supply chain

freely through the system which will

management professionals to use

monitor and manage the impact of

the large volumes data to evaluate

managerial decisions.

different scenarios and determine
the best way to overcome supply

Obviously, it’s not just the impact

chain

achieve

of COVID-19 that’s important, but

supply chain goals. It’s critically

companies also need to defend

important that organizations should

against

map out their supply chains, in

influences of other events that

detail, in order to identify threats

could exacerbate supply chain

and vulnerabilities. This information

disruptions, such as labour strikes,

will facilitate taking speedy action

natural disasters, sanctions, civil

challenges

and

10
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unrests, trade wars and political

Inventory Strategies

imbalances.

In many organizations, current

Single-sourcing

inventory policies are determined

Sourcing is identifying a potential

focusing on the past performance

supplier or suppliers for a particular

of

product or service. Although for

systems. The problem with this

numerous reasons, many business

approach is that it doesn’t take

organizations have concentrated on

into

single-sourcing strategies, which

events, nor it is agile and is often

provide optimum leverage and

completely divorced from current

through accurate algorithms by

assurance

provides
of

using

unpredictability better than standard

lowest cost scenario, but this also

inventory optimization solutions to

means companies are vulnerable

deal with supply chain challenges

if suppliers face shortages or
complicated

optimization

have the capability of handling

this was perceived to be the

a

inventory

techniques. Such systems will

by companies, possibly because

interruptions.

unexpected

to handle supply chain challenges

Single

sourcing may have been chosen

production

consideration

control

a data driven, outside-in approach

improved

supply.

inventory

realities. What is recommended is

power over the supplier, multiple
sourcing

traditional

in the new normal environment.

In

environment,

Customization

facing the sorts of supply chain
challenges referred in this article,

“One size for all” in no more an

single sourcing is risky and a

effective supply chain strategy.

guaranteed way to lose production

Requirement of a retailer may differ
from an industrial customer who

and sales when disruption occurs.

orders bulk quantities of a product

Instead, companies should focus

or service. Some customers may

on risk mitigation strategies to

demand

anticipate and minimize supply

faster

services

whilst

others expecting a cost reduction

chain challenges and risks.
11
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and variations of the same model.

resource. Attracting and retaining

Organizations that recognize how

of competent people with the

to tailor and customize their supply

technical and analytical skills are

chains to meet the various customer

required

segments will be successful.

and improve the supply chains.

to

efficiently

manage

As per the “Trading economics”
Supply chain alignment

of Sri Lanka, the unemployment
rate is currently hovering around

Many organizations understand

5.7 percent. However, this rate

the value of implementing supply

doesn’t necessarily reflect the size

chain focused strategies to achieve

of the hiring pool which possesses

better alignment with the strategic

the unique competencies required

business initiatives in order to

for supply chain success. As a

realize the organizational vision.

result firms are now faced with a

Such organizations have improved
the

orchestration

of

challenge of competing each other

business

in attracting the needed talent.

processes of supply chain partners,

Some successful companies recruit

allowing for improved end-to-end

unskilled talent at all levels and

visibility to maximize the value of

mold them internally to be highly

the supply chain. Organizations

competent

which realize the value of consistent
modeling

over

personnel,

establishing a strong psychological

evaluation, have embarked on
continuous

resource

contract

the

facilitating

a

lengthy

retention.

traditional improvement strategies
such as the periodic evaluation

In

of network design, supply and

revealed how little we know about

demand planning processes, cost

our supply chains. Cost-driven

balancing, and operational capacity

supply

planning.

concentrated supply chain risk

conclusion,

chain

COVID-19

strategies

has

have

leading to widespread disruption.

Retention of talents

Working together in turbulent times

It’s no secret that organizations’

alone is a challenge. Organizations

most valuable asset is human

having fragmented approaches in
12
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developing financial, operational,

supply-chain

or supply chain strategies should

https://www.blumeglobal.

understand that the collaboration,
communication,
are

and

paramount

organizational

com/learning/supply-chain-

cohesion

important

challenges/

for

https://yourstory.com/

improvements.

mystory/7-main-challenges-in-

Improving supply chain performance

supply-chain-management-and-

requires an integrated approach of

h-rdq2oy6mh9

all systems and accurate data that
is accessible to all supply chain

https://www.mckinsey.com/

partners. Innovations in all areas
of

supply

chain

business-functions/operations/

management

our-insights/the-challenges-

are a challenge and a dreadful

ahead-for-supply-chains-

need in order to overcome the
road

blocks

Integrated

of

mckinsey-global-survey-

improvements.

Business

results#

Planning

(IBP), a strategy that aligns people,

https://www.inboundlogistics.

process, and data to build a

com/cms/article/6-global-

centralized, collaborative planning

supply-chain-challenges-to-

system enables organizations to

ignore-at-your-own-risk/

balance performance, resources,
and

customer

demand

Handfield et el, 5th ed, Sourcing

with

and Supply Chain Management,

budgetary objectives, which can

Cenage Learning.

help manufacturers measure and
monitor the impact of COVID-19 by

https://www.unleashedsoftware.

using analytical assumptions and

com/blog/new-challenges-

modeling.

supply-chain-management

References:

https://www.google.com/search
?q=unemployment+rate+of+sri

https://www.dailynews.

+lanka&oq=&aqs=chrome.2.69

lk/2017/04/26/business/114155/

i59i450l6.60481008j0j15&sourc

supply-chain-challenges-

eid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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Abstract
The

medical

Keywords
officers

of

Sri

COVID-19,

coronavirus,

Lanka, led by the Government

pandemic, Sri Lanka, national

Medical

strategy

Officer’s

Association

(GMOA), other medical experts

Background

and organisations have been at
the helm of the national response

The

against COVID-19. The GMOA as

has been immense and fast

members of the National COVID

paced and therefore resulted
different

in the health sector are involved

governments

world-

measures and knowledge of the

Several

natural course of the virus has

documents authored by the GMOA
providing

COVID-19

over. The lack of evidence-based

in the main discourse related to
management.

of

in various responses from the

Task Force and as stakeholders

COVID

spread

led to much discourse regarding

recommendations

management and has contributed

to the government have been

to the variations in management.

published incorporating the main

During

nine strategies proposed by the

the

inception

of

the

disease Sri Lanka, a low and

GMOA.
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middle-income country (LMIC) in

Establishing political will

South Asia, initiated a response
pre-emptively1,

with

In the management of COVID-19,

national

at the inception a National Action

recommendations made ahead

Committee was formulated as

of its first reported case. As

early as January. The committee

such, the initial case load was

consisted

minimal and steps were initially

of

the

Minister

of

taken to maintain a low case rate.

Health, representatives of the

Subsequent events have led to

tri forces, health officials from

an increase in the case load and

the Ministry of Health, members

resulted in wide-spread disease,

from the Government Medical

during this current phase, too,

Officers’

the GMOA plays an integral role

emigration officers and members

in the constant discussion that is

of the pharmaceutical industry.

continuously underway.

was to advise the government in

depends on their preparedness,
access to medical equipment
accessibility

management

and

during

period

the

coordination
of

the

pandemic.

and resources, use of information
to

The Government Medical Officers

relevant data and interconnectivity

Association

with the population in general.

(GMOA),

other

medical experts and organisations,
proposed several measures that

Methods:
The

immigration,

The objective of this task force

The response of each country

technology,

Union,

were presented to His Excellency

three

key

components

the President2. These measures

identified by the GMOA were;

included shutdown of all ports

establishing

political

will,

of entry (airports and harbours),

developing health capacity and

extension of public holidays to

building social capital. Low-cost
public

and

private

prevent unnecessary movement

innovation

and gatherings, vigorous contact

were also considered an aspect

tracing,

of importance in the national

adequate

personal

protective equipment provision

response plan.

(PPE) and postponement of non15
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emergency healthcare services.
Schools closure followed soon
after. This combined intervention
of quarantine, schools closure
and
workplace
distancing
was considered an effective
combination of steps taken3.

development of which the GMOA
too contributed. The abbreviation
DReAM is as follows;
D-Distancing
Re- Respiratory etiquette
A-Aseptic techniques

As an adjunct to these measures
providing essential goods to low
income families and arrangement
in both private and public sectors
of food and essential deliveries
took place. In addition, liquor
stores were closed as masses
of individuals began to gather at
liquor stores preceding curfew.

M- Mask
A period of semi-normalcy
followed, whilst the practice
of the DReAM concept was
recommended complete follow
through may not have occurred.
October 2020 hailed a notable
rise in numbers and to date
the health sector introduced
several new strategies. Curfew
and lockdown was initiated in
the four main districts where the
numbers were excessive namely
Colombo, Kalutara, Gampaha

Additionally, excessive alcohol
consumption has been associated
with adverse immune-related
health effects, which is pertinent
in times of a pandemic, but
also increases risk of long-term
adverse health outcomes4.

and Kurunegala.

During
identification
and
implementation of each of these
steps, the GMOA was an integral
participant.

At present though resumption
of activities have taken place,
“isolated areas” with high caseloads have been identified and
are now in lockdown.

Subsequent to this initial phase
Sri Lanka reached a level where
the concept of “New Normalcy”
was practiced. The DReAM
Strategy was put forward, for the

Developing health capacity
National
guidelines
for
management of COVID-19 patients
16
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were circulated in March. With
new information and new evidence
based on the experiences of other
countries and regions, circulars
and guidelines are continuously
being published and circulated
to strategically approach the
ever-changing mannerism of this
infection.

needs to be expanded to detect
asymptomatic cases who may
unknowingly transmit the virus.
Permission to test has now been
granted to both public and private
hospitals and medical experts
have urged to increase the daily
national capacity of PCR tests
being carried out per day.

Building health capacity is both
in terms of human, material and
monetary resources. Human
resources are such that medical
personnel required knowledge,
Information and training in
management
of
COVID-19
patients.

As the numbers continue to
increase, it was evident from the
data obtained that those with noncommunicable diseases were
those affected most significantly,
both in terms of being infected
and as those not receiving their
usual care during this uncertain
and unsettling time5.

The GMOA as the representative
body of the medical officers of
Sri Lanka ensured that medical
officers had access to necessary
knowledge and requirements.

Due to the discontinuation and
sporadic nature of care given
to those with NCDs and due to
the former reason of increased
infectivity,
the
number
of
mortality and morbidity of NCD
patients have been on the rise.
In order to combat this issue, the
Ministry of Health has worked
in collaboration with the postal
department to ensure continuous
supply of medication.

In addition, it was imperative
that testing capacity and hospital
capacity be expanded as the
numbers continued to rise.
With the rise in numbers in
October 2020, community testing
was initiated; it was identified that
testing should not be restricted
to those with symptoms and
their immediate contacts and

In
addition,
systems
were
considered where those with
NCDs would receive the necessary
care.
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The use of telemedicine is being
explored to deliver care across
the nation, with an initiative at the
Lady Ridgeway Hospital, Colombo
pioneering a remote healthcare
service for children6.

(ITI), Commissioner of the New
Inventors Commission, Director
General of the Research and
Development Branch of the
Sri Lankan Army, Chief Executive
Officer of the Society of Health
Research and Innovation, Dean of
the Faculty of Medicine, University
of Colombo and Vice-Chancellor

Private
sector
technology
developed patient communication
channels via camera and airflow
systems to minimize crossinfection between staff and
patients7.

of the University of Colombo.
Feedback was given to each of
the innovators after the first round
and support was given in the form
of expertise and connections to
further develop their innovations.
Subsequently, this program was
combined with the Ministry of
Health so that the innovators
may obtain support through this
pathway.

The role of innovation
The Government Medical Officers’
Association (GMOA) together with
the Society for Health Research
and Innovation (SHRI) initiated a
program to identify and support
innovators of Sri Lanka who have
identified innovations important
in relation to the management
of COVID-19. The program was
titled “Innovations to Combat
COVID-19.” Under the guidance
of an expert panel of medical
specialists and scientists namely: a
consultant cardiologist, consultant

Building social capital
Engagement with the population
and communication is a key aspect
of effective pandemic control8.
The Government ensured up-todate information was provided to
the country via established media
channels, press releases and
advisory leaflets. The GMOA once
again played and continue to play
a role in this aspect by providing
constant information to the general
public. This information would be

paediatrician,consultant
anaesthetist,
consultant
community physician, scientist
from Sri Lanka Institute of Nano
Technology, President of the
Industrial Technology Institute
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regarding social distancing and
respiratory etiquette, the current
steps taken, a critical analysis
of the management process and
providing an insight into COVID
related matters.

including the Ministry of Health,
published similar strategies.
The aim of mapping out COVID19 cases in the country is to
establish high-risk zones or
“contaminated” zones where at
least one confirmed individual or
contact resides. At present, with
the involvement of the Ministry of
Health, GMOA and other notable
organizations are in the process
of mapping COVID cases.

The media has played an essential
role in information-sharing on
behalf of the government and
dispelling false beliefs pertaining
to the virus9.
In addition, the GMOA took this
opportunity to educate the general
public on measures to remain

The
administrative
area
considered was the divisional
secretariat as it has
all the
different government departments,
for the purpose of developing
the strategy. It was suggested
that, based on whether it was a
contaminated area, one or more DS
areas would be under lockdown,
This would involve curfew,
systematic delivery of essential
goods by
the
government,
permission to travel for those
involved in essential services,
home quarantine of contacts
and vigilant contact tracing.
Targeted delivery of essential
services to “contaminated” zones
by government services would
reduce the current burden faced
in providing goods island-wide to
those unable to procure them. It

healthy and active. Speaking on
matters such as home gardening
and healthy eating and the
importance of traditional foods
and methods which would enable
individuals to maintain a healthy
life which is sustainable.

Development of a transition
strategy
A strategy titled “Exit Strategy”
which follows the model of a
surgical-theatre,
delineating
“contaminated”,
“buffer”
and
“sterile” zones throughout the
country whilst scaling up testing for
COVID-19 was introduced by the
GMOA in early April, subsequent to
which several other organizations
19
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would also allow for concentration
of army and police attention in
enforcing curfew in high risk
zones.

best of our knowledge, in another
paper of Spanish origin11. These
documents were released after
the GMOA’s strategy proposal.

A “buffer” zone is considered a
case-free zone which would be
found between a “contaminated”
and “sterile” area which is governed
and managed by aforementioned
strict curfew methods.

Sri Lanka’s healthcare system
is known to be cost-effective
while providing universal health
coverage for all citizens. High
levels of health literacy, strong
technical capacity of health experts
and stable political support have
been the driving forces of this
success.

A “sterile” zone is an area where
no confirmed cases have been
identified and any suspected
cases have tested negative prior
to the region being declared
“sterile”. The sterile area may
function as normal as possible
within the confines of its borders
Basic
concepts
of
social
distancing and infection control
are to be employed, but economic
and social activity may resume as
normal.

The comprehensive public health
team at the ground level has
been identified as one of the key
components of the management
strategy carried out by Sri Lanka.
The public health team lead by the
Medical Officer of Health (MOH) is
at present engaged in managing
the ground level situation.
Following the rise in numbers in
October an addendum to the Exit
Strategy was published by the
GMOA.

Demarcation of these zones would
be brought about by extensive
testing.

Based on current evidence and
depleting resources, the concept
of predominantly carrying out
“home quarantine” was brought
forward. In addition, the fact
that
asymptomatic
COVID
positive individuals would be

Current evidence supports this
strategy as a pioneering theory in
COVID-19 control.
This concept of “green-zoning”
has been cited by the World
Economic Forum10 and to the
20
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managed in the most basic of
health facilities and those with
symptoms to be managed in
better equipped health facilities
was proposed by the GMOA.
Similar propositions and ideas
were also introduced and based
on these, the current practice of
“Intermediate treatment” centers
for asymptomatic positives and
better equipped health facilities
for the symptomatic and critical
patients was introduced.

Oxford COVID-19 Government
Response Tracker. Data use
Policy:
Creative
Commons
Attribution CC BY standard.

Conclusion

uploads/2020/03/GMOAProposes-drastic-measures-tocontrol-COVID19-pandemic..pdf.

(2.) The Government Medical
Officer's Association, 16th March
2020. Letter to his Excellency the
President of Sri Lanka: GMOA
Proposes Drastic Measures To
Control COVID19 Pandemic.
Colombo:
GMOA,
pp.https://
www.gmoa.lk/wp-content/

Due to the uncertainty of the
pandemic
the
management
carried out is constantly subjected
to change and revision. The
structured response to combat
COVID-19 incorporates political
will, development of health
capacity and social capital.

(3.) Lewnard, J. and Lo, N.,
2020. Scientific and ethical
basis
for
social-distancing
interventions against COVID19.
The
Lancet
Infectious
Diseases, [online] Available at:
<https://www.thelancet.com/
journals/lancet/article/PIIS14733099(20)30190-0/fulltext>
[Accessed 9 April 2020].

The GMOA, as a member
involved in the forefront of the
management of this situation, is
constantly engaged in discussion
and discourse and is taking valiant
efforts to support the medical
professionals whilst maintaining
the best interests of the general
public.

(4.) Sarkar, D., Jung, K. and
Wang, J., 2020. Alcohol and
the Immune System. Alcohol
Research : Current Reviews,
[online]
37,2(2015),
pp.153–
155. Available at: <https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC4590612/#__ffn_sectitle>
[Accessed 9 April 2020].
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On Line Payments – Convenient & Risky?
Chrisantha Silva

Introduction

Security Concerns

Using internet to make on-line

The growing number of online

payments has become a common

payments

opportunities

compelled to shift or change

for

cybercriminals

too. Online transactions means we

their buying patterns due to the

need to connect to the internet more

restrictions in movements. The

frequently and share information.

widespread of coronavirus kept

The more we connect and share

the consumers at home and away

information, the more risks are

from physical places. There was

introduced as more criminals are

a significant increase in the web

connected and share information.

based payments or online payments

In contrast to offline payment where

during this period. To encourage

only two parties are present, the

consumers for online payments,

online payment involves several

Merchants, Banks and Credit Card

participants. There is Consumer

companies came up with various

or card holder, the merchant or

offers such as attractive discounts,
Consumers

to

lockdown period have created new

epidemic the consumers were

backs.

due

change in the lifestyles during

practice today. During the recent

cash

transactions

seller, the issuer, the merchant

also

account

realized that this is a convenient

provider

or

acquirer,

the payment processor and the

way to settle their utility bills and do

payment gateway. Therefore it is

online shopping by paying online

necessary to ensure that effective

using credit or debit cards. The

security measures and anti-fraud

situation will continue increasing

tools are available to reduce the

the number of online transactions.

risk at each point possible making
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online transactions reliable and
secure. The hackers have a sound
knowledge of how the payment
processing technologies work and
are always looking for vulnerable
points in this process.

that the consumer can focus on in
order to ensure that the payment
processing via the corresponding
website is secure.
SSL Protocol – SSL stands for
Secure Socket Layer which is a
technology standard for keeping
internet connection secure. This
SSL technology enables to encrypt
the information so that sensitive
data including card details are
protected. This ensures any
sensitive data sent between two
systems are secure and safe. This
prevents criminals from accessing
and modifying any information
transferred via the internet. This
means if your website is SSL
certified then your transaction
is protected. Therefore before
making the payment check the
web link of the site. There should
be a padlock icon in the URL bar
(browser window frame). Be sure
that the padlock icon is not in
the page itself. The web address
should begin with ‘https://’

It is not easy and impossible to
eliminate risks involved in online
payments completely. However
there are many ways you can
protect your data.

Protective Measures
It is the responsibility of all parties
involved in the online payment
process to provide the necessary
security measures at their domains.
As a consumer how do you ensure
that all these security features are
available? There are basic rules for
both merchants and consumers to
follow in an online payment process.
Merchants and other partners have
to use encrypted payment process
and remove credit card details
after transaction occurs. Online
merchants need to provide highest
level of payment security to assure
customers that their data are safe.
At the same time the customers
have to be cautious and check the
websites they are dealing with.
There are several features available

Web Link – The above indicates
only the link of the website is
secured. You have to ensure that
you are on a genuine website.
There can be fake sites identical to
your payee’s site. Most of the time
24
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we pay our attention only to the
look and feel of the site and not the
web address. Ensure the site itself
is authentic by carefully examine its
address. Check the web address
for irregular words, characters or
misspellings.

PCI DSS Compliant – Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standards
(PCI DSS) is an information security
standard for any organization that
handles branded credit cards from
the major card schemes. This is a
standard set of policies to provide
the security for credit and debit card
transactions. The main purpose
here is to protect cardholders
against misuse of their personal
information. The PCI standards
are administered and managed
by PCI Security Standards
Council established jointly by
major credit card companies,
Visa Inc., MasterCard, Discover,
JCB International and American
Express. These standards cover
six major areas associated with the
online payment process including
network, card holder information,
and availability of antivirus software,
anti-spyware programs and other
anti-malware solutions in the
systems. Any merchant who wants
to handle credit card information is
required to be PCI compliant.

3D Secure – 3D Secure (3 Domain
Structure) is a payer identification
security feature that helps to
prevent frauds in online payments
transaction. If the website that you
are using for the online payment
is 3D secure enabled then that
means you are provided with an
additional security measure for the
online payment. In the 3D Secure
process, when the customer enters
the card information into the form
on the webpage, the system
provides the customer with a 3D
Secure page. This is after verifying
the card details by the payment
process. Then the customer is
required to enter the password or
One Time Pin (OTP) into the 3D
Secure page. The OTP is sent
by an SMS or sent to customer’s
email. These authentication details
are sent back to the payment
processing system for verification
and authorization. The customer
is then informed whether the
transaction is successful or failed.
This is a very easy method to
secure the transaction.

Tokenization – This is a technique
used to replace sensitive data with a
randomly generated characters so
it reduces the risks associated with
data breaches. These characters
are generated using an algorithm.
In
credit
card
transactions
customer’s account number is
25
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not updated. If this happens in a
utility bill payment, then you will
receive a red notice with your next
bill. Therefore ensure that you get
a receipt from merchant’s system
for your payment. Another good
practice is to check the monthly
credit card and bank statements
carefully to ensure the correct
amounts have been debited.
Although this seems traditional in
this digital era, it will save lots of
unnecessary issues. Finally ensure
that your system is installed with
effective and updated antivirus
software.

replaced with randomly generated
numbers which are called ‘tokens’.
These tokens are passed through
the internet covering the networks
involved in the payment process.
Tokenization adds an extra level
of security for sensitive credit card
data.
Other Concerns – In addition to
the above there are other factors
that the consumer must be aware
of. As mentioned above, the card
transaction goes through several
players via internet before it
completes. Therefore the stability
and reliability of the network play a
vital role. Poor network connections
can lead to failed transactions. In
the case of 3D Secure procedure,
there can be a timeout situation
before entering the password or
one time pin. This can be due to
the negligence of the consumer
(looking for the forgotten password)
or due to the delay in receiving one
time pin.

Finally online payments are here
to stay and are clearly the way
of the future. Online transactions
are effective and efficient and are
made in seconds. This is a very
convenient means of payment
where customers can shop and
make online payments anytime from
anywhere. At the same time this
fast-paced life style provides more
opportunities to cybercriminals too.
It is the responsibility of merchants,
service providers and customers
to ensure that the highest level of
security is available to protect the
customer’s data.

The other concern is the reliability
of the system at the payee or
merchant’s end. Your payment
was secured and successful, your
credit card balance was updated,
the merchant has received your
payment but your customer record
in merchant’s internal system was

The author is a Fellow Member of
Computer Society of Sri Lanka.
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Parboiled rice for a healthier life
Pro. Sagarika Ekanayake

President
Institute of Chemistry Ceylon , Department of Biochemistry
Faculty of Medical Sciences , University o Sri Jayewardenepura

containing high amount of refined
carbohydrates which raise the
blood glucose levels abnormally
ultimately leading to insulin
resistance and obesity related non
communicable diseases. Thus,
one need to be conscious about
both the quality and the quantity of
carbohydrate in foods consumed.

For

health and well-being,
food consumption patterns of a
person play an important role. It is
evident that a significant percent
of Sri Lankans do not consume
a balanced diet with unhealthy
diets and food patterns becoming
preferred way of life.
This is
identified to be the reason for close
association
between
nutrition
related
non-communicable
diseases (NCD) in the country.
Currently, the mortality due to
NCDs in Sri Lanka is around 83%
which includes 34% cardiovascular
diseases, 9% diabetes etc.
Diabetes is a condition associated
with high glucose levels in blood
over a prolonged period of time
and absence or insufficient
insulin hormone production.
Cardiovascular diseases are
related to the heart and blood
vessels where build-up of
fatty deposits blocks blood
circulation. Higher incidence
of NCDs is correlated
to consumption of food

The Glycaemic Index (GI) is a
relative ranking of carbohydrate in
foods according to how they affect
blood glucose levels. GI depends
of the digestibility and availability
of consumed carbohydrates and
is influenced by other nutrients,
processing, particle size of flour etc.
Thus glycaemic index (GI) reflects
the quality of the carbohydrates in
starchy foods.
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Figure 1.

Glycaemic response

a steadier and lower rise in blood

curves following ingestion of high

sugar levels which is healthier.

and low glycaemic index (GI)

Rice (Oryza sativa.L) is the world’s

foods

second largely produced cereal

Starchy foods are categorized as

and is the staple food in most of

high GI (greater than 69), medium

the Asian countries including Sri

GI (56- 69) and low GI (55 or less).

Lanka. In some parts of the world,

Foods with carbohydrates with low

“to eat” literally means “to eat rice”.

GI value are more slowly digested

The per capita consumption of rice

and cause a lower and slower rise

and rice-based products is around

in blood glucose and, therefore

114 kg per year. Rice is associated

usually, insulin levels (Figure 1).

in providing total calorie (45%), and

High GI foods are highly digestible

total protein (40%) requirement of

and release glucose quickly and

an average Sri Lankan. However,

increase blood glucose rapidly

compared to other cereals, dehulled

which with time will lead to insulin

rice (without husk only) has lower

resistance which reduce glucose

protein and total fiber content.

clearance from blood. The glycaemic

Furthermore, dehulled milled or

load (GL) reflects the quantity of

polished rice contains low levels of

carbohydrates in a food portion a

fat, mineral and fiber content than

person consumes. GL is obtained

only dehulled rice since all those

by multiplying the GI value by the

components are concentrated in

digestible carbohydrate content of

the outer layers of rice known as

the food portion. This provides a

bran.

more accurate picture of the overall
effect that the food product has on

Rice cultivation in Sri Lanka is

blood sugar levels. Glycaemic load

mainly on new improved varieties

of a particular food is ranked as

over traditional varieties. In ancient

high (10 or less), medium (11- 19)

times, over 2000 traditional rice

or high (20 or more). Foods with

varieties have been cultivated in

a low GL means that they cause

Sri Lanka. Due to nutritional and
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medicinal value of these traditional

portion size of red basmati was

rice varieties and the increased

lower when compared to the white

prevalence of NCDs, the consumer

variety studied due to increased

demand for traditional rice has

fiber content in red variety. Among

increased immensely. However,

the commonly consumed raw rice

consumption of these traditional

varieties a better blood glucose

rice in raw (kekulu) milled form is

response was obtained with keeri

popular among Sri Lankans even

samba rice.

though studies have clearly shown
parboiled rice is nutritionally more

How rice is cooked, incorporated

beneficial and is recommended for

in a meal and accompaniments

diabetes.

added also influence the glycaemic
response. When raw red rice

When considering rice, the major

(kekulu) is consumed with many

contributor to carbohydrate and

different

energy in our diet, newly developed

significantly by 39% compared to

differences in glycaemic responses

raw red rice and kirihodi only meal.

(GI and GL values). Processing the

The mixed meal was categorized as

paddy is subjected to also impacted

low GI (47) (Figure 2). Glycaemic

the blood glucose raising potential.

load and the glucose peak also

Commonly available raw (kekulu)

reduced compared to the rice given

rice irrespective of the variety (red,

only with kirihodi or pol sambol.

white, Sri Lankan white or red

Glycaemic load of a normal edible

basmati) produced high glycaemic
73-81)

responses

(with

many curries) the GI decreased

and traditional varieties indicated

(GI-

accompaniments

portion was also less as two thirds

except

for keeri samba which produced

of rice portion was adequate due to

a medium GI (66). All varieties

addition of other accompaniments.

contained a high glycaemic load

Increased addition of vegetables

(GL)

only

and legumes containing high dietary

with either kirihodi or pol sambol

fiber, contributes to lowering the GI

in an edible portion. However,

to a certain extent and should be

the glycaemic load for a normal

part of the rice meal.

when

accompanied
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Figure 2. Glycaemic responses of

much more beneficial for reducing

rice with kirihodi only and rice with

glucose absorption and lowering

other accompaniments

energy content in the meal even in
the raw (kekulu) form.

In contrast to the above studied
varieties

many

traditional

When

rice

effect

of

parboiling

of

varieties when consumed only with

traditional rice and newly improved

kirihodi as accompaniment elicited

rice was studied as parboiled rice is

medium or low GI when used

considered as suitable for diabetes

after dehulling without subjecting

in Ayurvedha. Parboiled nadu rice

to polishing. Glycaemic indices

elicited lower GI (low GI: 40) when

(GI) of 16 traditional rice varieties

compared to kekulu (red or white)

ranged between 49-67 and were

rice which gave high GI values.

categorized

or

With parboiled nadu a lower rise in

medium GI rice. Out of the sixteen

blood glucose level was seen even

varieties four varieties were white

when given with only pol sambol.

in colour. However, GI value was

Effect of processing on traditional

independent of the colour of the

rice clearly demonstrated the same

pericarp but depended on fiber

when Godaheenati, Batapola el,

and resistant starch contents of

Dik wee, Dahanala, Unakola samba

rice.

Thus compared to newly

and Hangimuththan rice varieties

developed varieties consumption

were differently processed as raw

of

under milled (only husk removed),

traditional

as

either

rice

low

varieties

is
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raw polished (4% polishing) and

(higher volume) due

parboiled (only husk removed after

water absorption due to parboiling

parboiling). The GIs of raw under

process. Thus the portion you can

milled rice were (54-69), either low

consume will be less compared

or medium irrespective of colour of

to raw (under milled or polished)

rice. When subjected to polishing

rice portion and the amount of

an increase in GI was observed

carbohydrate

for all varieties (69-74). However,

will be less.

parboiling

varieties

portion is smaller and contain

decreased the GI to low GI range

more carbohydrate in a portion

(43-48).

due to removal of outer layers,

the

same

portion

sizes

of

higher carbohydrate intake. But
when you consume parboiled rice

same amount of carbohydrate
Parboiled

rice

raw

Figure 3.

Dik wee raw (under

milled),

is

(polished)

comparatively less.

larger

The

figure

below

(Figure

4)

and

shows the variations in blood

rice

glucose levels for two hours after

portions containing same amount

consumption of a cooked rice

of carbohydrate

portion (Figure 3) containing the

parboiled

raw

rice

the carbohydrate intake will be

portion

compared

Since the raw rice

quantity which will contribute to

differently

processed dik wee containing the
varies.

consumed

a person may consume a larger

As can be seen clearly from Figure
3,

being

to high

(under

milled)
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same amount of carbohydrate of

In summary, a rice meal with

differently processed dik wee rice

accompaniments irrespective of the

compared to glucose. Parboiled

rice variety would induce a lower

rice gives a lower rise in blood
glucose

levels

(peak)

peak blood glucose level leading

while

to lower GI and GL. Traditional rice

raw polished rice give rise to a

when compared to other varieties

higher blood glucose level after
consumption. This clearly indicates

even when consumed with few

that irrespective of whether newly

accompaniments leads to lower

developed or traditional, parboiled

glycaemic

response.

rice consumption is suitable for a

parboiled

rice

healthier life.

However,

irrespective

of

variety elicits even further reduction
in

glycaemic

index

and

glycaemic load values and
would be a healthier choice to
control blood glucose levels
and reduce energy intake.
All data and figures provided
in this document are extracted
from published data.
Pro.

Figure 4. Blood glucose response
curves

following
same

amount

Ekanayake

President

consumption

Institute of Chemistry Ceylon

of differently processed dik wee
containing

Sagarika

Department of Biochemistry

of

Faculty of Medical Sciences

carbohydrates

University o Sri Jayewardenepura
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Legal impact of Contact Tracing
Sunil D.B. Abeyaratne
LL.M (London). MBA (IGNOU), Dip. In
Forensic Medicine (Colombo), Attorney-at-Law
Chairman- IT Committee of LAWASIA and BASL

The second wave of COVID-19

of social distance and secure the

pandemic hit the country disrupting

measures. In response to the

ordinary

affairs

increasing

body immunity are the preventive

the

same, several governments have

death toll more than 100 at

already explored digital contact

the time of writing this paper.

tracing. Government authorities

Scientists are also struggling to

encourage digital tools, mainly

introduce a sustainable solution to

smartphone users, to use various

combat the virus. Two vaccination

applications (app) easing to obtain

introduced and recommended by

public services through fast tracks.

the WHO also not 100% efficient.

Public health officials monitor the

Sustainability of such vaccination is

movements of the users connecting

also in doubt for tropical countries

through the apps. E.g. Taiwan used

like Sri Lanka, India etc., since it

big data on travel history, vising of

should be kept under the condition

high-risk areas etc., of the people

of -80c and -60c. Under these

who display symptoms to identify

circumstances, prevention is better

their

than cure is still applicable to the

voluntarily download movement
tracing

Considering the prevailing situation,

apps

assisting

public

health authorities to track infected

it is a common fact that detection

individuals’ contacts. E.g. China

of COVID-19 positives to isolate

has introduced an app to detect

them keeping away from non-

if a confirmed or suspected is

infected, protection of the human
system,

requirement.

In some countries mobile users

present pandemic.

breathing

quarantine

nearby to the device. Further, the

maintenance
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Chinese government has assigned

Covid pandemic is a direct hit to the

mandatory,

quick

private sector. The additional cost

response (QR) codes to residents

is incurred to private enterprises

based on whether they self-report

than earlier giving paid leave

having COVID-19 symptoms, or

for the infected or suspected

coming into contact with confirmed

employees, providing additional

colour-coded

sanitary

or suspected cases in the previous

expenditure,

two weeks . Hong Kong has used a

required

to

are exploring how digital tools can
be used for contact tracing on

smartphone app. It will transfer their

employees before and after the

whereabouts to health authorities
quarantine.

any

violations
New

of

a result, private sector companies

wear

electronic wristband linked to his

monitoring

transporting

under reduced workforce etc. As

orders as well. Accordingly, all
are

quarantine

employees, carryout functioning

smartphone to enforce quarantine
visitors

measures,

quarantine period. It is more critical

of

when cured employees re-enter

Zealand

the workplace after release from

encourages residents to use NZ

hospitals as a preventive measure.

COVID Tracer through a mobile

Under the said circumstances,

app. App user will create a digital

Digital contact tracing contribution

diary recording his movements,

to combat against COVID-19 at

and if an infected party visited

this juncture is commendable.

him, he would transfer the diary to
health officials for contact tracing.

Uner s.2 of the Quarantine and

Vietnam introduced an app called

Prevention of Deceases Orninace

NCOVI to update the health status

No.3 of 1897 of Sri Lanka as

of mobile users. While Germany

amended, the Minister is entitiled

also has launched an app in June

to make regulations preventing

2020, the Netherlands introduced

the spread of any disease in and

an app called `CoronaMelder’ and

out Sri Lanka. The regulations 46,

`RadarCOVID’ in Spain to assist

48, 62 and 69 made under the

in contact tracing. Singapore also

same ordinance can be enforced

started to use smartphone apps as

applying digital contact tracing in

digital contact tracing.

todays context.
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However,

people

who

are

psychiatric damage. In the article,

voluntarily or involuntarily involved

`Contact Tracing; raises privacy

in contact tracing tools are facing

concerns’’ a female undergraduate

some privacy issues. ‘No one

revealed that her phone number

shall be subjected to arbitrary and

was taken by an establishment

unlawful interference with privacy’

recently and a guy who messaged

under Article 17 of the International

her addressed her by name and

Covenant on Civil and Political

asked whether she went to work

Rights (ICCPR). Data privacy and

that morning wearing a saree.

data protection are very closely

In the meantime, according to a

interconnected. When there is

psychology graduate women are

the protection of personal data by

more likely to be worried about

technology, only one can ensure
data privacy.

privacy than men.

Movements of a

person in society are his data and

As a result, the following questions

also his privacy. Considering the

may arise in civilised society. Can

nature of digital tools and networks

the data collector collect personal

used to collect such data can be

data of a data subject without

easily misused by the data collector

his consent or knowledge? Can

or third party for various other

the data subject resist to collect

purposes. After collecting personal

personal data? What is the right

data which is legally responsible

of the data subject to know the

for securing it?

purpose of collection of personal
data? What is right of the data

Data protection violation causing

subject to monitor his data after its

consequential loss to the claimant

collection by data collector?

can be considered a breach of a
legal duty to take care that amounts

Legal protection of personal
data

to a tort of negligence. The more
recent trend has been restricting
the scope of liability with certain

Organisation

well-defined types of non-physical

Cooperation

harm, notably economic loss and

for
and

Economic
Development

(OECD) issued a set of Guidelines
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for the Protection of Privacy and

Robertson and Sport Newspapers

Trans-border flows of Personal Data

Ltd, it was recognised the need

as a model in 1980. Its members

to introduce a tort of invasion of

have

privacy.

recognised

the

OECD

Guidelines. However, they are not

On the other hand, French law

bound by the same guidelines.

vigorously protects privacy rights,

It is expected member countries

considering the invasion of privacy

who have not implemented those

as a crime. Therefore, people,

guidelines to introduce privacy
policies with uniformity.

including `celebrities’ also can

English Court was reluctant to lay

indeed. In the United States, there

keep their private lives very private

down new rules of common law

is no separate Privacy Protection

or equity on privacy policies since

Law. However, various Acts provide

it is the duty of the legislature.

due protection for data.

Kirsty Horsey and Erika Rackley

fundamental right guaranteed under

quoting the statement made by

the first, third, fourth, fifth and ninth

House of Lords explain “English

amendments to the constitution

Law contains no specific privacy

Internet privacy is unregulated in

right and does not need to create

the U.S. Although the word “privacy”

one. Lord Hoffmann indicated on

is never used in the United States

page 18 that English Law has been

Constitution, there are limitations to

unwilling and might even be unable

the government’s intrusion into the

to create such a tort.” In Campbell

individual’s right to privacy under the

vs,

Newspapers

same. Right to individual privacy

Baroness Hale J. stated `our law

is guaranteed under section 23 of

cannot even if it wanted to develop

Article 1 Constitution of Florida and

a general tort of invasion of

section 10 of Article 2 of Montana

Mirror

Group

privacy.’ These statements confirm

It is a

Constitution and section 7 of Article

that there are no absolute privacy/

1 of the Washington Constitution.

data protection rights granted to
people in a country like the United

In Australia, each State and Territory

Kingdom. However, in Kaye vs

(except for Western Australia and
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South Australia) have their data

legislative framework for My Health

protection legislation. It applies to

Record System of the Australian

State Government agencies (and

government. Provisions under the

private

interaction

Healthcare Identifiers Act 2010

The collection, use,

regulates the use and disclosure of

storage and disclosure of ‘personal

healthcare identifiers. The Health

information’

principally

Records (Privacy and Access) Act

regulated by the federal Privacy

1997 (ACT), the Health Records

Act 1988. The Privacy Act governs

and Information Privacy Act 2002

the collection, storing and use

(NSW) and the Health Records

personal information irrespective

Act 2001 (Vic) cover health service

its medium or material that contains

providers (including private sector

or communicates that information.

providers) in the Australian Capital

It was decided on the failure of data

Territory, New South Wales, and

collecting organisation to maintain

Victoria.

businesses

with them).

are

reasonable security arrangements
protecting the customer data under

Though the Australian Privacy

the provisions of the PDPA in Royal

Act does not cover workplace

Caribbean Cruise (Ais) Pte. Ltd.

surveillance,

Sensitive

to

information

(including

personal

Apps

may

information

apply
of

health) can be collected only after

employee records. In NSW and

obtaining the express consent of

the Australian Capital Territory

the relevant individual (except in

concerning workplace monitoring

specified circumstances). It must

and surveillance, impose strict

not be used or disclosed for any

requirements on employers to

purpose beyond the purpose for

obtain

which it was collected, and any

before performing surveillance in

other purpose. Commonwealth My

the workplace according to the

Health Records Act 2012, My Health

Workplace Privacy Act 2011 (ACT),

Records Rule 2016 and My Health

Listening Devices Act 1992 (ACT),

Records Regulation 2012 create a

Workplace Surveillance Act 2005
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(NSW) and Surveillance Devices

electronically). Ministry of IT subject

Act 2007 (NSW).

in India adopted the Information
Technology (Reasonable Security

In India, there is no specific

Practices and Procedures and

legislation on privacy and data

Sensitive

protection. However, the right to

Information) Rules that effected in

privacy is embodied in Article 21

2011.

Personal

Data

or

of the constitution, guaranteed
freedom of life and personal liberty

Remedies

of its citizens, and the right to privacy

violation

is implicit from Constitutional rights.

privacy policies

available
of

data

against

protection/

The Indian Supreme Court in 2017
declared that the right to privacy is

Remedies available for the victim

a fundamental right of the citizen

are:

guaranteed under the constitution

a) Damages to the successful

of India. However, restrictions are

claimant.

applied against the same based

agreement/act of the violator).

balancing

test between the right to privacy

b)

against disclosure of information

to privacy of a person is considered

c) Injunctions are preventing

by modern society as a subject

the wrongdoer from doing or

vested upon various conditions

continuing

safeguarding the entire community.

privacy

The Information Technology Act,

data

protection/

policy

violations.

However, it is not clear whether

2000 contains specific provisions
protect

against

loss to the victim.

was applied. Accordingly, the right

to

Compensation

pecuniary and non-pecuniary

and the right to lead a healthy life

intended

the

consequences of the breach of

on compelling public interest. In
Sharda vs Dharmapa

(considering

the remedy is available in Sri

electronic

Lanka against Internet Service

data (intended to be processed

Providers.
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Possible defences against claims

creation of new specific issues

against violations of privacy/data

relevant

protection:

strengthening both sensitive and

to

data

protection,

other personal data, the General
a) Exclusion

–

Data Protection Regulations of

express or implied terms in the

EU 2016/679 (GDPR) came into

agreement between the parties

force on 25th May 2018. Failure

(victim and violator)

to comply with the data protection

b) Volenti

of

liability

non-fit

injuria

measures will be subject to financial

–

penalties and lawsuits against non-

violation with the consent of the

conforming parties.

victim

It includes genetic/biometric data,

c) Contributory Negligence.
General

Data

or data relating to inherited genetic
characteristics, a range of personal

Protection

information. Chapter 2 of the GDPR

Regulation 2016 (GDPR)
Worldwide

new

data

has set out seven principles for
the lawful processing of personal

privacy

data.

regime has taken steps to protect
users from their privacy risk as

1.

Fundamental Right. Data protection

Lawful, fair and transparent

processing – Expectation is to

laws have imposed an obligation

maintain

on organisations to formulate legal

processing

of

data

lawfully, fairly and transparently for

measures protecting user data

data subjects.

from threats including data breach
and directed organisations to follow

2.

mechanism to deal with collecting,

Purpose limitation – Data

is collected for specified, explicit,

storing to archival and disposal of

lawful and legitimate purposes. In the

user data. Unwanted exposure to

meantime, such further processing

sensitive information is frequent

for purposes archiving the public

in the digital era. Considering the

interest,
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research purposes or statistical

These are the guiding principles

purposes cannot be considered as

of

incompatible processing with the

processes.

regulation

and

compliance

initial purposes.
Privacy/data protection in Sri
3.

Data minimisation – what is

Lanka

necessary for the purposes
4.

Accurate

and

Privacy Policies are recognised

up-to-date

in India as a Constitutional right.

processing – The data controller

However, there is no Constitutional

requires to keep data up to date

provision securing privacy policies

accurately.
5.

as a fundamental right of the
citizens in Sri Lanka.

Limitation of storage in a

form that permits identification –

The lawmakers in Sri Lanka following

Data shall be kept in a form that is

the other countries have initiated to

permitted of identification of data

introduce the Data Protection law,

subjects for no longer than the

mainly building consumer trust.

requirement of the purposes of

The proposed Act has intended to

processing the personal data.
6.

provide a legislative framework to
regulate the processing of personal

Confidential and secure –

data

Data processing shall be carried in a

to regulate procession of personal

measures

data

protecting against unauthorised
loss, destruction or damage is
included.

–

strengthening

information

privacy

transactions

and

of

online

information

network, to improve interoperability
of

Accountability and liability
Data

protection

rights of data subjects to maintain

or unlawful processing, accidental

7.

without

or offline. Its main objectives are

of the personal data using technical
organisational

GDRP

classifying the same into online

manner ensuring required security
or

following

processing

shall

cross-border

cooperation

among personal data protection

be

frameworks and its enforcement

demonstrating compliance.
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authorities in the world. The
proposed law has covered areas
of local and international personal
data processing of data subjects or
if the Data Controller or Processor’s
domicile or residence in Sri Lanka,
incorporated in Sri Lanka under
written law, subject to the written
law of Sri Lanka, offers goods or
services to Data subject in Sri
Lanka or monitors the behaviour of
Data Subject in Sri Lanka including
profiling, to make decisions about
the behaviour of data subject in so
far as such behaviour takes place
in Sri Lanka according to section 3
of the proposed law.

e-documents. It can be considered
as technical safety provided for
data. As far as the section 10 of the
Computer Crime Act is concerned
our legislature has provided robust
legal protection for information
of users collected by the service
providers enabling the users to
access their services provided using
the computer. In the meantime, the
section 19 of the Computer Crime
Act No.24 of 2007 has empowered
the investigators under the Act
to give directions to responsible
people/s to preserve such data
for a period specified in the same
Order. Section 22 of the Act directs
the police officer who searches
for the Act to issue a complete list
of items and data including the
date and time of such seizure and
Section 24 provides provisions
to maintain the confidentiality of
information obtained in the course
of the investigation. Section 3(1)
(d) of the Payment Devices Frauds
Act No.30 of 2006 also provides a
similar offence to the said offence.

Exceptions to the application of draft
Act are explained under section
35 as an exception, restriction
or derogation is provided for by
law respects the essence of the
fundamental rights and freedoms
and constitutes a necessary
and proportionate measure in a
democratic society for the protection
of national security, defence, public
safety, economic and financial
interests of Republic of Sri Lanka
and other essential objectives of
the interest of the general public.

Changing data privacy
before COVID-19

laws

Voluntary
or
non-voluntary
collection of personal data on the

Electronic Transactions Act No.16
of 2006 provides security for data

movement of COVID-19 suspects

by way of recognising encryption of
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or infected (data subjects) may be

inform the same to the affected

essential for public security and

data subjects. Amendments were

health care. It cannot be a violation

introduced to privacy law by the

of a fundamental right. Various

legislature in the Netherlands.

countries have published general

However, there must be proper

guidance for data controllers and

legal protection for the personal

processors on data protection in
mid-April 2020

data

considering the

any citizen cannot be exposed to

to collect and process of health and

security risk.

location data for six months to deal
with the pandemic. The German
has

Conclusion

made

proposals to amend the Infection

It is high time to introduce contact

Protection Law forcing to provide

tracing mechanism as an immediate

travel history. Countries like Italy,
Republic

of

Korea,

data

of employees or customers, and

proposed an amendment to permit

also

the

authority that collected movement

French Senators have

government

from

subject. The public or private

pandemic situation. According to
OECD,

collected

measure

Singapore

to

combat

against

COVID-19. Minister in charge has

and Israel have already amended

to make regulations relevant to the

their laws to collect personal data

same under the Quarantine and

even without the consent of data

Prevention of Disease Ordinance.

subjects as a preventive measure

However, the main issue is that

to avoid spreading COVID. The

there is no data protection law,

U.S. published ‘A Contact Tracer’s

even dealing with the ordinary

Guide for COVID-19’ 5th June

situation in a democratic country.

2020 as a legal requirement to

Under the present situation, what

collect data on the movement of the

is the guarantee on the security of

people. It is the only legal obligation

personal data collected from the

of any organisation that provides

data subject? Lawmakers have to

Personal Identification Information

look into this aspect as an urgent

(PII) to a government agency to

issue without any delay.
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Quotes to Ponder – Relevance in the
Sri Lankan Context
M.R.M Haniffa,
Senior Lecturer in Chemistry, Open University of Sri Lanka
FICHEMC, Chartered Chemist
(most of the quotes are excerpts from the INTERNET)

that collided with a taxi? Witnesses

When I was requested to submit

were astounded, shocked, tak-

an article to the OPA journal, my first

en

challenge, as it were, was to select

aback,

surprised,

dumbfounded,

a suitable title that could meet the

startled,

thunderstruck,

caught unawares”.

objectives of the OPA. I needed to
think “out of the box” in this regard.

Whilst enjoying the associated

After spending some time under

humour, in a way I too

the “thinking tree”, I decided on the

astounded with the number of words

above title. Personally, I am a firm

that could be used to describe

believer in the fact that a sense of

a given event or episode, an

humour is very much an essential

interesting aspect of a language.

ingredient for a stress free life. It

was

• RD- August 2009

is with that in mind that I wish to
begin this article by quoting from

“A successful man is one who can

the Readers Digest (RD) under the

lay a foundation with the bricks

item “Laughter the Best Medicine”

thrown at him” – David Brinckley.

(my favourite topic whenever I start

How do we respond when “bricks”

reading the RD).

are thrown at us? Invariably, our

• RD - October 1989

natural tendency is to throw one
or more “bricks” in return, a tit for

“Did you hear about the van loaded

tat reaction. Is that what we should

with copies of Roget’s Thesaurus
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do? May be we could consider

And when you start eating it, it is

that as a compliment and try to be

a TRIANGLE!! Life and People are

tolerant. Many are not tolerant and

like Pizza; looks different, appear

are unable to deal with criticisms in

different and of course behave

a positive way. One need to look

absolutely different.

far; our TV programme are replete

Need I elaborate on the moral of

with plenty of shows, arguing and

the above statement? Message is

counter arguing many issues with

very clear.

no end in sight.

• A person asked Dr APJ

• Quotes from Prof Abdul
Kalaam (APJ)

Sir, what is the most easy and most
difficult thing in Life?

One of my favorite international
personalities is the late Professor

He replied: Mistakes.

Abdul Kalam (former President

Easy to Judge when others do it.

of India). He not only embodied
many of the virtues of a principled

Difficult to realize it when we do it.

leader and statesman but also led
an exemplary and simple life that is

Interesting reply; looking inwards,

very rare in the modern times. He

we see it happening all the time

not only did the “talking” but also

among the so called cream of the

did the “walking”.

society. Many are not able to say
“sorry” when they make a mistake.

• Let us check out the following

Ego and pride does not allow one

statement from APJ

to acknowledge their own lapses

PIZZA always confuses me. It

while they highlight that of others.

comes in a SQUARE box, yet

One need not look far to find

when you open it, it is ROUND.

examples in REAL life.
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change their habits? It is said that
smartphones are used – over 90%
of the time – for purposes other
than calling or receiving calls.
What can you learn from the above
quotes? I presume there are many
lessons for the discerning mind and,

• “It is very Easy to Defeat

it is hoped that we could apply them

someone, but it is Very Hard To

to ourselves; that is look inwards at

Win someone”.

oneself and see whether we could

“Luxury and Lies have huge

make a change for the better. Let

maintenance costs. But Truth and

us not try to “defeat” one another,

Simplicity are self- maintained

rather let us “win” them over. Let us

without any cost”.

tell the truth however bitter it may

•

•

be. Let us lead a life of simplicity

“You cannot change your future,

and not indulge in extravagance.

but you can change your habits,

Let us change our habits so that

and surely your habits will change

we can change our future.

your future”.

Quotes from former President of

The above few quotations are very

USA, John F. Kennedy (JFK)

relevant in the present context
as we are battling bad habits in

• “My fellow Americans, ask not

all fronts. With advent of modern

what your country can do for you,

technology, we are now facing a

ask what you can do for your

problem with the new generation;

country”.

we want our children to perform

In fact, JFK was assassinated in the

well in order to be successful in

line of duty serving as President of

the future but are they prepared to

USA.
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Can there be a more profound

Many changes are envisaged and

statement than the above in the

carried out are in haste for reasons

light of all the infighting that we

other than the interest of the

observe in our political landscape?

country at large and subsequently,

Of course, there are utterances

the nation as a whole have to

extolling the virtues of putting

face the consequences, socially,

country before party or self. But

economically and otherwise.

does

it

translate

into

action?

• “Let us not seek the Republican

In general, we are famous for

answer or the Democratic answer,

“talking” but not prepared to do the

but the right answer. Let us not

“walking” as well. (Very happy to be

seek to fix the blame for the past.

members of the Sri Lankan version

Let us accept our own responsibility

of NATO – No Action Talk Only

for the future”.

club; apologies to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, a powerful

Right answer indeed. What is

body in the global scenario)

right? Might is Right seems to
be the attitude in the Sri Lankan

• “For time and the world do not

landscape. What matters for us as

stand still. Change is the law of

Sri Lankans is what is good for the

life. And those who look only to the

entire people of the country and

past or the present are certain to

that decisions should be taken with

miss the future”.

the common mass in mind only, not

Change is inevitable and we

based on other parochial factors.

should be prepared for it. However,

• Things do not happen. Things

change for the sake of change,

are made to happen.

to satisfy individuals or ulterior
motives should be not be allowed

How many of us make things

to happen. Do not we see this

happen?

happening in this country? The

make things happen and are very

next question is “at what cost”?

happy to be on the side lines. Let
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us be part of a team that can make

the challenges. Such questions

things happen leading to a positive

need answers from all of us. We

impact in the society.

need to pose such questions to

Quotes

from

former

ourselves and see where we are in

Martin

that respect.

Luther King Jr

• I only regret that I have but

• “In the End, we will remember

one life to lose for my country –

not the words of our enemies, but

Nathan Hale

the silence of our friends”.

A profound statement indeed that

• “The ultimate measure of a man

deserves our attention.

is not where he stands in moments
of

comfort

and

What

would the present generation of

convenience

leaders say about it? What would

but, where he stands at times of

you and I say about it?

challenges and controversy”.

Let me conclude this article with

What does the above two quotes

another

mean to you and me? Just take

quote

from

Michael

Altshuler

some time to ponder over it. Are

• “The BAD NEWS is Time Flies;

we speaking up / voicing our

the GOOD NEWS is you are the

concerns in the national interest
when decisions that has long term

PILOT”.

repercussions are taken? It is

One need to expound on these

indeed sad to note the silence of

quotes and be inspired to change

the majority in these situations.
Challenges

along

oneself, to change for the better.

with

After all, TIME is a Universal

controversies are part and parcel

Variable where as LIFE is short

of the decision-making process.

term and temporary and so are

What do we do? Keep quiet or go

power and glory. TIME is LIFE, do

forward courageously to overcome

not waste time as it FLIES.
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Facilities Management approach
from an Industrial Engineer’s
view point
“Lean In Facilities Management “
Rimoshan Fernando,
Dr. Udayakantha Sabaratne

Facilities
start

structure this include but not limit

management

to buildings, roads dam, bridge

with facilities planning,

determination
Planning

of

etc., too best support achieving

facilities.

explains

how

the

an

facilities

activities tangible fixed asset best

objectives

thus

management will start

with facilities planning, accurate

support achieving the activities

plan always deliver expected

objective.

best results

Few examples explain how this

Facilities management industry

support in different segments of

is growing a rapid pace and the

facilities, such as manufacturing
determination

of

role of facilities manager become

how

essential

manufacturin facilities best support
production,

activities

similarly

in

outcome.

an

deliver
When

expected
facility

management field term as an

airport how the airport facilities is

industry, it is known as a factor

to support passenger and airplane
interface and in a

to

that every industry need to be

hospital how

success, The model of success.

hospital facilities support providing

defines in five element starting

medical care for patient.

from Vision,

Such as term facilities being use

Vision: A description of where

to represent any type of built

you are heading,
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Mission: How to accomplish the

recipient

hand,

Delivery:

vision,

availability at the time of the
service needed by the customer

Requirement of success: The

, These three critical measuring

science of your Business,

factors equally applicable to the

Guiding principles: The value to

Facilities management industry

be use while pursuing the vision,

since it is a business value stream
and value chain. In order to

Evidence of Success: Measurable
results

that

become a winner of the field,

demonstrate

when an organization moving
towards their vision.

engineers

must

have

sound

knowledge

and

clear

under-

standing on two core activities in

Facility management clearly set

facilities; purpose and operation

and established above prior to

of the facilities. Purpose that built

begin the process, definitely will

for (Ex: Production purpose) and

deliver

its related operations.

expected

results,

the

engineer who handle the process
is

Understanding of overall process

required to master common

involving suppliers, procedures

set of skills and capabilities of
improving

work

and customers or recipient of

management

services and understanding of the

progress continuously adopting

range and cause of variation, and

innovative tools.

use of statistical

sampling in

Every industry mainly focuses

measurement including concepts

on 03 critical success factors to

of human nature.

measure.

The

product

or

Industry today experiencing 4th

service Quality (quality of service

industrial revolution “Industry 4.0

that provides to customer with
sustainable environment), Cost

“as a part of industry the facility

:

competitive

management should not ignore

price and value for money at the

the revolutionary changes that

affordable

and
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adapted to the other industry

Common drawback of many is the

as 5th industrial revolution start

assumptions that technology is a

appearing in the industrial sector.

solution, technology plays major

Statistical analysis is key to obtain

role in facilities but solution can

results to solve problems and

only be found within collective

to take correct decision timely.

business process setting out and

Statistical data analysis commonly

continuous improvement cycle.

known as big data analysis, it

Evaluate facilities as business

is proven that without data it is

process,

just given an opinion, real-time

structure

every

activity, and clearly connect each

correct data is very important to find

customer and supplier within the

correct path.

process, specify & simplify every

What big terminology used in our

flow (information and service)

daily work life, we need to use

improve entire process through

our common-sense and calibrate

experimentation at the lowest

eyes to see the value portion of

level possible till reach expected

the facilities value chain, it is

level of success.

important to note that eyes will

It

not getting calibrate until we
continuously.

This

power

believing

open our
differently

mind
most

to
of

the

important

customer

to

clearly

in the facilities what built for,
understanding

will

see

paramount

understand

believe that every process can
improve

is

determine

it

recipient

time

customer

how
of

customer

service

or

expected

value for money in terms of

engineers struggle to find best

Quality,

technological solutions to their

Cost

and

Delivery

(availability at the time of need).

problems, to a certain extent.
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Orbiting Debris of Planet Earth:
A Space Environmental Problem
S.V.A.S.H. Ariyathunge1 and H.M.K.K.M.B. Herath2
Faculty of Engineering Technology, The
Open University of Sri Lanka 1, 2

An additional 200,000 fragments
measuring between 1 to 10cm (0.4
Space debris, also known as space
to 4 inches) in diameter to millions
Orbiting
Debrismaterials
of Planetwhich
Earth: A Space
Environmental Problem
junks,
is artificial
smaller than 1cm are expected to
orbits the Earth but is no longer1
S.V.A.S.H. Ariyathunge and H.M.K.K.M.B.
Herath 2 on the height of
occur. It depends
functional.
The
substanceTechnology,
may be The Open University of Sri Lanka 1, 2
Faculty
of Engineering
a piece of waste from space to fall
as big as the thrown-out rocket
back to the planet. Objects below
stage
or as small as a microscopic
Introduction
600 km travel many years before
paint chip. Most of the garbage is
Space debris, also known as space junks, is artificial
materials which
orbits
the Earth but Aris no
re-entering
Earth’s
atmosphere.
a low Earth
orbit in 2,000
of as the thrown-out rocket stage or as small as a
longeronfunctional.
The substance
may bekm
as big
tifacts hitting 1,000 km altitude for
the crust
Earth,
ingarbage
a geostamicroscopic
paintof
chip.
Most but
of the
is on a low Earth orbit in 2,000 km of the crust of Earth,
decades and we have still created
but intionary
a geostationary
some
fragments can
orbit, orbit,
some
fragments
canbe located at 35,786 km above the Equator. By 2020,
some
confusion
as long
people
more than 14,000 pieces of scrap waste were monitored
by the
United States
Spaceas
Surveillance
be located at 35,786 km above
Network, which had a range larger than 4 inches. An
fragments
measuring
areadditional
seeking200,000
space.
Hundreds
of
the1 Equator.
thanto millions smaller than 1cm are expected to occur. It
between
to 10cm (0.4By
to 42020,
inches) more
in diameter
dead satellites have orbited our
14,000
scrapof waste
were
depends
on thepieces
height ofofa piece
waste from
space to fall back to the planet. Objects below 600 km
planet
through
the1,000
yearskmalong
with
travelmonitored
many years before
atmosphere.
Artifacts
hitting
altitude
for
by there-entering
United Earth's
States
trash
bits
from
all
of
our
rockets.
decades and we have still created some confusion as long as people are seeking space. Hundreds of
Space Surveillance Network, which
dead satellites have orbited our planet through the years along with trash bits from all of our rockets.
had a range larger than 4 inches.
Introduction

Figure 1. Count Evaluation by object Type Source: European Space Agency (ESA)

History
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With the first artificial satellite flight in 1957, space debris started piling up on the earth's
orbit. Following the 1957 launch of Sputnik 1, North American Aerospace Defense Command
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Command (NORAD) has started
to create a catalog of all identified
launches and orbit objects:
spacecraft, defensive shield, and
launcher-style.

History
With the first artificial satellite flight
in 1957, space debris started piling
up on the earth’s orbit. Following
the 1957 launch of Sputnik 1, North
American Aerospace Defense

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) released
updated copies of the database
into a two-line feature package
and re-published them at the
beginning of the early 1980s.
The trackers which supplied the
database were notified of other
orbital objects, many of which
were due to in-orbit explosions.
Many were purposely caused in
the 1960s by the development
of antifreeze weapons (ASAT),
and some originated from orbital
rocket stages, as the remaining
propeller extended and its tanks

exploded. NORAD team member
John Gabbardkept has a dedicated
website for enhancing monitoring.
Gabbard developed a method
to determine the orbital paths of
its products in the analysis of the
explosions and Gabbard diagrams
are still commonly used. Such
experiments have been used to
enhance orbital evolution modeling
and decline. When the NORAD
database was made available in
the 1970s, asteroid ceiling methods
were added to the collection of
known artificial Earth objects.
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Information is collected from
ground-based radars and optical
telescopes, space-based sensors,
analysis of spacecraft surfaces
returned from space, and groundbased laboratory experiments,
such as DebriSat. The United
States is a pioneer in collecting
significant data points such as the
Space Surveillance Network, the
Haystack X-Band Radar, returned
surfaces from the Solar Max, Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF),
Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
and the Space Shuttle. The results
verify environmental models and
recognize the existence of new
sources.

Orbital Debris Program Office
(ODPO)
The NASA Orbital Debris Program
Board (ODPB) has taken the lead
globally in carrying out orbital
analyses and establishing the
scientific framework to take steps
to minimize consumers within it.
At Johnson Space Centre, the
Department aims to enhance its
understanding of the world of
space debris and steps to monitor
the production of waste. Near
to earth, orbital debris tests are
carried out with ground-based
and space-based analyses of the
condition of the orbital debris.

Dealing with Debris

designing and operating cars. A

The most critical steps now are to

variety of technological solutions

avoid excessive orbital waste from

have been taken since 2010 to

being generated unnecessarily. This

reduce the development of space

can be achieved by conservatively

debris. Initially, most satellites were
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launched into elliptical orbits with

fueling

perigees within an atmosphere to

spacecraft

prevent the creation of toxic space

orbit

waste. The orbit will quickly degrade

originally scheduled to start in 2015.

and the satellites will then lose

The Space Infrastructure Servicing

control. Although the International

(SIS) would be able to push dead

Telecommunication Union (ITU)

satellites into graveyard orbits.

allows

geostationary

satellites

service

geosynchronous

communications

satellites

to flatten the front of the waste

to a graveyard orbit, the orbital

and produce a rocket-like thrust,

areas chosen do not effectively

which slows down the load. The

cover geostationary orbit (GEO)

waste should collapse enough

lanes. Satellites with a sufficient

in continuous operation to be

propellant can allow immediate,

affected by atmospheric drag. The

managed de-orbit or satellites, if

momentum of laser-beam photons

they require too much propellant,

can directly influence debris to

can carry a satellite into an orbit that

push small waste away from the

will ultimately de-orbit atmospheric

operating satellite in new orbits. In

drag. This was achieved for the

2011, NASA work showed a laser

French Spot 1 satellite, which

beam fired on a piece of space

reduced its reintroduction period

trash that could give an impulse of

from 200 to 15 years by raising its

1 mm (0.039 inches) per second,

altitude from 830 km (516 mi) to

while the laser could shift its path

approximately 550 km.

by 200m (660 ft) per day by holding

A well-informed solution uses a
vehicle

for

and

A ground-based laser is using

at the end of their lives to switch

remotely-controlled

depot

it on the debris a few hours a day.

to

appoint, collect and return waste

The potential for material decay

to the central station. The system

is one disadvantage; the energy

includes

Infrastructure

will breaking up the debris and

Service, a commercially developed

contributes to the problem. The

Space
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Japan

Exploration

Debris Coordination Committee

Agency (JAEA) is launched a

(IADC) for orbital debris has been

“space net” research satellite on

developed by the world’s leading

the 28th of February 2014. The

space agencies to facilitate Earth

launch was just a working test.

orbit operations that restrict orbital

In December 2016, Japan sent

debris production. In the Scientific

a collector of space debris via

and Technical Subcommittee of

Kounotori 6 to the ISS, where

the United Nations Committee on

JAEA scientists experimented with

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space

tethering debris from the orbit. A

(COPUOS), the topic of evaluation

700 m thin connected system from

and debate was also discussed since

a spacecraft that was returning to

1994. The international community

Earth could not be expanded by

has provided recommendations

the system. On the 6th of February

on the prevention of atmospheric

2014,

debris to both the IADC and the

Koichi

Aerospace

leading
Inoue

researchers

announced

that

COPUOS.

they “believed the tether was not

We

released” and the purpose of the

waste

We pollute the cosmos even as we

a mission to eliminate wide field

pollute the earth. The main way

waste from space since 2012. The

for getting rid of all the garbage

Deorbit project will launch in 2023

that people create is by through

with the goal of extracting waste

recycling by reusing waste items

from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) over

by converting them into new goods.

4,000 kilograms (8,800 lb). There

Most nations have introduced new

is an investigation into several

ways of recycling and re-use and

capture techniques, including a

this would change the way we buy

net, harpoon, and a robot clamping
Inter-Agency

planet

the various outer regions of space.

Space Agency has been planning

The

have

streaming into the world and into

project had failed. The European

arm.

will

products, as we know that we need

Space

to reduce waste.
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Port of Galle – First transshipment
Port in Ceylon
By Capt. Chandra Godakanda Arachchi
Member of the Company of Master
Mariners of Sri Lanka

Colonel Henry Steel Olcott who
ounded many Buddhist schools
in the nineteenth century such as
Mahinda, Ananda, Dharmaraja,
Maliyadeva, Sri Rahula in Kandy
and Rathnavali Balika Vidyalaya
Gampaha and Olcott Memorial
High School arrived in Port of
Galle on 01st May 1880. As per the
numerous correspondence with the
late Baddegama Piyarathne Thero,
Colonel Olcott in fact founded the
first Buddhist school at Dodanduwa,
Galle in 1869.

arrived

Port of Galle – First
Galle, the capital city of the
Port in
Southern transshipment
province,
which
sometimes has been referred as
Ceylon
the sleeping
town of Sri Lanka,

As per t

the lat

Colonel

Buddhis
1869.

was once-upon-a-time the number
It is believed that Maldivian,
one port in Ceylon for well over
Arabian and Chinese vessels
seven hundred years. Galle
was of the
Member
of Master
alongCompany
with vessels
from Kerala
the second most important port for
and Tamil Nadu called at the port
Mariners of Sri Lanka
VOC - Dutch East India Company
of Galle from the 11th century
during Dutch period with the Spice,
until Portuguese arrival in the 16th
Cinnamon, Pepper, Arecanut,
century. It was by accident that
Sappan wood (shipped to Persia)
the Portuguese landed in Galle.
and Gems trade booming at the
History states that the vessel of
time. There was also an elephant
Don Lourenco de Almeida (the son
export trade to India. The many
of the Portuguese Viceroy in Goa
famous personalities who have
India) was waiting somewhere in
visited the Port of Galle during
the Maldives to intercept Moor
this period include Ibun Battuta
vessels bound for Arabian ports,
in 1344, and General Cheng Ho.
and got caught to a storm, drifted

By

Capt.

Chandra

Godakanda

Arachchi,

Galle, the capital city of the Southern

province, which sometimes has been

referred as the sleeping town of Sri

Lanka, was once-upon-a-time the

number one port in Ceylon for well

over seven hundred years. Galle was
the second most important port for
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It is bel

Chinese

Kerala a
Galle

Portugu

was by
landed

vessel o
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and landed unexpectedly in Galle
in November 1505. That was the
beginning of the Portuguese story
in Ceylon.

a large number of troops in the port
of Galle, resulting in heavy fighting
in and around the port. General
Hulft arrived in Galle Port in 1655
with a fleet of vessels carrying 6000
soldiers and weapons etc. He then
proceeded to Colombo and is said
to have died during an inspection
from a stray Portuguese bullet.
Where General Hulft was shot dead
is known as “Hulftsdorf” today.
The Galle port had a boatyard,
a carpenter shop and a furnace
which was declared opened by the
Dutch Governor in 1667.

The Port of Galle and its navigational
information was closely guarded.
The Galle Harbour Pilots were
not allowed to leave Galle postretirement, during the Dutch
period, in order to mitigate the risk
of navigational information secrets
becoming common knowledge. That
alone is a testimony to highlight the
importance of international trade
and Galle port during the era.

The importance of the Port of
Galle, located between the Arabian
peninsula and East Asia, is well
known; so the fortified town and
the port was important for local
trade. As the transshipment port
in the region, the Dutch trade and
shipping boomed until 1796, when
the English took over the town
and the port. The change of guard
from the Dutch to English was
much smoother when compared
to the change in the previous
administration, as there was
virtually no fighting for supremacy.

Initially the Dutch sent larger vessels
from Europe to collect and bring
cargo from the Asian region, which
ran into some difficulties. Having
then realized the importance of the
trade in Asian region, VOC decided
to have permanent headquarters
and operate a central hub in Asia.
The bigger European built vessels
were employed for long distance
voyages, such as to Europe and
back. The smaller vessels built
locally, such as the Dhoni did the
short voyages in regional ports to
and from Malabar (Kerala coast in
Arabian sea), Coromandel (Tamil
Nadu coast in Bay of Bengal) and
other ports in Bengal. The change
of administration from Portuguese
to Dutch in 1640 saw the arrival of

There was a Flagstaff and a signal
station during Dutch times, at the
present end of Lighthouse street,
where a diver takes the dive from
the rampart. A Flag-man used to
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climb to the top of the Flagstaff
to observe arriving vessels. Upon
sighting a vessel, a flag is hoisted
and a gun is fired as a signal for the
Pilot to go out to bring the vessel in.
The present “Lighthouse street” was
then known as “Flagstaff street”. It
is interesting to note that a “Pigeon
Post Service” commenced in 1850
by the Observer newspaper. A
carrier pigeon which was released
from the top of the lighthouse with
news brought in by mail steamers
from Europe and America to
Colombo, is said to have done the
flight in forty five minutes, arriving
in the Observer Office in Colombo.

sinking. The “Avondster’ was
loading cargo for India at the time
of being wrecked. It is believed that
a sailor on deck had noticed the
vessel drifting during night and then
called the Master who was slow
to respond. It was too late by the
time the Master was ready to drop
the warp anchor. The “Hercules”,
wrecked in 1661 whilst departing
Galle with cargo bound for Batavia
(present day Jakarta, Indonesia). A
third vessel “Domin” arriving from
Surat was wrecked in 1663.
It is said that the Dutch East India
Company - VOC, ran into a bit of
difficulties when a few of their ships
were wrecked in Galle in that era.
However, VOC is said to have
subsequently developed different
types of vessels suitable for the
trade and voyages intended in
Asia.

The approach channel to the Port of
Galle was not the easiest as there
were several submerged reefs
covered with soft sand with rocky
seabed containing 22 submerged
rocks. This, combined with strong
winds, heavy seas and swell
during the South West Monsoon,
had caused the wrecking of many
ships from time to time. There are
many wrecks in and around Port
of Galle, of which a famous wreck
was the “Avondster” (1659), which
lost the anchor when in anchorage.
It had perhaps anchored closer to
the Fort during the South West
Monsoon and run aground before
breaking into two and subsequently

With the English calling the shots
from 1796, the Port of Galle soon
became an important port for
them, as it was somewhat halfway
on their long voyages to and from
their new colonies. In the middle of
the 19th century, sailing ships were
replaced by steam ships. Steam
ships coming into being saw the port
of Galle become a hive of activity,
to say the least. In 1878 alone, the
port of Galle had 208 merchant
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ships calling for coal bunkers. The
number of vessel calls was said to
be three times that of Colombo port.
In addition, there were numerous
warships which called at the port
of Galle in the same year. Crew
from warships played music on the
wharf for the music lovers in Galle.
All this was a few years before
the port of Galle started losing its
business to the port of Colombo.
Colombo was not even considered
in earlier times for a port, due to the
absence of a natural bay but Galle
combined with having a natural bay
also perhaps closer to Maritime
Silk Route. Commencement of
Tea plantation and tea exports,
the government building the first
rail track to upcountry mainly for
tea exports as planters preferred
Colombo port being closer as the
export port made the government
to develop Colombo harbour.

India Company – VOC) in 1873
and purchased Queens cottage in
Nuwara Eliya. It is said that it was
Governor Gregory who was pushing
to promote Colombo for a bigger
harbour despite the Colonial Office
advising him not to proceed with the
project due to financial constraints.
However, the continuation of
ship groundings and wrecking,
particularly of the vessel “Peshawar”
during Governor Gregory’s time,
combined with Shipmasters’ fear of
approaching through the channel
made it possible for him to push for
Colombo Port. Governor Gregory
laid the foundation for Colombo
breakwater in 1875.
However, Galle harbour has a very
rich history with heaps of notable
interesting events having taken
place during its heyday. Goods from
all over the world were freighted to
Galle for local use, as well as for
transhipment. Just to mention, a
few ships would bring wool from
Australia to be transhipped via
Galle to Europe, Apples on ice from
America or the merchant vessels
on China Tea trade. The Original
lighthouse built in 1848 was an
iron structure with a lantern. It is
said that the lighthouse keeper lost
his life in 1939 when the structure
caught fire and he jumped from

The Port of Galle was the unfortunate
casualty in the development of Port
of Colombo from late 19th century
with the shipping slowly moving
away from Galle to Colombo with
P&O mail steamers moved their
office from Galle to Colombo
in 1882. It is interesting to note
Governor Sir William Gregory
sold Queens House in Galle (was
the headquarters of Dutch East
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the top into the sea. The present

seamen

lighthouse was built thereafter.

fighting after drinks around the

There

place. The police constables were

were

many

high-profile

patronising

and

often

not enough in number to control

shipping agency offices in Galle,
with some having started their

the fights between seamen.

businesses in Galle. The John

The Port of Galle did not have a

& Black company, who were

motor launch for the Pilots until

the coaling agent for Clan Line,

about 1920’s. Asailing boat was

established in 1847 is said to be

used as the pilot boat to take the

the oldest mercantile firm in Galle.

pilot to ships. Upon the introduction

Delmege Forsyth & Co. had an

of motor launches for the Pilot, the

office in Pedler Street in Fort.

old pilot sailing boat was kept near

Thomas Vilney and Co. originally

the present Mercantile Seaman

established in 1852, when closing

Training institute. Unfortunately, the

down, was taken over by Chas P.

Pilot sailing boat of much historical

Haley which in fact the beginning

value seems to have disappeared

of Haleys. Walker and Sons, which

with the Tsunami. The Author of

was initially established in Galle Fort

this article, during his time as the

in front of the old Post Office, was
the oldest engineering company in

DHM/Pilot in Galle Port, has read

Ceylon. Cargills and Co opened a

many letters of correspondence

branch in Pedler street in Fort Galle

between the Master Attendants

in 1848. As a matter of interest, Dr.

and the Government going into

P.D. Anthoniz, who served with

even the first three decades of

distinction from Galle, was the first

the 20th century, pertaining to the

surgeon to qualify from UK. The

development of Galle harbour.

Clock tower was an addition to the

These letters, which also are

Dutch Fort and it was built by a

of historical value, have also

donor in the name of Dr. Anthoniz.

disappeared with the Tsunami.

Ananda Samarakoon was a teacher

We as a nation to should learn to

when he composed the national

preserve the historically valuable

anthem and got students to sing in

items in a safe place for the future

the Olcott Hall. The New Oriental

generations.

Hotel used to be a busy place with
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The new navigation satellite systems
– GPS on steroids!
By Capt Mehran Wahid
Member of the Company of
Master Mariners

F

gation satellite systems – GPS on steroids!
our newly introduced
ehran Wahid, Member of the Company of
revamped
navigation
MasterorMariners

satellite systems will shortly
troduced or revamped navigation satellite
be available
for public
or
hortly be available
for public
use use
or are
onal with hugely
upgradedoperational
capabilities some
are already
with
e available to present satnav receivers. They
hugely upgraded
capabilities
own GPS constellation
with newly
upgraded
also well-known
Russian
GLONASS,
the
some of
which will
be available
ou and the recently completed European
to present satnav receivers.
GPS Block III satellite - USAF
lation of satellites.
They are the well known GPS
Until
now
spoofing
bywhich
hostile powers
recent systems are having a better capability than the old
ones
(such
as GPS)
constellation with newly upgraded
ing replaced with newer upgraded satellites as the old has
onesbeen
reachpossible
the end of
their
and
there have
satellites,
the
also
well-known
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While the more recent systems

new systems will however make

are having a better capability than

this very unlikely at least for the

the old ones (such as GPS) which

military with access to a special

anyway are being replaced with

encrypted signal capable of being

newer upgraded satellites as the

focused to an area a few hundred

old ones reach the end of their

kilometres across when needed.

lives, the new satellites are far

The new satellite signals will be

more accurate and are even said

more robust and make spoofing

to have an accuracy of 1 metre.

less likely.
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Thus
n L1C is in use, the receivers will be able to pick up signals from more than just one system and
fect they would all act as a super-system giving far more accuracy
than wouldBeiDou
be possible
from is said
The Chinese
system
gle satellite navigation
system.
This
will
improve
reception
even
for
city
users
who
often
have
the position. Thus when L1C is in
to bewill
receivable
by that
country‟s
als blocked by tall buildings – the reception from multiple systems
make ‘blocking’
far less
y and this ‘super-system’
can give greater
use, the receivers
will accuracy.
be able to

submarines which is not possible

pick system
up signals
more than
Chinese BeiDou
is said tofrom
be receivable
by that country’s
submarines
whichThe
is notGalileo
with the
US GPS.
ible with the US GPS. The Galileo system is the only one of the major satnavs however which
just one system and in effect they

system is the only one of the major

would all act as a super-system

satnavs however which GPS Block

giving far more accuracy than

III satellite - USAF is fully under

would be possible from a single

civilian control although it also has

satellite navigation system. This

an encrypted signal for military
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use which the UK will not have

smart phones for position fixing

access to because of Brexit even

and true north indication provided

though it was a huge contributor to

their software is kept updated and

Galileo. Because of this the UK is

the often ignored calibration of the

now seriously looking into having

built in magnetic compass is carried

its own system – more good news

out, namely the figure-of-eight

for the common user with the

swooping and tumbling movement

possibility of additional satellites

required on the phone. These both

being available!

detect magnetic north correctly.

Meanwhile the Russian GLONASS

The internal electronics can detect

satellites

which

have

the direction of the earth‟s magnetic

been

field in three dimensions and hence

somewhat lagging in number of

the magnetic north – and work out

satellites is also set to have a boost

the latest magnetic variation for

with more being launched in the

one‟s position from the software

next few years.

updates. This is especially relevant

(Also with the new systems comes

as today the magnetic north is

a remarkable capability on most
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moving faster than before which

might be

mostly affects observers in higher

interested

latitudes. There are free apps

to hear of

available on Google Store to see

it as well!

which satellites are being received.

It was in

Today‟s smart phones are highly

the

capable but poorly utilized!).

80s (yeah

(Main

https://www

1980s not 1580s), when my ship

newscientist.com/article/

was in Colombo Drydocks, so

mg24532692-800-gps-face-off-

some of you may have met him

why-countriesare-vying-to-rule-

too. I heard the dockyard workers

the-skies-with-satnav/ And https://

referring to someone as “Galileo”

www.newscientist.com/article/

and having already known a Sri

mg24232360-700-the-north-pole-

Lankan carpenter on a ship with

is-moving-and-if-itflips-life-on-

the name Hynesworth, I knew that

earth-is-in-trouble/)

some Sinhalese names were not

Footnote: How I met Galileo

what one might call typical, I asked

sources:

late

them whether this guy‟s name

The above article on the new satnavs

was really Galileo and they then

and the mention of the Galileo

laughingly explained to me that his

system triggered off a memory

name was actually Leo, but when

of how I actually met someone

ships were in docks he could often

named Galileo and then as I got up

be found hanging around the ship‟s

from my writing-desk at home and
went to tell my wife who was in the

galley for food, hence the name

kitchen about this, I realized readers

they had given him – “Galley Leo”!
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City Analyst’s Laboratory Colombo
Municipal Council
Dr. Gamini Rajanayake,
Charted Chemist, F R S C (UK), F I Chem. C
Ph D, M Sc (Food Science and Technology), P G D (Environmental Toxicology)
Additional Approved Analyst, City Analyst Colombo.

the approval to start a laboratory

Setting up a Laboratory

named City Analyst Laboratory. Dr.

Seven decades before in 1950s

M Ramasamy from the Government

Government analyst was confined

Analyst’s Department appointed as

to the premises of the Colombo

the First City Analyst in 1962. Dr

University and they wanted to

Ramasamy managed to order and

delocalize work load of the City

get down necessary chemicals,

Limits of Colombo to the Colombo

glassware,

Municipal Council (CMC). Public
Health

Department,

after

consumables

and

other relevant equipment needed

that

for testing Food samples. Once

Colombo Municipal Council was

the furniture fitted the laboratory

sending food samples to a private

started at Ketawalamulla Lane

laboratory called Bamber & Bruce,

Colombo 09 with two medical

which was then approved by the

Laboratory technologists (MLTs)

Ministry of Health to obtain analytical

Mr. M A Sirisena and Mr. Piyasena

reports to implement Food Act

Gamage from 1964 to 1965.

within the city of Colombo.

Closing
Laboratory

In 1962 Chief Medical Officer of
Health Dr. Nadarajah proposed
to the Council of the CMC to

down

the

In the year 1965 Dr. Ramasamy was

appoint City analyst to Colombo

given an assignment by the Food &

City which was the capital city as

Agricultural Organization (FAO) in

well as the commercial city nearly

Nigeria and he left the country and

equals to the half of the country

the laboratory was closed down

at that period. CMC council gave
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and two MLTs were transferred to
the City Microbiological Laboratory
and keys of the Laboratory Handed
over to CMOH Dr. G A R Perera.

in 1978. Miss. Rathnasabhapathy
has been selected to Assitant
Medical Practitioner (AMP) Training
and she left the laboratory to join
as AMP.

Restarting the laboratory

Mr. F Ramanathan expired in
1978 and Mrs. M J De Silva nee
Sarangapani was appointed as
the City Analyst. To fill Miss S
Rathnasabhapaty’s gap Miss T W
S Perera (LT) was appointed in
the year1979. Mrs. M J De Silva
served as a technical expert to
the Food Advisory Committee
which is the advisory Committee
to the Hon. Minister of Health &
its sub committees and also to the
standard formulation committees
and sectoral committee in Sri
Lanka Standard Bureau now
Sri Lanka Standard Institution
(SLSI) she also delivered lectures
to some Universities, Training
Institutions etc. In 1985 another
two LTs Mr. G Rajanayake Miss D
D C M Perera and one Laborer Mr.
L Wickramasighe were appointed
to increase the carder. Mr. S P K
Warnakulasooriya promoted as an
Assistant City Analyst in 1987, in
the same year Mr. P Senthan was
given ACA post.

In 1970 Chief Medical Officer of
Health Dr. Subramanium wanted
to start the laboratory again and
retired Deputy Government Analyst
Mr. S Ramanathan was brought to
the CMC as the City Analyst. Mr.
Ramanathan got down two MLTs
again into the laboratory and start
functioning the Laboratory very
similar to the Food section of the
Government Analyst’s Department.
Mr. Ramanathan approved and
gazette as additional approved
analyst according to the Food
and Drug act 1957 and started
analyzing all types of food, water
and waste water samples for
legal proceedings, environmental
purposes and also to give services
to other parties then carder has
been increased to one Assistant
City Analyst (ACA) and three more
Laboratory technologists (LTs). Miss
Mercy Jegatheswaran Sarngapani
appointed as the ACA in 1973 and
Miss S Rathnasabhapathy, Mr. S P
K Warnakulasooriya and Mr. R M
Withanage were appointed as LTs

Mrs. Silva migrated to Canada in
1989, to continue functions of the
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laboratory Dr. Suranjan De Silva
CMOH brought Mr. M O C De Silva
the retired Government analyst
as Acting City Analyst. He sent
Mr Warnakulasooriya to United
Kingdom for a M Sc. in 1991 and
sent Miss T W S Perera, Mr. R M
Withanage for training to Japan in
two consecutive years 1993 and
1994. He also sent Mr. P Senthan
to German to participate for a work
shop in 1996.

Analyst gazetted as an Additional
Approved Analyst.

Laboratory Staff
At present laboratory is performing
physical and chemical analysis for
all types of food, water and waste
water samples with the staff including
City Analyst five Assistant Analysts
one Laboratory Technologist, one
Management Assistant, three office
employees. Existing vacant posts
are two Assistant City Analysts
two Laboratory Technologists, one
Management Assistant and three
Laboratory Attendants.

Mr. M O C De Silva left the
laboratory in 1997 and Mr. S P
K Warnakulasooria succeeded
as the City Analyst. Mr. Senthan
migrated to New Zealand in 1999.
In 2001 two assistant analysts Mr.
R M G B Rajanayake and Mrs U H
C I De Silva were appointed. Mr.
Warnakulasooriya also migrated
to New Zealand in 2002 and Mr.
R M G B Rajanayake appointed
as acting City Analyst. 1n 2011
another 5 Assistant Analysts Miss
M N Withanage, Mrs D C Gamage
Miss W A A V S Amaradivakara,
Mrs. G P G A Fonseka and Mrs.
T H Kurukulanatha were recruited
Mr. Rajanayake was promoted to
City Analyst post in the same year
and functioning to date.

Functions of the Laboratory
Laboratory staff is able to cater
1200 to 1500 official samples 100 of
miscellaneous samples submitted
by the Food Inspectors (FIs), Public
Health Inspectors and other parties
or Institutions. Number of tastings
varying from sample to sample
within the range between four and
fifteen tastings per sample.
The main responsibility of the
laboratory is to implement Food
Act NO.26, of 1980 within the
city of Colombo to ensure safe
hygienic and nutritious food are
being catered to city dwellers.
Interestingly we have detected
carcinogenic dyes like Metanil

At
present,
City
Analyst’s
Laboratory is an approved Public
Analyst’s Laboratory and the City
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Yellow in Turmeric Powder, Bondi;
Wade bites etc. Amaranth in
Boondi and Chillie powder. Sudan
Red in imported chillie. Adulteration
of ground spices with extraneous
starch, adulteration of Coconut oil
with Palm oil, added water in milk
and natural vinegar expired milk
powder and samples with deficiency
in milk fat, sweets containing non
permitted dyes, adulterated cow
Ghee samples could be detected.
Especially laboratory is able
to analyse moisture, ash acid
insoluble matter, protein fat crude
fibre rancidity of oil preservatives
and microscopical examination
of powdered samples. Detection
and estimation of formalin in fish,
Malathion in dried fish and Iodine
content in common salt.

City Analyst is a member of the
food advisory committee (advising
committee
to the Honorable
Minister of Health and giving his
contribution as a technical expert to
the sub committees like regulation
formation, technical committee
etc.
Moreover, his expert contribution
is given to SLSI for standard
formulations
and
sectoral
committees, Coconut Development
Authority, Sri Lanka Accreditation
board,
Environmental
Justice
Commission, and some universities
in Colombo and suburbs.
Food research facilities are given
to undergraduates from various
universities.
Popular lectures delivered to
various institutions and universities.
Lectures delivered for Public Health
Inspector training programs at the
ministry of health.

For drinking water ammoniacal
nitrogen content for recent remote
pollution, pH value, electrical
conductivity, hardness, alkalinity,
iron, nitrates and oil and grease.
For waste water samples, Bio
Chemical
Oxygen
Demand,
Chemical
Oxygen
Demand,
Suspended solids, turbidity, and oil
and grease are carried out.

Most of officers are members of
the well-recognized professional
bodies like Royal Society of
Chemistry UK, and Institute of
Chemistry, Ceylon, Sri Lanka
Association for the Advancement
of Science and Organization of
Professional Association.

For swimming pool water Oxygen
absorption value, residual chlorine,
pH, alkalinity are performed.
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MARITIME SERVICES & DOMESTIC VESSEL
OPERATIONS – CALL FOR REGULATORY
STOP ON FOREIGN EXCHANGE DRAIN
Capt Ranjith Weerasinghe

Sri

flag as; Bunker Tankers, Fresh
Lanka’s Maritime Service

Water

Tankers,

Vessel operation is a major part of

Barges,

Repair

Barges,

Tugs,

Maritime Services in the country. It is

Crew/Supply/Service/Work

boats

essentially 100% Foreign Exchange

etc.

earning service. All of them are

provided by them relates to their

locally owned local operations

description, there are other service

providing Maritime services to

providers using them particularly by

foreign ships calling our ports

Bunker Suppliers, Slop Collectors,

earning valuable foreign exchange

Ship Repairers, Ship Chandlers,

continued even during this difficult

Ship Technical Surveyors, Crew

times with Covid 19 pandemic.

Managers

Whilst the earnings are 100% in

Providers and Ships Agents in

foreign exchange, a considerable

general.

component of expenditure is also

Whilst

Slop/Sludge

maritime

and

Ship

services

Security

In the Absence of Local Regulations

in foreign exchange that can easily

independent

be reduced to a bare minimum if

of

International

requirements, all our domestic

the government could provide the

vessels operated from our ports

required regulatory framework as

and in the coastal waters are

discussed below.

unduly compelled to comply with

Service vessels providing Maritime

internationally laid down regulations

services to ships calling our ports

just as foreign-going vessels at

are all registered under Sri Lanka

an unnecessarily high cost, major
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part of which is spent as foreign

as

exchange by way of imported goods

are foreign organizations. All 12

and services described herein.

IACS Classification Societies are

1.

Societies

is no doubt they play an important

Sri Lanka flag are required to be

role on behalf of all flag states of

classed by a Classification Society

international trading vessels calling

within IACS group (International
of

Classification

stationed in Sri Lanka and there

Vessels registered under

Association

all

our ports and in ship building.

Classification

Societies) as per a gazette 1469/22

2.

of 31st Oct 2006 much against

vessels are to be maintained as

the historical norm of ‘owner’s

per Class rules and International

prerogative’ of classification. Our

Maritime

domestic vessels must comply only

conventions, first of all there has

with locally laid down Statutory

be a large array of equipment

Regulations if we had,

totally unnecessary for domestic

with

When

locally

operated

Organizations

(IMO)

Single Statutory Certificate under

operational

Govt survey regime as in many

cularly

countries

developed

coastal vessel trading within 12

countries in the East and West

miles from land can be contacted

(good example widely known in Sri

by any Mobile or CDMA phone

Lanka is JG Coastal - Japanese

onboard.

Government Coastal vessels as

Equipment, Navigation equipment,

most of our coastal vessels are

Pollution

used

Internationally

including

Japan

coastal

vessels).

requirement,

parti-

equipment

when

radio

Similarly
prevention

Safety
needing

stipulated

such

Vessels need to be built as per

stringent standards not required

Class rules but there is no need to

on domestically operated vessels;

maintain internationally recognized

but in absence of locally laid

classifications or “Class Certificate”

down Rules and standards, all

if proper Statutory Regulations are

are needed to be type approved /

in place. Maintenance of Class is at

Class approved purchases from

a huge cost and all of which would

foreign sources whereas most of

be a drain of foreign exchange

them can be made in this country if
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only the authorities had regulations

exchange again. What must be

to authorize the locally made items

in place first is the stipulated P&I

without compromising on the quality

insurance requirement on local

of them. During the Covid pandemic

vessel to be reasonable. They

this country proved the capability

cannot be in Million Dollars. But

of producing innovate equipment.

if it is a few thousand dollars, the

Even a local Fire Safety company

local insurance companies should

cannot service fire extinguishers on

be able provide a cover within

a domestic vessel as they all need

their treaty permitted by Sri Lanka

to be class approved whereas local

Insurance

fire service firms are capable of

by

servicing fire equipment of billions

anyway would have the economic

of worth multi story buildings.

advantage

3.

local

Board.
insurance
of

Reinsurance
companies

standard

bulk

reinsurance volume.

Marine Insurance; There is

no reasonable law that stipulates

4.

the requirement for a local vessel

are also governed by International

to have own H&M Insurance (Hull

Regulations and Class Regulations

& Machinery) and P&I (Protection

and are carried out by yards

and Indemnity) insurance against

having foreign interests who are

third party claims. In the absence

catering to large ship repairs where

of any law, the Ports Authority

small local vessel can never be

believes the local vessels should

accommodated economically. A

have a P&I cover as high as US$

large sum of foreign exchange is

5 -10 Million as any foreign vessels

drained out of the country by such

of comparable size entering the

exorbitant prices slapped by local

port. 5 -10 Million Dollar P&I cover

ship yards on local vessels just like

for a local supply vessel of average

on large foreign vessel. There are

value below US$ 400,000 will never

enough of local ship repair parties

be at an economical premium. It

who can carry out such repairs at

invariably has to be from British,

a reasonably lower cost, but there

American or European P&I Clubs

are no such yards or dedicated

at a huge draining of foreign

areas for small vessels to be taken
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for repairs in any of the Sri Lanka

and further regulated by Customs

ports. The repair and docking cost

and permitted by Ports Authority
under the vigilance of SL Navy.

of local vessels are also going out

The process has never been made

as foreign exchange as long as we

easy for the service providers and

do not have smaller local repair

thus is expensive. In the resulting

facilities.
5.

Slop collection;

competition there apparently said to

Another

be occurring undue practices; one

Maritime Service offered by Sri

of them is undue payment to the

Lanka service providers is collection

party requiring the service instead

of slops (waste oily Water) and

of the service provider getting paid

oily sludge from ships calling in

by them. Thereby money is going

our ports or outer anchorages as

out of the country instead of earning

it is compulsory requirement to

it to the country by not conducting

discharge all oily mixtures, collected

this service as required by the laws

in ships to shore reception facilities

of the land.

preventing the discharge of oily
waste
This

6.

into marine environment.
process

is

many more, the maritime services

stringently

provided from Sri Lanka may not

controlled by International Maritime

be as competitive as it should be.

conventions in which contracting

Thereby the volume of business

governments have undertaken to

attracted and the earnings is not

provide reception facilities; service

at the best levels. It is the hope of

of such has become a means of

the Industry at this juncture where

income to the country as any ship

government is keen to reduce

needing this service must pay

the drain of foreign exchange

for the service. There are some

expenditure

20 odd companies licensed as

the

Lanka’s Maritime Services under

Lanka is conducted under the

a very clear transparent,

supervision of Marine Environment
or

increase

action is required to bring the Sri

this service. This service in Sri

Authority

and

earnings to the country; immediate

waste oil collectors engaged in

Protection

As a result of all above and

simple

“Local Regulatory Regime’ covering

MEPA

all aspects discussed above.
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IS HIGH RATES OF FINE FOR ALCOHOL
CONSUMED DRIVERS REQUIRED? BASED ON
DATA DRIVE DECISION MAKING (DDDM)
T S G Peiris and D S Kodithuwakku
diversion and 83% RTAs are due

Abstract

to these factors. The RTAs due

Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs)

to alcohol consumptions of the

are one of the most prominent

driver is (8.7%), and due to the

public health problems as it is
This

negligence of pedestrians is 5.4%.

to

The condition of the road surface,

determine the significant factors

light condition of roads, a situation

a leading cause of death.
study,

therefore,

associated

with

intended
RTAs

in

Sri

of weather, type of vehicle and

Lanka (2005 - 2019) and to give

age of the driver are significantly

some recommendation for the

influential factors on fatal accidents.

decision-makers by analyzing data

The results further indicate that

obtained from the Sri Lanka Police
Department (SLPD). Both fatal and

strict enforcement of lane driving

grievous types of accidents have

and use of signals would impact to

been increased over the years. The

reduce the RTAs. This would not

average number of fatal accidents

only reduce RTAs and it makes

per year has increased from 2282

time-saving for drivers. Higher

(2005-2008) to 2824 (2013-2019).

rates of fine need to be introduced

Concerning deaths, pedestrians,
and

motorcyclists

(60%)

for those who ignore basic driving

were

more vulnerable road users in Sri

rules such as the use of signals

Lanka followed by passengers

and driving within the lanes. The

(15%). The main causes for RTAs

fine for alcohol consumption can be

are overtaking, speed driving and

reduced. Based on the inferences
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derived from this study various

the results of the analysis of past

suggestions and recommendations

data.

are given to reduce RTAs in Sri

Despite traffic law implementations,

Lanka.
Keywords:

technological
improvements

Data-Driven Decision

advances,
in

the

and
traffic

education systems, the number of

Making, Fatal Accidents, Road

traffic fatalities has not decreased

Traffic Accidents, Road Safety

substantially over the year. This
indicates that although efforts

Introduction

are being made in the right

Road safety has been recognized

direction, there is a lack of overall

by the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

understanding of all the contributing

Development as a precondition to

factors due to not investigating the

ensure strengthened well-being

data deeply.

and healthy lives and to create
inclusive, sustainable and resilient

This analysis was carried out to find

cities (WHO, 2018a). The WHO

the impact of different attributes on

(2018a) stated that the disabilities

RTAs in Sri Lanka and give some
recommendations and suggestions

and injuries that take place due to
Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs) and

to the relevant decision-makers.

the safety of roads influence other

Data Used

issues related to community well-

Secondary data on RTAs in Sri

being as these factors to contribute

Lanka for the period of 2005 – 2019

to the hindrance of human activity.
of

preventable

deaths

were obtained from the Sri Lankan

(WHO,

Police Department (SLPD). Though

2018a). Thus, RTAs are indeed

SLPD has identified 25 causes for

a prominent health-care problem

RTAs, it has been categorized into

which has a major influence on the

seven: speed driving, overtaking,

universal health situation. However,

diversion, mechanical faults of

in Sri Lanka, less attention has been

vehicle, alcohol consumption of

given to imposing various decision

driver, negligence of pedestrians

and laws related to RTAs based on

and other reasons.
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Identification of Three Scenarios

scenarios I, II and III are 2005 - 2008

Based on the trend in the annual

(decreasing trend), 2009 - 2012

number of accidents as shown in

(increasing trend) and 2013 - 2019

Fig.1, the period (2005 - 2019) was

(decreasing trend) respectively.

grouped into three scenarios. The

Comparison

of

RTAs

in

the percentage contribution with

Three Scenarios

respect to the total

The accidents have been classified

The results in Table 1 indicate that

into four types by SLPD. Some

both mean the SE of the mean

basic results derived are shown in

of fatal and grievous accidents

Table 1.

Table 1:

have increased from scenario I to

Mean number of

scenario III. Also, the percentage

accidents per year in three different
periods

parenthesis

of contribution has increased. This

represents
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Table 1:

indicates that fatal and grievous

The total number of deaths per

accidents have been increased

year has increased from 2283 in

over the years. In contrast, the

the scenario I to 2824 in scenario

mean number of damages per year

III. The rate of increase is 24%.

has been decreased.

In all scenarios, the pedestrians

Table 02:

and motorcyclist represented the

Vulnerable Road Users

highest rate of all deaths followed

Based on the percentage of death

by passengers. The death rate of

to the total annual death, the type

both pedestrians and motorcyclist

of death persons can be ranked

has increased from 51% to 60%.

as: pedestrians > motorcyclists >
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passengers > cyclists > drivers>

seven one is classified as ‘others’of

back-riders >others, irrespective of

which is not well defined. Table

the scenarios.

3 shows some useful statistics

Main Reasons for RTAs

related to the seven reasons.

The SLPD has identified seven
reasons for RTAs and of those
Table 3: Mean number of RTAs (per year) due to different reasons during
2005 - 2019

*Parenthesis

represents

percentage

contribution

the

other types of RTAs. Results in

with

Table 3 (column 3) indicates that

respect to the total of 35,531

about 80% of RTAs were due to

** percentage contribution with

overtaking, diversion, and speed
driving. These types of accidents

respect to the total of first six

are mainly since the drivers in Sri

The highest number of RTAs
(47.8%)

were

due

to

Lanka has no discipline when they

others,

are driving. In Sri Lanka signals

which has less impact on society

are hardly used, even in highways

compared to the impact of the other

when overtaking. The purpose

six causes. Thus, the percentages
were

also

computed

of use of signal is to inform other

ignoring

drivers
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you are intending to change the

be reduced.

Furthermore, brake

direction you are currently moving

lights are incredibly important, so

in. This could be either when you

it is essential to check that they

are turning, emerging, overtaking,

are working regularly. In Sri Lanka,

and changing lanes.

most of the vehicles, particular

It should be pointed out lane driving

buses, lorries and even cars brake
lights are not working. Therefore,

has not been practised in Sri

higher fines should be imposed for

Lanka, even in one-way roads with

those who do not use signals and

3-4 lanes. If lane driving and use

who do not drive in lanes properly.

of signals are correctly practised,

It should be noted that RTAs due

no doubt, the number of RTAs can

Table 4: Association between Main Variables and Severity of Accident

** The percentage with respect total RTAs
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to alcohol consumptions of the

Based on the significance of

driver is 8.7%. Also, 5.4% is due

test statistic in Table 4, it can be

to the negligence of pedestrians.

concluded with 95% confidence

The ranking order for the reasons

that the condition of the road

for this can be taken as overtaking

surface, light condition of the road,

> diversion > speed driving >

the situation of weather, type of

alcohol consumption of drivers >

vehicle and age of the driver are

negligence of pedestrians. The

significantly influential factors on

same trend was found when data

fatal accidents when each factor

were analyzed separately for three

is taken separately irrespective
of other factors. No significant

scenarios.
Association

between

difference in the percentage of

Severity

fatal accidents was found between

of Accident and Other Common

males and females. The percentage

Factors

of fatal accidents due to drivers

In the database of SLPD,

the

exceeding the legal limit of alcohol

severity of accident has been

consumption (3.2%) is significantly

classified as fatal and non-fatal

lower than that of use of below legal

and

Chi-square

limit or not tested. These results

analyses were carried out to find

further justify that rate of fatal

whether there is a significant

accidents is also lowest compared

association between severity of the

to the corresponding rate in other

fatal accident and other variables.

categories. However, even at low

The percentages were computed

doses, it may significantly affect

concerning the total RTAs in the

driving-related skills such as time

particular category (Table 4). For

to think, vision, breaking behaviour

example, out of 486047 and 30477

etc. depending on the person.

therefore

the

RTAs in dry and wet surface

Conclusions

respectively, 29003 and 2551 are

The percentage of fatal accidents

fatal accidents.
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has increased from 6.1% (2005 -

Recommendations

2008) to 7.2% (2013 - 2019), while

• Lane driving and use of signals

damages have been dropped from

should be strictly practised.

44.1% to 35.5% during the same

• The fine for violating lane driving

period. The percentage of grievous

and not the use of signals need

accidents have an increasing trend

to be increased.

by rising from 14.1% (2005 - 2008)
to 21.8% (2013 - 2019), while minor

• The fine for exceeding alcohol

accidents have been dropped from

consumption limit need to be

35.7% to 35.5% during the same

reviewed.

period. The significant factors of

• The lanes on roads need to 		

RTAs are overtaking, speed driving,

regularly maintain to make more

diversion,

alcohol

consumption

0 visible.

and negligence of pedestrians and

• The stop signs should be

those more than 80% are due to

introduced in almost all roads

overtaking, diversion, and speed

leading to the main road.

driving. The highest percentage
of fatal accidents are due to wet

• Pedestrians should be educated

surface road and poor lighting

to be more watchfulness while

conditions. Though there is no

crossing roads.

significant difference in the rate

• Implementation of proper road

of fatal accidents between men

maintenance, properly designed

and women, fatal accidents are

road labels, erect road signs

significantly higher among those

and warning signals that suit all

whose age is below 18 years

climate changes, maintenance

irrespective of gender.

of proper road conditions.
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Health Practices
Dr Hathshya M Munasingha
MBBS, MSc, MD (Community Medicine)
Consultant Epidemiologist
Epidemiology Unit, Ministry of Health

and spiritual well-being. Practising
is actively following a specific
way of life. When a child is born,
he or she has not developed any
practising methods. It develops
along with child with passing time.
Mother is the first teacher of a child
to gain his or her skill development.
Sri Lankan society builds up with
extended families. Hence not
only mother and father but also
grandparents and other relatives
are supportive bodies.

after the activity is another helpful
factor. Taking preschool children
to child welfare clinics for weighing
and immunization and assess the
child’s physical health regularly is a
supportive step for the child health
development status. Brushing teeth
morning and night, if possible after
eating sticky sugary foods is a good
practice to avoid dental caries.
Advice getting on dentist regularly
or sending child for school dental
therapist is another good practice
of parents to see child’s healthy
teeth.

After exclusive breast feeding, infant
starts weaning foods. Washing of
raw foods and utensils, closing of
cooked foods to avoid flies are the
basic health practices needed for
babies to have good weaning foods.
It is also supportive practices of not
getting gastroenteritis ailments.
Encouraging to drink boiled cool
water for children and family
members is another preventive
practice to avoid diarrhoeal
diseases. Proper toileting and
washing hands with soap and water

Talking to child is mandatory
because it needs to develop child’s
mental health. Most of the parents
are now in busy schedules or
on face books in spare time and
they have no time to talk to their
children frequently. If child has lost
their grant parents or child is living
with servants most of the time,
the situation will be aggravated.
Watching television is good for
relaxation at home environment.
But it is the parents’ responsibility
to select good programmes for

Health is physical, mental, social
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their children without watching
multicolour “teledramas” together.
It may be a bad impact for the
child’s behaviour. Because of the
digital era, most of the children are
reluctant to do physical activities.
They are fond of watching television
or playing video games. It provokes
sedentary life and leads to bad
practising method and leading
to future non- communicable
diseases.

most of the children are out of
control and becoming nuisance to
the school. It is the responsibility
of teachers to keep close eye on
class room and keeping students
engaged in work and avoiding more
free periods. Team work needs
to be practised among students
and needs to convey them to do
extracurricular activities including
sports. School health clubs should
be promoted among students and
engaged them to develop good
healthy habits, such as checking
the school environment for free
of dengue breeding places,
separation of garbage and making
the environment clean etc…

Home-made healthy food is
becoming out of fashion and fast
food and junk foods are becoming
popular among westernized and
urbanized families. But it is a
good health practice, not to have
high sugary and salty foods. It is
parents’ responsibility to make the
home environment more suitable
for children. Though it is an easy
method to dine outside, it should
not be practised regularly. Physical
exercise is an immense health
practice for society. Children should
be encouraged to do walking,
running and cycling, if possible to
do swimming.

Religious activities of any religion
should be promoted among
children. It will be a good practice
of anger control and spiritual wellbeing. Most of the children are
emotionally unstable, when they
are in the adolescent stage. Hence,
engaging them in religious activities
and teaching them to respect and
listen to parents, teachers and
adults will be a good healthy and
social practice.

School is the place to develop child’s
social well-being and teacher is the
leader of this endeavour. In popular
and big leading schools have more
than 50 students in one class. It
may not be able to teach and look
for child’s social well-being. Hence

From birth to death, every step that
we take along with life is a practice.
When it is used to develop Physical,
mental, social and spiritual wellbeing that is health we expect to
enrich our lives.
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INCREASING YOUR LIFE SPAN IS NOT ROCKET
SCIENCE : A PRESCRIPTION FOR LONG LIFE
Dr. Anale Perera
only help us the professionals who
in the pursuit of money, status,
transient states of joy and family
upliftment forget the life’s end.
Further a set of professionals living
according to this model will provide
an inestimable role model to the
rest of the society who are not so
scientifically empowered.

Summary
The purpose of this thesis is very
simple. Rather than attempting
to increase the genetic life span
why not increase the genetically
available life span to the fullest
extent possible using already
available
simple
facts
and
evidence?
Premature mortality
has been extensively researched
by the medical scientists and there
are now very clear cut evidence to
guide the journey towards wellness
unerringly. In fact 2019 has been
a year with many megatrials
publishing their results in the
medical journals.
As avoiding
premature death is practically
possible, feasible, implementable
and modifiable by the individual
person without any extrinsic
support we should strive for this
target. This article deals with (12)
facts unearthed so far by the clinical
epidemiologists on premature
mortality. Finally I will develop a
model of a long living professional
for all of us to emulate. This will not

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the certainty of the death
and uncertainty of the life at the
next moment humankind has
never been satisfied with the life
span available to them by virtue
of biology. End of life beliefs runs
the entire spectrum from one end
having the beliefs like “I wish I could
ask God why the good die young”
to “bad and the ugly lives forever”
at the other end.
WHY IS THIS
IMPORTANT ?

KNOWLEDGE

A. Unawareness prevents seeking
information and thus
making
use of strategies available for
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prevention of death. Among older
persons who fall, only one-third
seek medical care,(13) and thus,
two-thirds of those who have
fallen at least once are unlikely
to seek and take advantage of
fall prevention services. One
explanation for not seeking
medical care for fall prevention is
likely insufficient public awareness
regarding the importance of fall
prevention and the availability of
fall prevention programs and also
the complications of the falls in the
elderly.

D. Wellness programs do not need

B. To advocate the policy
of reimbursing the wellness
programs more in comparison to
the disease insurance which is
currently in vogue. This is already
happening in US where several
big insurance companies already
are moving towards wellness and
disease prevention rather than
reimbursements for
disease,
death and hospitalizations. The
cost efficacy of insurance against
wellness as opposed to insurance
against disease is certainly going
to be a very viable business
proposition.

levels, normal

medical attention nor any physician
intervention. They are available for
those who seek them. While most
of them are focused on populations
as a whole, for a given individual
the principles applicable are same
2. EVIDENCE
American Heart Association LS7
score or Life’s Simple 7 risk factors
study done in 2019
found in an ideal person with normal
blood pressure, normal cholesterol

blood sugar who is a non smoker,
active and of normal weight and
consuming an ideal diet
is probably very much less likely to
die of cancer when compared with
a normal average
adult in the community. Indeed very
few people in the community meet
this ideal profile (STUDY 1).
Another study carried out in US
in 2017 found that a substantial
proportion of the

C. The most cost effective and
efficacious approach for longevity is
wellness promotion than treatment
or management of the diseases

deaths

in

a

community

from

heart Disease, stroke, and type 2
Diabetes is attributed to
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dietary factors. Important dietary
factors identified as preventing
deaths were :

In another study conducted in 2019
medical researchers found that
older adults

fruits (more), nuts (more), whole
grains (more), unprocessed red
meats (minimal),

who did home based muscle
strengthening
exercises
and
balancing exercises had very few

processed
meats
(none),
sweetened sugary beverages
(none),
polyunsaturated
fats
(minimal), sea food enriched
with omega 3 fatty acids (more),
sodium (minimal) and saturated
fats (minimal) (STUDY 2)

falls. The falls are an extremely
common event in community. Also
falls in the elderly
are potentially catastrophic not
only because of the injury but also
as the fall can
cause This was simply because
falls are very common in the elderly
and fall in an elder person

In 2019 a group researchers found
that number of steps taken in the
course of a day too

can cause disability, institutionalization, complications of immobility
which together

has an important effect on the length
of life. It was thought sometime
back a value of

can increase the death rates. In
fact in US the commonest cause of
death in the elderly

10,000 steps is required to get the
health benefits. But this research
calculated that

is traumatic injury. (STUDY 4)

even at low levels of 3000 steps
will help get the health benefits and
the benefits

In 2019 yet another landmark study
concluded that stronger purpose in
life was

increase in proportion to the
number of steps. But they found at
the level of 7500 steps

associated with decreased mortality. This is a modifiable risk factor
for premature

per day the health benefits stopped.
(STUDY 3)

deaths. Having a purpose in life
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means : goal directed life, sense of
directedness in

But increasing the plant based
proteins will invariably reduce the
animal protein

even daily trivia, a meaningful past
and a present, live activities and
personal role

consumption.

the protein energy contribution is

functions have aims and objectives
for living. A similar study in the
same year found

usually kept around 15%
of the total estimated daily energy
requirements. (STUDY 7)

optimism is also a positive
attribute for living. The optimism is
associated with
cardiovascular
benefits
pessimism is associated
cardiovascular risk. It is also

This is because

Group of European and American
researchers in 2019 reported the
value of avoiding

and
with

sedentariness in our day to day life.
This was a massive multinational

notable
effects
of
these
psychological variables are as
strong as other well known

study of data

factors like smoking, alcohol, high
fat etc. (STUDY 5 AND 6)

health literature.

synthesis from many epidemiological studies reported in the public

They found not only more of

A Japanese study published in the
year 2019 found that higher intake
of plant-based

exercise at any intensity but also
less time spent
sedentary are associated with

proteins may contribute to longterm health and longevity. The
deaths were avoided mostly

substantially

reduced

risk

for

premature death. In addition

by avoiding the heart diseases. But
a direct effect on all cause mortality
was also

they were able to show that there

explored. It also found there was
no effect of animal protein intake
on the premature deaths.

current

was dose response in the effect.
Therefore the
guidelines

are

de-

emphasized in terms of arbitrary
level of intensity of exercise.
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Specifically they found maximal

meals of the day. (STUDY 9)

risk reduction of death rate was

Yet another study on dietary factors
and premature death reported from
Europe

seen at about
375 min/day of light intensity
physical activity or 24 min/day of

in 2019 found that consumption
of total sugar-sweetened, and
artificially sweetened

moderate-to-vigorous
intensity physical activity. Further a
higher risk of death was observed

soft drinks was positively associated
with all-cause deaths. This means
that your death

from
9.5 or more hours per day for time
spent sedentary. (STUDY 8)

from multiple common causes are
hastened by consumption of these
soft drinks. Is there a

Skipping breakfast has been found
in a study reported in 2019 to
increase the premature

safe limit to these commonly
available foods ? This study results
are based on a

deaths from heart diseases. Thus
it seems breakfast is proving to be

comparison between 2 or more
glasses per day with 1 glass per
month. A glass was defined as

very heart friendly.
While the reasons for this association is mostly theoretical yet it is

250 ml in this study. The soft drinks
included low calorie or diet fizzy
soft drinks,

well known in the
field of nutritional epidemiology
that breakfast has enduring effects

fizzy soft drinks and fruit squash or
cordial. (STUDY 10)

on the hormonal
milieu of the body all throughout

Red meat has long been known
to cause heart diseases, diabetes,
cancers particularly

the day. In fact this is the reason
why in the management
of uncontrolled diabetes some-

GUT cancers. Processed red meat
in hot dogs, sausages and bacon
in addition may cause

times the more focus is given to the
breakfast than to other
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respiratory diseases, heart failure
and high blood pressure. Contents
of red and processed

which are rarely used in kitchens
like high-fructose corn syrup,
hydrogenated or

meats like saturated fat, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, sodium
and

inter-esterified oils, and hydrolyzed
proteins, classes of additives
designed to
make the final product palatable
or more appealing such as flavors,
flavor enhancers,

preservatives as well as a
trimethylamine N-oxide or TMAO
are thought to mediate the health

colors, emulsifiers, emulsifying
salts, sweeteners, thickeners, and
anti-foaming,

risks. Therefore that red and
processed meat may cause
premature deaths is not difficult

bulking, carbonating, foaming,
gelling and glazing agents. With
such a list probably

to understand. Several recent
epidemiological
studies
have
extended these findings

it is not surprising that there is risk
of premature death from consuming
these

with more detailed analysis showing
the dose response effects. Thus
not only increasing

substances. Most of the studies
published in 2019 on ultraprocessed foods found that

consumption may augment the risk
of dying prematurely but also that
decreasing or avoiding

they increase your chance of dying
multiple common causes. Again
not only the high risk

the consumption may in fact
diminish the risk substantially.

but also the dose response effect.
That is the more one consumes the
higher the chance

(STUDY 11)
Yet several more studies published
in 2019 came out with the ill effects
of

of death and also the reverse that if
consumption is reduced the chance
of premature death

ultra-processed foods we consume.
Ultra processed foods usually
contain substances

is also proportionately reduced
(STUDY 12)
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is just that environment required
so drastic adaptations that finally
resulted in so much of ethnic and
racial diversity.

3. SYNTHESIS
Altogether 12 important clinical
variables have been harvested by
medical researchers in the year
2019 to prevent premature death.
Unfortunately none of these studies
was done on Sri Lankans. Therefore
the question of applicability of
the mostly US and European
data rises naturally. Obviously
there are many differences. For
instance level of development,
socio-economic status, cultural
and religious differences are too
obvious to be ignored. The opinion
of medical scientists are divided
on this matter. There is a group
who suggests that these findings
can never be extrapolated to our
population. But there is also a
group which vociferously argue
for the possibility of extrapolation
of inferences to our population.
The author is in the latter group
and the discussion on this matter
is out of scope for the title. But
in the final analysis all of us are
humans and coming down from
the same evolutionary lines and
just happened to be drifted into
various continents. The DNA is
same, metabolism is same, body
systems are same and physiology
is also overwhelmingly same. It

There is yet another argument
in favor of accepting the western
research findings. The personal
clinical experience of the Sri
Lankan physicians is in agreement
with most of the expectations and
context of the western research.
For instance frequency of falls,
increasing trends for sedentariness,
pathological eating patterns causing
non communicable diseases are
not significantly different from those
that reported in the west. In addition
an argument which is very strong
in supporting the applicability of the
western research is the applicability
of research on drugs. While the
research on drug development is
virtually non existent in Sri Lanka
we are consuming 6000 million
Rs worth of drugs annually mostly
researched and developed in the
west (2007 figures).
Therefore it is expected that the
facts teased out from the western
literature which are only the basic
environmental variables which are
going to act on the same physiology
and anatomy of the human. It could
not be so very different indeed !
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4. CREATION OF THE PROFILE

While a standard medical school

OF

curriculum

A

IDEAL

LONG

LIVING

teaches

you

every

PROFESSIONAL

thing about diseases, pathology,

Therefore the ideal long living

illness and psychology it does not
teach you the wellness. In fact the

professional will look something like

problem with us physicians is that

this : He or she has normal blood

we do not know the normal. We

pressure (treated or untreated),

do not know the wellness. In fact

normal cholesterol levels (treated
or untreated), normal blood sugar

we are never taught the features

(treated or untreated), a non

of wellness. Nor for that matters of

smoker (or a quitter more than

death. This is one of the reasons

2 yrs), physically active and of

why we physicians are ordering

normal weight and consuming an

investigation after investigation and

optimal diet. That person does not

scan after yet more complicated

skip breakfast and also avoid sugar

scan in persons who are consulting

sweetened beverages and avoid

us in our day to day clinical work.

ultra processed foods. He or she

We are in pursuit of a mirage of

is also engaged in the prescribed

a so called medical diagnosis

amount of exercise and also

when in fact the person concerned

actively avoid sedentariness. This

is in all probability normal and

professional is highly optimistic and

well.

engaged in the routine of daily life

in mortality rates and thus the life

with a sense of purpose in life.

span can be achieved with the
available scientific evidence with

CONCLUSIONS

minimal cost and effort. Focusing

Despite all the clear current evidence

on life and wellness is million times

available the wellness research

more efficient and efficacious.

and the preventive care service is

Ayu – Bowan.

given step motherly treatment in the
policy making, funding of research
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The Ancient Hydraulic Civilization
of Sri Lanka
Dr.S.R. Gunapala
PhDin Env. Eng., MSc., DIC, BEng (Hons.)
Environmental specialist

pinpoint the exact locations of the
remaining undetectable ancient
irrigation reservoirs which have
faded away, apart from the existing
17,000. What is remarkable is
that since our dry zone is around
45,000 square kilometers, even
today, this means there is an
irrigation reservoir present every
2.5 square kilometers within the
dry zone. During ancient times,
therefore, there would have been
an irrigation reservoir present every
1.45 square kilometers, which is
a remarkable achievement. Even
today, after almost 2600 years, our
over 17,000 irrigation reservoirs
provide us the means to cultivate
our main staple crop, rice, and a
myriad of other crops thus ensuring
our food security.

This

essay is regarding the
glorious
ancient
Sinhalese
hydraulic civilization that was built
by our ancestors, from around
2600 years ago, which in my
opinion, is not discussed nowhere
near as sufficiently, in particular
at international seminars, by our
scholars.
The ancient Sinhalese hydraulic
civilization built by our ancestors,
even today, consists of over 17,000
small, medium and large scale
irrigation reservoirs. It is thought
that, at one time, our hydraulic
civilization consisted of over 30,000
irrigation reservoirs. LiDAR or light
detecting and ranging, is a remote
sensing technique that uses light
to measure varying distances to
earth. LiDAR has revolutionized
the study of archaeology. At some
future date, if the entire dry zone of
Sri Lanka is mapped using LiDAR
by airplane, we would be able to

What most scholars who have
studied
ancient
hydraulic
civilizations such as Persia,
Mesapotamia, Egypt etc. believe is
that the ancient Sinhalese hydraulic
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civilization is the most complicated

internationally. Further, there is

ancient hydraulic civilization, still

little interaction between those Civil

surviving, in the world. For a small

Engineers, Irrigation Engineers etc.

country such as Sri Lanka, this is a

who have written about our ancient

great achievement and, yet, almost

Sinhalese hydraulic civilization and

nobody in the outside world knows

our archaeologists as much as

about this remarkable achievement,

there is little interaction between

except for those few scholars who

the Department of Irrigation and

attend international seminars. This

the Department of Archaeology.

is partly since our archaeologists, of
course, have studied archaeology,

The most remarkable achievement

an arts subject, and focus on

of our ancient Sinhalese hydraulic

epigraphs,

ancient

civilization is the invention of a part

landscape

of the sluice gate structure, the

architecture, theravada buddhism,

valve pit or the 'biso kotuwa', some

ancient buddhist sculpture etc. and

say 'besi kotuwa' (as in 'wathura

not irrigation archaeology for which

besi kotuwa'). This is since, it is

a

mathematics,

with the invention of the valve pit

physics, hydraulics, hydrology, fluid

that large scale irrigation reservoirs

mechanics,

surveying

were enabled to be built, as till that

and even civil engineering is

point a method of releasing water

essential.

Engineers,

from the reservoir without damaging

Civil Engineers, Surveyors etc.

the reservoir bund (due to high

who have written extensively on

water pressure) was an unsolvable

the subject such as D.L.O. Mendis,

problem. Yet our ancient Sinhalese

R.L.Brohier, have presented the

Irrigation Engineers found a way of

technical aspects of our remarkable

solving this complicated problem,

hydraulic

an

which enabled our ancient kings

ordinary person would find boring

to build bolder and larger scale

and too technical to read. Therefore

irrigation reservoirs, ranked as

the greatest and the most glorious

some of the finest in the ancient

achievements

ancient

world. In most scholars opinion,

Sinhala Buddhist Civilization lie

the irrigation reservoirs were the

least discussed, both locally and

greatest constructions of the ancient

lithographs,

architecture,

ancient

knowledge

of

geology,
Irrigation

civilization

of

the

that
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Sinhala Buddhist Civilization, and

reservoirs via spillways and via

yet possibly the least discussed. In

channels onto the next reservoir/s

fact, quite a number of the ancient

in line. The channels between

Sinhala

Civilization's

reservoirs were bunded on one

Anuradhapura,

side only, meaning rainwater runoff

Polonnaruwa, Dambulla, Sigiriya

can join the reservoir system from

etc.

designated

catchment areas along the way

UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

flowing into the channels on their

However the most remarkable

way to fill the next reservoir/s in line.

achievement of our ancient Sinhala

Another remarkable achievement

Buddhist Civilization i.e. the ancient

of the ancient Sinhalese Irrigation

hydraulic civilization, consisting of

Engineer is that the very lengthy

the over 17,000 irrigation reservoirs,

channels, which connected one

situated in our dry zone, has not

reservoir to another, were almost

been designated a World Heritage

level. For example, the Jaya

Site. It is my opinion that the entire

Ganga was built with only six

dry zone of Sri Lanka, in total, be

inches of fall to a mile. This is a

designated a World Heritage Site

remarkable achievement at a time

due to the siting of our ancient

when there were no electronic

hydraulic civilization there.

equipment to carry out precision

sites,

Buddhist
such

have

as

been

measurements of ground levels.
The ancient irrigation reservoir

How such a precise gradient was

system follows a cascade like effect,

built is still a mystery. In order to

with a large scale reservoir flowing

build such a large scale irrigation

into a few medium scale reservoirs

system, consisting of irrigation

which then flow into a large

reservoirs, conveyance channels,

number of small scale reservoirs,

anicuts across rivers and diversion

or vice versa, in some cases. The

channels etc. spanning across

rice farmers receive water via

45,000 square kilometers, an in

sluice gates and channels flowing

depth knowledge of hydrology, the

out of the reservoirs and into the

precise rainfall pattern covering at

rice fields. During the North East

least an entire year or a number of

Monsoon and the Inter Monsoons,

years, a precise knowledge of the

the excess water flows out of the

year round weather system covering
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the monsoons, a precise method of

Civilization's

measuring ground levels i.e. figure

as the Ran Masu Uyana Royal

out the contour levels of the ground,

Ponds, the Isurumuniya Temple's

a detailed knowledge of geology,

Ponds, around the Ruwanweliseya

soils,

Dagaba, among many others.

construction

methods,

monuments

such

construction material etc. needed
to be known. It is still a mystery how

An example of a cascade system

the ancient Irrigation Engineers

includes the Kala Wewa to the

calculated the precise locations

Tissa Wewa in the ancient capital

and dimensions of the irrigation

Anuradhapura and then onto the

reservoirs using measurements of

Giant Tank in Mannar and onto

catchment area sizes, rainfall runoff

the sea at Mannar. Here, the Kala

patterns or hydrographs, rainfall

Wewa water flowed to the Tissa

measurements all year round etc.

Wewa via the Jaya Ganga channel,

It is still a mystery how even such

described above. Some of the most

measurements were made without

prolific builders of ancient irrigation

the use of modern equipment.

reservoirs were the great kings
Vasabha, Datusena, Mahasena,

A great tribute that needs to be paid

Sena the II, Agbo the I, Agbo the II,

is to our elephant population since

Parakramabahu the I etc. The Kala

it is the opinion of most scholars

Wewa, the Minneriya Wewa, the

that it is our elephants who built

Nuwara Wewa, the Nachchiyaduwa

the large scale and kilometer after

Wewa, the Inginimitiya Wewa, the

kilometer of an irrigation reservoir's

Giant Tank, the Kaudulla Wewa, the

bunds and without whom the

Kanthale Wewa, the Pavatkulum

massive irrigation reservoirs we

Tank, the Parakrama Samudraya

see today would not have been

etc. are some of the large scale

constructed. The elephant was,

and most remarkable irrigation

without a doubt, the bulldozer or

reservoirs ever built, possibly in the

the back hoe, of the ancient world.

entire ancient world.

The elephant, as a result, was held
in the highest of all esteems, since

It has now been discovered that the

elephants were carved in every

ancient city of Anuradhapura was a

important ancient Sinhala Buddhist

large village as far back as at least
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900 BC. However, around 600 BC,

environment where water was

the now large town of Anuradhapura

available all year round was most

expanded into a civilization covering

probably the compulsion that was

the entire island, in particular the

needed to create the hydraulic

dry zone. This coincides with the

civilization we see today. Since

writings of the Mahawansa i.e. the

the dry zone only received rainfall

arrival of a group of Indo Aryans,

during the North East Monsoon

who, together with the indigenous

and even that for only three to

tribal peoples of the island i.e. the

four months of the year, as well

Yaksha, Naga, Raksha, Deva etc.

as the two Inter Monsoons, it was

together formed the Sinhala nation.

essential that as much of this

The now expanded civilization

rainfall was stored to be utilized all

with Anuradhapura at its core

year round. Further, it was essential

formed the Kingdom of Rajarata

to replenish the groundwater table

covering what is today the North

all year round so that groundwater

Central, the North Western and the

can be extracted all year round

Northern Provinces and parts of

with ease. Additionally, it was

the Eastern and Central Provinces.

imperative that the groundwater

The Kingdom of Ruhuna covered

level, at least during the rainy

what is today the Eastern Province

season, was high enough for

and parts of the Northern, Central,

plants to access. The building of

Uva

Provinces.

the large scale hydraulic civilization

The rest of the Island was the

consisting of irrigation reservoirs,

Malayarata. Together they formed

conveyance

the Tri Sinhale. It is the opinion of

diversion channels etc. meant all

this writer that till that point, the dry

of the above aims were fulfilled.

zone of the island consisted of quite

In fact, the higher groundwater

a dry scrub jungle type ecology

levels and the availability of water

consisting of thorn scrub etc. and a

all year round at the surface in

basic system of large ponds, rivers,

the form of irrigation reservoirs,

groundwater wells etc. to extract

irrigation channels, rice fields etc.

water for drinking purposes and for

meant even the ecology itself quite

irrigation purposes. However, the

possibly changed from the earlier

impulse to create a more habitable

thorn scrub to an ecology found

and

Southern
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in a more wetter environment. In

it was more livable both to humans

effect, our ancestors, by building

and

our ancient hydraulic civilization,

other bone dry landscapes such

created a dry zone ecology which

as Australia and the drier parts of

was not bone dry (i.e. such as in

Madagascar, where such large

Australia) but where there was

scale hydraulic civilizations were not

water available all year round and

built, it is obvious that the ecology

which was more wetter both at the

of the dry zone of Sri Lanka would

surface with a high groundwater

have gone through a remarkable

level. This meant a livable dry

transformation, with the building of

zone where a civilization can be

the ancient hydraulic civilization.

animals.

When

observing

built using the unit gamai, pansalai,
wewai, dagabai (i.e. the village,

In conclusion, it is the aim of this

the buddhist temple, the irrigation

writer to write a book describing

reservoir and the buddhist stupa).

in detail the ancient Sinhalese

One opinion is that the reason that

hydraulic civilization, the most

conveyance and diversion channels

complicated

were almost level, such as the

civilization, still surviving, from

Jaya Ganga was so that during

the ancient world. This is so that

the monsoons, the entire length

future generations, as well as the

of the conveyance channel or the

world at large, can study all the

diversion channel will take the form

different aspects and appreciate

of a wetland i.e. create a wetland

the remarkable contribution of our

type environment. This opinion is

ancient hydraulic civilization to the

of the view that the conveyance

world. In particular, it is imperative

channels

diversion

that such a book be written so that

channels were not channels but

ideas can be acquired regarding

was a means of creating wetlands,

how climate change of today can

at least during the rainy season.

be overcome where even a bone

This

thought

dry landscape can be transformed

that our ancestors, by building

into a wetter landscape so that

the cascade system, wanted to

water is available all year round for

change the very ecology of the

the ecology, humans and animals

earlier bone dry landscape so that

to thrive.

and

the

compliments

the
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Moving Forward with ‘Made in Sri Lanka’
Drive: The Importance of Intellectual
Property Rights
Dr. Nishanttha Sampath Punchihewa
Ph.D. (Hons) (Munich), LL.M. in IP Law (MIPLC); LL.B.(Hons) (Colombo);
Attorney-at-Law; Senior Lecturer, Department of Commercial Law, University of Colombo

years, the Sri Lankan policymakers

Introduction

have paid increasing attention

“Patents and copyright are the

to going forward with “Made

currency of the information age.”

in Sri Lanka” initiative in order

(John Howkins, 2001)

to encourage local innovation,
address market access challenges

As lucidly illuminated by Howkin,

and expand the Sri Lankan footprint

the concept of intellectual property

in the global marketplace. Similar

(hereinafter referred to as ‘IP’)

initiatives have been implemented

has and is becoming the most
critical

element

competitiveness
growth

in

the

of

economic

and

sustained

21st

in more advanced economies
such as Germany, Japan and
China.

century.

Most

remarkably,

German government’s

Viewed through the lens of a well-

the

national

strategic initiative to sustain its

respected Sri Lankan intellectual

global leadership in innovation

and poet, Munidasa Cumaratunga,

and manufacturing is branded as

a country that does not look for new

“Industrie 4.0 or I4.0” while Asian

things and innovative ways cannot

economic giant China launched

rise in a competitive world. More

in 2015 “Made in China”, (MIC

specifically, in a knowledge-based

2025)

global economy where knowledge

initiative

to

modernize

China’s industrial capability. In

is used to generate wealth, IP

all these attempts, IP rights have

assets are considered as a tool for

been prominently recognized as

technological and socio-economic

the strategic driver of productivity

development of a nation. In recent
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and a key source of competitive

global

knowledge

advantage. Against this backdrop,

intangible assets have become

this article attempts to highlight

the most important assets of any

the importance of IP rights in

enterprise, large or small, and

encouraging domestic innovation

they are considered as “crown

and promoting Sri Lankan products

jewels” of any business firm.

and services in the global market.

Most importantly, any intangible

It also offers insight into how

asset would not be worth anything

the current IP system can be

without

strategically used as tool to realize

therefore it is necessary that Sri

the “Made in Sri Lanka” policy

Lanka business owners realize the

goal.

value hidden in IP assets. From

proper

economy,

protection

and

a practical standpoint, business
It is a well-established fact that

firms have a number of valuable

the effective use of IP system

assets such as software, formulas

can generate economic value.

(for example, food, cosmetic or

Undoubtedly, the world economy

chemical), processes, packaging,

is

goodwill, brands, logos, databases,

currently

experiencing

a

transformation from an economy

new

that is based on tangible assets

technologies, inventions, business

to an economy that is based on

plans,

intangible assets. Sri Lanka as a

works, among others, that can be

developing country is no exception

protected and monetized.

designs,
customer

innovative
list,

creative

to this reality. From a global value
chain perspective, IP rights enable

Intellectual Property and Sri

value addition and value creation of

Lankan Legal Environment

Sri Lankan products and services.
In fact, IP rights are intangible

Generally, the term ‘intellectual

assets

and

property’ refers to types of property

licensed. Unlike tangible (physical)

that result from creations of the

assets such as buildings, land,

human mind, the intellect. From

vehicle and machinery, IP assets

a legal perspective, IP means

are intangible when first created,

the legal rights which result from

but become valuable in tangible

intellectual activity in the industrial,

form

scientific,

that

as

are

products.

traded

In

today’s
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fields. Therefore, the IP system

gained independence. However,

regulates the creation, use, and

after the introduction of the new

the exploitation of mental and

economic policy, namely, the free

creative labour. More precisely,

market economy in 1977, the Sri

IP law creates property rights on a

Lankan Government introduced

wide and diverse range of subject

an IP regime, namely, the Code

matter. Among the repertoire of

of Intellectual Property Act, No. 52

intangible assets that a business

of 1979. The new law marked a

firm can own include, copyright,

turning point in the evolution of the

patents, utility models, industrial

IP system in Sri Lanka. The current

designs, integrated circuits, trade

Intellectual Property Act, No. 36 of

secrets, trademarks, geographical

2003 (IP Act) replaced the Code of

indications,

against

Intellectual Property Act in 2003.

unfair competition, etc. From an

The Act was introduced to ensure

international

perspective,

compliance of the Sri Lankan

Sri Lankan is a heavy IP importing

IP regime with the Agreement

country as opposed to IP exporting

on

countries in East Asia such as

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

Japan, South Korea, China and

obligations. The IP Act accords

Malaysia. Therefore, the promotion

protection to the main areas of IP

of

industrial

rights recognized by the multilateral

landscape is a compelling national

IP treaties; namely, copyright and

need for Sri Lanka. In this context,

related rights, inventions, industrial

it is necessary to understand the

designs, trademarks, geographical

different types of IP rights that can

indications, undisclosed information

create and add value for products

including trade secrets, protection

and

against unfair competition and

an

protection
trade

IP-intensive

services

of

Sri

Lankan

businesses.

Trade-Related

Aspects

of

layout designs of integrated circuits,
etc.

The IP system in Sri Lanka originated
during the British colonial period.

Copyright

As from 1860, a number of British

Creative Expression

for

Protection

of

Acts were made applicable to Sri
Lanka and such laws continued

The term copyright refers to the

to be applied even after Sri Lanka

area of IP law that deals with rights
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of the owners, inter alia, of literary,

role in promoting copyright-reliant
industries including the software,
data processing, film production,
publishing,
and
recording
industries. In terms of the practical
application of copyright law, the
software industry of the country
has great potential of strengthening
its competitiveness by securing the
copyright ownership of the software
developed in Sri Lanka.

dramatic, musical and artistic works,
cinematographic films and sound
recordings. Copyright deals with
the rights of intellectual creators in
their creation. It is a legal right that
protects original expressions of
authorship. In terms of the scope of
protection, copyright covers literary
or artistic works such as books,
music, sound recordings, movies,
paintings,

architectural

works,

Patents for Inventions

and computer code, and (in some
cases) databases. Most works,

From an IP perspective, a patent
is an exclusive right granted by
the government for an invention
that is new, which involves an
inventive step and is capable of
industrial application. In other
words, a patent is granted for an
invention which permits in practice
the solution of a specific problem in
the field of technology. This means
that the Sri Lankan patent law has
adopted the “problem-solution
approach” to define an invention.
Sri Lanka’s IP Act of 2003 provides
protection for inventions relating
to both products and processes
as provided in section 62. Patents
grant their owner a set of rights of
exclusivity over an invention as
defined by the “claims.” The legal
protection conferred by a patent
gives its owner the right to exclude

for example books, paintings or
drawings, exist only once they
are embodied in a physical object.
However, some of them exist
without embodiment in a physical
object. For example, music or
poems are works even if they
are not, or even before they are,
written down by a musical notation
or by words. The Sri Lankan
copyright law, nested in the IP Act
of 2003, concerns the rights of the
authors of protected works and
the management and enforcement
of

these

rights.

Undoubtedly,

the protection of copyright can
contribute positively to the social,
economic and cultural development
of the country. In an information
society, copyright plays a significant
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others from making, using, selling,
offering for sale or importing
the patented invention for the
term of the patent in the country
or countries concerned by the
protection. Like any other IP right,
a patent is a territorial right. Under
Sri Lankan law, the statutory life of
a patent is 20 years from the date
of application for its registration.
Unlike Sri Lanka, many countries in
Asia have introduced a utility model
or small patent systems to promote
incremental and small innovations
granting relatively lesser right for
such inventions that do not qualify
for protection under the standard
(formal) patent system. Significantly,
the patent system encourages the
development of new technologies
and making improvements to
existing technologies. Therefore,
the industrial landscape of Sri Lanka
is required to become familiar and
make effective use of the patent
system to protect inventions
emanating from research and
development endeavours.

design is defined as the (outward)
appearance of a product or a
part of a product which results
from the lines, contours, colours,
shape, texture, materials and its
ornamentation. The more appealing
such products are, the more
likely it is that they will be bought
by consumers. Designs make a
product attractive and appealing;
hence they may add significantly to
the commercial value of a product
and increase its marketability. The
current legal protection of industrial
designs in Sri Lanka is governed by
Part III of the IP Act, starting from
section 30 to 61 of the IP Act 2003.
In the Sri Lankan context, industrial
design protection is wide enough
to encapsulate designs of threedimensional patterns such as toys,
shoes, perfume bottles, cutlery,
and even domestic furniture and
two-dimensional patterns such as
textiles and wallpapers. Industrial
design protection has developed
worldwide. Most importantly, the
apparel industry and tourism sector
can reap benefits from obtaining
design rights in Sri Lanka.

Industrial Design Protection
An industrial design accords an
exclusivity over the ornamental
or aesthetic features (look and
feel elements) of a product. From
a legal perspective, an industrial

Branding and Trademarks
In the eyes of the IP law, trademarks
protect brands and goodwill is
associated with brands. A brand
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is a set of mental associations
held by the consumers, which
add to the perceived value of the
product or service. Trademarks,
therefore, provide the vehicle to
protect characteristics specified
in trademark law such as signs,
words, logos, slogans, etc.
Trademarks are prime advertising
tools and are of paramount
importance in the marketing and
commercialization of the goods
and services of any business, big
or small. Three main categories
of marks are recognized under
the IP Act; namely, trademarks
and service marks, certification
marks and collective marks. As
spelled out in Section 101 of the
Act, a trademark is a visible sign
serving to distinguish the goods of
one enterprise from those of other
enterprises. A service mark is a
sign that differentiates between
producers of similar services.
While a collective mark is generally
owned by an association or
cooperative whose members may
use the collective mark to market
their products, a certification mark
is a distinctive sign used to indicate
compliance with standards and
characteristics pre-established by
the owner of the mark. Therefore,
the trademark system is vital

for competitive advantage and
business success for Sri Lankan
products and service sector.
Origin-Linked

Products

and

Geographical Indications
A geographical indication (GI) is
a source identifier that has great
economic

potential,

especially

for a developing economy such
as Sri Lanka. As defined in the
IP Act of 2003, “a geographical
indication means an indication
which identifies any good as
originating in the territory of a
country, or a region or locality in
that territory, where a given quality,
reputation or other characteristic of
the good is essentially attributable
to its geographical origin.” When
compared with a trademark, the
uniqueness

of

a

geographical

indication is the link between the
product and the geographical origin
(territory or region). For this reason,
a GI derives its characteristics from
the unique environment, namely,
natural (climate, conditions of soil,
etc.) and human factors such as
historical context, intergenerational
skills

and

know-how.

More

specifically, “Ceylon Tea,” “Indian
Basmati,” “French Champagne,”
“Greek Feta Cheese,” “Cuban
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Havana Tobacco,” “Italian Parma

activities.

Ham” and “Colombian Coffee”

standpoint,

are a few prominent examples for

unfair competition is intended to

internationally

GIs.

prevent dishonest trade practices

Most importantly, Sri Lanka is a GI-

of a business community and the

rich country and is yet to explore

same has been effectively used in

the true potential of geographical

court cases involving Sri Lankan

indications unique to Sri Lanka,

tea exporters.

recognized

From

a

practical

protection

against

such as “Ceylon cinnamon,” “Ceylon
blue

sapphires,”

“Ambalangoda

Undisclosed Information (Trade

traditional mask,” “Ruhunu curd,”

Secrets)

etc.
Protections

From an IP perspective, any
Against

information that is kept confidential

Unfair

in order to preserve competitive

Competition

gains is considered a trade secret.
Unfair competition law aims at

Indeed, defining a trade secret is no

preventing commercial unfairness

easy task as the concept includes

resulting from the appropriation

customer lists, formulas, practices,

by one person of the benefit which

business

equitably belongs to another. Section

programs, advertising strategies,

160 of the IP Act defines unfair

marketing plans, manufacturing

competition as “any act or practice

processes and information about

carried out or engaged in, in the

R&D

course of industrial or commercial

to Section 160(6) of the IP Act,

activities, that is contrary to honest

Sri

practices.” Section 160 of the IP

conditions that should be fulfilled to

Act provides protection against

secure protection for trade secrets,

unfair competition in Sri Lanka.

namely: (1) the information must

In terms of the basic elements of

be confidential; (2) the information

unfair competition under Sri Lankan

must

law are: (1) any act or practice; (2)

predicated on its confidentiality; and

contrary to honest practices; and

(3) the holder of the trade secret

(3) carried out or engaged in, in the

should have made reasonable

course of industrial or commercial

efforts to keep it confidential.
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Analysis of the provision shows

integrated circuits are essential

that “confidentiality” functions as

elements for a wide range of

the gateway to protection of a trade

electrical

secret. To offer a telling glimpse,

articles of everyday use, such as

for example, famous Sri Lankan

watches, television sets, washing

brands

machines, and cars, as well as

the

that

have

international

conquered

market

such

sophisticated

as Samahan (its secret process
protocol)

and

Siddhalepa

computers,

smart

(its
Conclusion

secrets. Therefore, protection of
information

including

phones, and other digital devices.

the secret formula) are all trade
undisclosed

products,

As

(trade

already

observed,

the

IP

system is a powerful tool to

secrets) is key to business success
in the global market.

sharpen the competitive edge for

Integrated Circuits

Sri Lankan industrial landscape

business success. However, the
is yet to realize the hidden value

Even though its protection is less

and potential benefits of the IP

discussed,

of

system to promote its products and

protecting IP in integrated circuits is

services in the global marketplace.

growing in a number of industries.

Emulating

lessons

from

Sri Lankan IP Act accords protection

advanced

market

economies,

for creators of layout designs by

the Sri Lankan policymakers are

virtue of section 146 of the IP Act.

deliberating to move forward with

An integrated circuit (commonly

“Made in Sri Lanka” initiative in

known

“micro-

order to encourage local innovation

chips”) is an electronic device that

and value addition to the export

combines circuit elements always

sector. Therefore, it is imperative

linked on, or in, a continuous

for the country to inculcate an

material. The unauthorized copying

innovation

of innovative semiconductor chips

culture in order to leap forward

causes

of

into a developed nation. An export-

revenue to innovative companies.

oriented strategy backed by sound

In the modern technological era,

IP rights would undoubtedly offer

as

the

importance

“chips”

substantive

or

losses
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an ideal opportunity to place Sri

Karunaratna,

Lanka prominently on the world

Elements of the Law of Intellectual

map. Undoubtedly, marring the

D.M.

(2010),

Property in Sri Lanka.

IP system and the “Made in Sri

Sarasavi

Publishers, Colombo.

Lanka” initiative will go a long
way towards creating knowledge-

Punchihewa,

based industries in the Sri Lankan

N.S.

(2019).

Promoting Innovation and Creativity

innovation landscape which would
eventually help Sri Lanka to enter

through Intellectual Property Law:

into the ranks of a developed

A Sri Lankan Perspective. JSA Law

economy by escaping the so called

Journal Published by the Judicial

“Middle-Income Trap” in the years

Service Association Volume VII,

to come.

pp. 146-161.
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“Don’t let the digital supply chain scare you. Big Data, IoT, Cloud,
AI, Drones and Deep Learning are just ways to improve
the supply chain.”
~ SupplyChainToday.com ~
ripe for technological innovation
and mobile, wireless, handheld
technology is leading the way
throughout the logistics and
transportation sectors.

The Information Technology is a
crucial component of businesses
and organizations across all
industries, while supply chain
management is a vast and growing
field being shaped by technology
and international competition.
These rapidly-changing careers
require an aptitude for technology,
strong analytical and critical
thinking skills, and the ability to
work with people at all levels of an
organization.

With the ever-changing aspect of
technology, keeping up with new
capabilities and best practices can
be difficult for large companies who
have deep investments in older
technology it is a never-ending
process. Although transitions take
time, leveraging new technologies
is key in this competitive industry.

New technology is transforming
daily business processes for many
in supply chain management.
The need for real-time tracking
and accurate delivery systems

One of the most important business
areas in any industrial facility is, of
course, the supply chain. This is
the point of operations that not only
determine distribution efficiency

makes supply chain management
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but also the quality of the product
a customer buys. Supply chain
management is a key component
of productivity and this has
necessitated a paradigm shift in
the way it is done. One of the most
significant changes is the adoption
of modern technology to enhance
efficiency and accountability in the

the most promising technology
expansions in the world of supply
chain management.
Some supply chain managers will
say that if you use electronic data
transfer or keep digital records,
you’re already in the age of
digital supply chain management.
However, as we think about
advancing tech, increasingly smart
software, and advanced analytics,
we can see that digital supply chain
refers to a much bigger picture of
potential.

entire supply chain.
Computerized chain management
has revolutionized modern business
by allowing for better visibility and
tracking. The technology allows
for real-time monitoring of the
entire chain including shipping
and invoicing. The dynamism in
technology products including
smartphones, GPS devices, and
tablets among others has also
seen a steady rise in portable
supply chain technology which is
invaluable in monitoring the supply
chain using wireless technology.
What is
Chain?

the

Digital

Many of these digital features offer
a way for logistics to be tracked
and analysed in real-time:
Technology stored and
deployed in the cloud makes it
easier for all parties attached to the
supply chain and logistics method
to be able to see information
v

Real time traffic data that
could affect shipping and receiving
of components of parts for product
manufacturing or end user receipt
of products
v

Supply

Since supply chain involves
manufacturing and delivery of
real, tangible parts and products,
the term “digital supply chain”
seems counterintuitive. But digital
supply chain technology is one of

Internet of Things capability
and tracking software that makes it
easier to understand the transit and
handling of products and materials
v
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v

“Smart

road”

technology

The digital supply chain technology

that can build off traffic and weather

advancements

will

likely

data and plan new routes or

much of the global supply chain

automatically alert key personnel

management

of delays

coming years. Do you think it’s

model

over

drive
the

a valuable technology to further
v

Share shipping information

supply chain success? Are there

with customers
v

other technologies you would invest
in to grow supply chain quality or

Some people have even

efficiency.

speculated that driverless delivery
and robotic warehouses are the

In order to stay competitive globally

next step in the digital supply

and remain on the cutting edge of

chain

a complex business world, more
companies

As an example of digital supply chain
uses

its

digital

management systems today. In

logistics

recent years, consumers have

technology to communicate with

become increasingly demanding,

its customers – Amazon handles

setting their expectations high when

massive amounts of supply chain

it comes to quality and service.

logistics and information daily,

At the same time, supply chain

from their distributor customer
accounts

to

their

incorporating

technology into their supply chain

in action, Amazon an organization
that

are

managers have come to realize

warehouses

that the latest technology can help

to their end user customers and

them ensure better accountability

one of their modern updates is to

and visibility, allowing them to

alert customers through their app

maintain tight control and stay

that their package is not only on

ahead of the pack.

its way, but next on their delivery
drivers’ route. This kind of real-

Today’s competitive marketplace

time information is an asset to

means

customer service and a growth in

inefficiency, but the good news

efficiencies.

is
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can simplify and optimize your

its first public appearance at South

business processes. That’s why

by Southwest Festival (SXSW) in

it’s imperative for companies to

mid-March 2016 in Austin, Texas,

continually innovate and streamline

United States. It is able to display

their supply chain, and software

more than 50 facial expressions.

likely provides the greatest bang
Sophia has been covered by media

for the buck.

around

the

The right service

globe and has

supply

participated

chain

technology

in

enables

high-profile

your

company
create
visibility
your

to

many

interviews.

In

greater

October 2017,

within

Sophia became

supply

the first robot

chain, gain more

to

control

citizenship

over

receive
of

your inventory,

any

r e d u c e

In

operating costs,

2017,

and, ultimately,

was named the

outpace the competition.
The

classic

example

country.
November
Sophia

United Nations
of

the

Development Programme's first

today’s technology advancement

ever Innovation Champion, and is

and innovation show case the

the first non-human to be given any

latest development of the Robot

United Nations title

called Sophia. Sophia is a social
humanoid robot developed by Hong

Sophia was activated on February

Kong based company Hanson

14, 2016. The robot, modelled after

Robotics. Sophia was activated

actress Audrey Hepburn, is known

on February 14, 2016 and made

for human-like appearance and
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behaviour compared to previous

humans sufficiently to gain social

robotic variants. According to the

skills.

manufacturer,

David

Hanson,

Sophia has nine robot humanoid

Sophia uses artificial intelligence,

“siblings” who were also created by

visual data processing and facial

Hanson Robotics. Fellow Hanson

recognition. Sophia also imitates
human

gestures

and

robots are Alice, Albert Einstein

facial

Hubo,

expressions and is able to answer

Han,

Jules,

Professor Einstein, Philip K. Dick

certain questions and to make

Android, Zeno and Joey Chaos.

simple conversations on predefined
topics (e.g. on the weather). Sophia

The technology has gone far

uses voice recognition (speech-to-

beyond human imaginary. What

text) technology from Alphabet Inc.

if neither distance nor language

(parent company of Google) and is

mattered? What if technology could

designed to get smarter over time.

help you be anywhere you need to

Sophia's intelligence software is

be and speak any language? Using

designed by Hanson Robotics. The

Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology

AI program analyses conversations

and holographic experiences this is

and extracts data that allows it
to

BINA48,

possible, and it is revolutionary.

improve

responses in
the future.
H a n s o n
designed
Sophia to be a suitable

Microsoft

companion for the elderly at

created

nursing homes, or to help

hologram

has
a
that

crowd’s at large events or

will

parks. He has said that

someone into a

he hopes that the robot

digital speaker

can ultimately interact with other

transform

of another language. The software
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giant unveiled the technology during
a keynote at the Microsoft Inspire
partner conference this morning
in Las Vegas. Microsoft recently
scanned Julia White, a company
executive for Azure, at a Mixed
Reality capture studio to transform
her into an exact hologram replica.

(RFID) chips, barcodes and
scanners are vital pieces of
equipment that can provide
innumerable benefits to your
business. For example, RFID chips
or barcodes can be placed on every
product, which gives your company
a way to easily track inventory.

The digital version appeared
onstage to translate the keynote
into Japanese. Microsoft has used
its Azure AI technologies and
neural text-to-speech to make
this possible. It works by taking
recordings of White’s voice, in
order to create a personalized
voice signature, to make it sound
like she’s speaking Japanese.

With
computerized
product
management, RFID chips and a
barcode system provide increased
visibility that can substantially
improve
your
supply
chain
efficiency by detecting any order
anomalies as they occur —
enabling employees to immediately
correct mistakes and reduce errors.
Such technology also allows for
easier, more consistent tracking
throughout your supply chain,
giving you maximum control and
visibility over parts, whether those
are motherboards or processors.

Here’s how tech and platforms
designed for the supply chain
can provide your company with a
more stable and efficient supply
chain that enhances customer
satisfaction and retention:

Knowing what you have and where
it’s located leads to supply chain
efficiencies and lower operating
costs.

1. Real-time, Actionable Data
In order to service customers, you
need real-time inventory data at
your fingertips that is accurate and
actionable, no matter where the
part is located worldwide.
Radio

Frequency

2. Visibility Across Your Supply
Chain
Paired with RFID technology, cloudbased computerized shipping and
tracking further simplifies the supply

Identification
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process and can dramatically
reduce shipping errors.

your company simplify its supply
chain, eliminate unnecessary links,
improve efficiency and reduce
expenditures.

Software like FlashTrac and
its mobile version FlashLite
enables savvy business owners
to consolidate all aspects of
their supply chain in one place.
The apps enable you to digitally
organize inventory data, monitor
and manage shipping and tracking
information, and create electronic
invoices with ease.

Optimizing the number of links in
your supply chain will also enable
you to lower the risks associated
with shipping and receiving. For
instance, you may find you can
decrease the number of vendors
for a particular part to two or three
companies rather than five or six,
and still meet your company’s
service obligations and mitigate
your risk around unpredictable
events, such as natural disasters
or a potential trade war.

Such supply chain management
technologies make it easy to greatly
reduce the time spent shipping,
receiving, tracking, and compiling
order data. This can save your
company both time and money.
Last but not least, enhanced data
availability makes it easier to
produce customized reports and
auto-generated reports that help
your customers and you better
understand where opportunities for
improvement lie.

Customers turn away from
businesses that routinely have
shipping delays, shipping errors,
and products that are out of stock.
Enhancing your supply chain
technology can minimize risk and
improve your company’s reputation
within the industry.
4. Enhance Customer Communication

3. Simplify Your Supply Chain
Its common sense that the more
links there are in your supply chain,
the more convoluted and complex
that chain becomes and the more
prone to errors and delays. Investing
in supply chain technology helps

Creating predictability, consistency
and visibility within your service
supply chain enables your business
to communicate faster and more
efficiently with customers. Ideally,
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your supply chain technology will

Social media can also increase

give you immediate access to all the

the visibility of your company and

real-time, actionable information

improve demand for your products

you need, such as:

and services.



Parts order tracking

To stay ahead of your competition,



FSL location map

it’s essential you continually adapt



Location of specific parts 		

to emerging tools. Supply chain
technology can greatly enhance

availability globally


your productivity as a company by

Location of parts nearest 		

helping you cut costs and improve

the customer


customer satisfaction.

Tracking field tech support
personnel

Reference:

For an example of how this might

https://www.newworldai.com/

work, let’s say a server is down and

magic-ai-neural-tts-holograms-

your customer needs a processing

microsoft-inspire-2019/ accessed

chip to fix it. You can enter in the

23 July 2020

part number, the location where
the part is needed, and the system
will tell you where to ship it from.

https://www.youtube.com/

If your company hasn’t already

21 July 2020

jumped

on

the

bandwagon,

this

social
is

watch?v=S5t6K9iwcdw accessed

media

Varma, Dr. T. N. and Khan, D. A.,

another

Information Technology in Supply

communications tool to add to
your supply chain arsenal. You

Chain Management (February 21,

can use social media accounts to

2017), Journal of Supply Chain

interact with customers, respond

Management Systems Volume 3

to questions, report accidents or

Issue 3 July 2014.

weather conditions that may impede
delivery or service schedules, and

Martin Christopher (2016), Logistics

create automated updates about

and Supply Chain Management,

your inventory.

Fifth Edition, Prentice Hall.
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Sri Lanka Medical AssociationCelebrating 133 years serving the nation
Prof Indika Karunathilake
President, SLMA

Dr BJC Perera
Past President, SLMA

(BMA). Fifteen doctors, including

Over a century and a quarter ago,

leading medical practitioners at

with the gradual escalation in the

the time such as Dr. W. R. Kynsey,

number of medical practitioners in

Dr. J. L. Vanderstraaten, Dr. J. D.

Ceylon, as this country was then

Macdonald, Dr. W. G. Van Dort,

known, the medical profession

Dr. W. G. Rockwood and Dr. E. N.

in our motherland had felt a

Schokman attended this meeting.

compelling need for an organisation
that would bring all doctors to a

Then a star was born on the 17th

common platform which would

of December 1887, in the form of

safeguard, maintain and promote

the Ceylon Branch of the British

the interests and honour of the

Medical Association (BMA), which

medical profession.

was formally inaugurated with
the participation of 19 members

It all started with a galaxy of likeminded

medical

from Colombo, Kandy, Galle and

professionals

Kalutara.

coming together on that issue. On

The

Ceylon

Branch

started off with 65 members on its

the 26th of February 1887, while

roll and by 1898 the membership

still under British Colonial rule,

had almost doubled to 113. It was

a landmark meeting was held
at the Colonial Medical Library

one of the largest branches of the

in Maradana Road, Colombo,

BMA in the British colonies.

marking the first formal step in the

Following

creation of the Ceylon Branch of

the

declaration

of

independence by Ceylon in 1948,

the British Medical Association
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the name of the association was

four years. The current location of

changed to the Ceylon Medical

the SLMA, the ‘Wijerama House’

Association in 1951. The association

was the residence of Dr E. M.

severed all connections with the

Wijerama. It was donated to the

BMA in 1957. The current name,

association by him and his gracious

The Sri Lanka Medical Association

wife in 1964. Dr Wijerama was an

was adopted, with the promulgation

eminent Consultant Physician of

of the new Democratic Socialist

the General Hospital, Colombo,

Republic of Sri Lanka in 1972.

whose incomparable contribution

The mother organisation, the BMA

clinician, a scholarly historian and a

remains as a Trade Union to this

gifted teacher has been personified

day. When the BMA disengaged

in renaming the McCarthy Road,

all ties with the SLMA, the latter

on which this magnificent edifice

organisation gave up all trade

is situated, as the “Wijerama

union inclinations and progressed

Mawatha”.

to the profession as an exceptional

to be a purely academic institution

The SLMA is the oldest national

that would cater to the needs of Sri

medical organisation in the whole

Lankan doctors of all grades. It has

of Asia and Australasia. Up to the

embarked on a dedicated venture

year 2020, the uniquely fabulous

of propagating and enhancing the

past of this institution spans over

medical profession of Sri Lanka in

a period of 133 years. Throughout

a committed and guided journey

the glorious history of the Sri Lanka

towards excellence in scholastic
aptitudes,

Medical Association, many eminent

professionalism,

members of the profession have

unbridled advocacy and continuous

held office and guided it to be the

professional development.

national umbrella body that brings
together all medical professionals

From its inception the association

from right across the country. The

was housed at the Ceylon Colonial

members of SLMA feel honoured

Library for 73 years and then in the

and proud to be a part of this august

Consultants’ Lounge of the General

establishment.

Hospital, Colombo for another
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Currently, the declared vision of

At present, it is the only medical

the SLMA is to lead the medical

journal in Sri Lanka that is indexed

profession in Sri Lanka’s march

by Medline/PubMed.

towards

excellence

in

health.

There are some notable events

Towards that end it would be

and milestones in the 133 year old

engaged in a mission to guide the

history of this august institution. It

Sri Lankan medical profession

hosted the very first Annual Dinner

to achieve the highest standards
of

care

with

in 1898 under the Presidency of Dr

competence,

Allen Perry. 1937 was the Golden

compassion, professionalism and

Jubilee year of SLMA which was

social responsibility as well as to

still the Ceylon Branch of the

guide all other stakeholders to

BMA. In form of a celebration of

enhance the health of the nation

that momentous occasion, the first

through advocacy, collaboration

Annual Scientific Sessions was

and capacity development.
The

Ceylon

Medical

organized under the Presidency of
Dr Nicholas Attygalle. The British

Journal,

Governor of the country attended

the flagship quarterly journal of

the ceremonial dinner held at

the SLMA was started in 1887

the closure of the 1937 Annual

under the editorship of Dr. Henry

Sessions.

Keegel. It was received with much
enthusiasm by the medical fraternity

1943 saw the appointment of Dr

due to the significance of the papers

Mrs May Ratnayake, the first female

published in it. However, it ceased

doctor as the President of the

publication in 1893 and it was

establishment. This was 17 years

revived under the name “Journal

before the appointment of a Sri

of the Ceylon Branch of the British

Lankan statesperson Mrs Sirimavo

Medical Association” in 1904 by

Bandaranaike as the world’s very

Dr. Albert Chalmers. Thereafter it

first Lady Prime Minister.

continued publication uninterrupted
and resumed the former name

In the year 1959 the first Medical

“Ceylon Medical Journal” in 1952.

Dance
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Presidency of Dr E. H. Mirando.

Since

SLMA was one of the Pioneering

approach became a custom of the

Organizations

association.

in

formation

of

then

this

unacquainted

the Organization of Professional
Associations

(OPA)

of

The

Sri

year

1997,

under

the

Lanka in 1975. In keeping with

presidency of Deshamanya Dr. S.

its

academic

Ramachandran, was a milestone

profession,

for the health professionals, as the

1979 saw the inauguration of the

global elaboration of information

prestigious SLMA Oration during

technology was addressed in a

the Annual Congress. In a landmark

national level. The SLMA Medical

event, the Head of State, President

Informatics

Subcommittee

J. R. Jayawardene, attended the

established

on

Ceremonial Inauguration of the

with Dr. Shyam Fernando as the

Annual Scientific Sessions of the

chairperson, to create awareness

SLMA, held at its Wijerama House

among doctors on basic computer

in 1981.

skills and advances in information

commitment

excellence

of

to
the

technology,

The more recent developments

was further abetted by launching

a paradigm shift and a tremendous

the SLMA website and the Ceylon

impetus to a diversity of activities

Medical Journal Website, which

that has taken the institution into a

was later incorporated into the

totally new wavelength.

SLMA website and maintained
until the CMJ was transferred

In 1996, altering the prolonged

to the Sri Lanka Journals online

tradition, the 109th Anniversary

platform. Alongside the guidance

Academic Sessions of the SLMA

of

were held in Hotel Lanka Oberoi,

Shyam

Fernando

and

succeeded in publishing the Sri

Wijerama House for the Annual
first

Dr.

Dr. Vajira Dissanayake, SLMA

the SLMA moving away from the
the

the

relevant information. The discipline

quarter of a century have provided

for

particularly

1997

internet, as a source of medically

in the association over the last

Sessions,

January

was

Lanka’s first electronic medical

time.
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informatics newsletter, Medi Info,

wide CPD programme to cover all

with the recognition of the Asia

doctors in the country.

Pacific

Association

of

Medical
These

The year 2004 was a catastrophic

efficacious endeavours lead to

year, as Sri Lanka became a victim

a new era in medical informatics

of the Indian Ocean tsunami on

in the country, not long after

the 26th December 2004. In the

the cyberspace was extensively

following year of 2005, the SLMA

explored by the global academic

took an active role in Tsunami

community.

disaster relief activities with a

Informatics(APAMI).

tremendous response immediately,
Moving “from the decade of the brain

and a fund was launched to facilitate

to a millennium of the mind”, the

the health care workers affected

Anniversary Academic session in

by the tsunami. Then president,

the year of 1999 was held in Kandy,

Prof. A. H. Sheriffdeen initiated

moving out of Colombo for the first

the committee for the prevention

time. Alongside the persistence of

of motor traffic accidents, where

the previous

adverse implications of drunken

accomplishments,

the annual sessions applied the

driving,

speeding

prerequisite for a revolutionary

road

transformation featuring the new

comprehensively addressed.

accident

and

other

causes

were

millennium.
The SLMA office at the Wijerama
Forging

ahead,

during

the

House was renovated during the

leadership of Dr. Sunil Senevirathna

presidency of Dr. Suriyakanthi

Epa, the concept of Continuous

Amarasekara, in 2006. In addition

Professional Development(CPD),

to the ongoing academic settings,

a long neglected need of the

the

profession, was formally introduced

Registry was established, and

to Sri Lanka, in 2003. This was the

subsequently the SLCTR website

first time in the history of medical

was launched. In 2008, the SLMA

education in Sri Lanka, an effort

constitution was revised under

was taken to set up an island

the
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Mendis, in correspondence to the

mobile responsive website for a

revolutionising medical platform.

professional medical association

The SLMA newsletter was printed

in Sri Lanka, being viewable on

in full colour and converted into a

mobile phone and desktop alike.

revenue generation entity under the

The SLMA email list consisting of

guidance of Prof. Lalitha Mendis

a large combination of emails from

and Dr. Indika Karunathilake. The

all major medical associations

first corporate plan of SLMA for the

in Sri Lanka, the online abstract

years 2009-2012 was developed

submission system and payment

with a defined way forward while

gateway

a Law - Medical Cricket encounter

sessions, SLMA online library on

between

lawyers

ISSUU, and SLMA social media

encouraging

platforms in Facebook, Twitter,

the medical professionals to have

YouTube & LinkedIn pages were

an amusing time, away from their

launched, embracing the electronic

busy lives. The year 2010 saw an

media to become a strong force

evident conversion as the SLMA

advocating for a better standard of

foundation sessions were held in

healthcare. The newly introduced

Jaffna for the first time in history,

abstract

with Prof. Narada Warnasuriya

collection of abstracts online and

as the President and Dr. Indika

was the first major implementation

Karunathilake as the secretary,

of its kind receiving over 400

short after the frightful civil war in

abstracts.

the country.

served the purpose of allowing

was

doctors

commenced,

and

for

annual

system

The

scientific

allowed

online

the

library

members and health professionals
In 2012, commemorating its 125th

to view national guidelines and

anniversary, the SLMA propelled

articles. The SLMA became the

numerous accomplishments with

first medical association to launch

the guidance of the president,

a health information service in

Prof. Vajira Dissanayake. The

partnership with Mobitel, namely

SLMA website was relaunched

DocCall, allowing users to ask

after redesigning and was the first

questions
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basic
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problems

via

telephone.

innovative

endeavours

The

by

System

was

implemented

in

the

partnership with Dialog, enabling

SLMA, while celebrating 125 years

an online virtual classroom for

of excellence, further strengthened

health professionals.

and secured its position as the
premier professional association in

The

SLMA’s

Sri Lanka.

electronic

breakthrough

media

in

progressed

significantly in the subsequent
The

year

2013,

during

the

years. In the year of 2014, under the

presidency of Dr. B.J.C. Perera,

presidency of Dr. Palitha Abeykoon,

saw the activities of the SLMA being

SLMA Annual Scientific Sessions

enhanced, embellished and raised

were performed in a different

up to a new level of performance

aspect, as e-posters evolved. The

through several portals. Launch of

entire scientific congress of 2014

the SLMA e-Bulletin Service can

was recorded and some meeting

be known as the next evolution of

were streamed live, while the SLMA

the SLMA Email List from sending
single

emails

to

a

bulletin system further evolved into

bi-weekly

a total email and subscriber solution

digest. The bulletin was linked

hosted on Mailchimp. An interactive

to analytical software and social

digital kiosk was launched in

media for objective and cohesive

partnership with Sri Lanka Medical

news dissemination. Live telecast

Library supported by (GSK) to

of SLMA Lectures via UStream

house vital updates of the SLMA.

was executed, denoting the first

The effort for DocCall, the health

telecast of a live SLMA event. The

information service, was recognised

2nd version of the online abstract
submission

system

of

extensively as SLMA and Mobitel

SLMA

won eSwabhimani award for this

drastically improved the abstract

pioneering provision.

submission and review process
while over 275 abstracts were

The following year of 2015 was

submitted for the Annual Congress

yet another successful year as

in 2013 alone. A pilot of an eLearning

the SLMA website, the online
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abstract

submission

system,

of Medicine in Sri Lanka, a

online payment gateway, and the

significant book which accounts

e-bulleting subscription services

for the history until 1948, was

were updated, with the guidance

updated with the advances and

of the president, Prof. Jennifer

developments taken place in the

Perera and Dr. Chiranthi Liyanage.

field of medicine, occasioning the

The e-Bulleting service was further

History of Medicine Volume II. The

converted to a self sustainable

SLMA, as the national professional

and revenue generation service

medical association in Sri Lanka,

through co-operate advertising. A

submitted a proposal to include

full time IT Executive was recruited

Health as a fundamental right, and

due to the urgent necessity to have

it was contained in the draft for

in-house IT expertise to cater the

the new constitution. Keeping with

IT and Web based activities. The

the year’s theme of “Moving from

new co-operate plan was launched

Millennium Development goals to

for the next five years, the SLMA

sustainable development goals”,

strengthening its advocacy role in

a road map to end AIDS in Sri

health policy and planning through

Lanka before 2030 was launched,

numerous meetings with policy

consisting of strategic directions to

makers and other stakeholders

end the AIDS epidemic.

including the Ministry of Health,
Alongside the well established

industry and media.

annual program, the SLMA took
In 2016, under the presidency of

initiatives on the prevention of

Dr. Iyanthi Abeywickrama, the

(NCDS) under the guidance of

administrative office of the SLMA

Prof. Chandrika Wijeyarathne in

was renovated and refurbished,

2017. Addressing to the need of

along with several other areas of

the hour, this was an encouraging

the Wijerama House, making it a

setting for a generalist approach

modern, aesthetically appealing,

at primary care level to attend

and a user friendly place of work.

to our rapidly ageing population

Dr. Uragoda’s book on History

riddled with chronic NCDs. In
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2018, with the theme of “Today’s

quest towards a contribution to

vision, Tomorrow’s reality”, the

the nation’s successful control of

annual

in

COVID-19. 2020 can be considered

shifting focus from diseases to

as a year of digital revolution, with

patients. Consequently, a strong

the SLMA blooming with its full

collaboration was established with

potential. The 133rd Anniversary

the World Bank under the guidance

International Medical Congress of

of Dr Ruvaiz Haniffa and Dr Hasini

SLMA, was conducted as a virtual

Banneheka,

focusing

online conference for the first time

primary

in the history, with a unique blend

on

programme

aspired

mainly

strengthening

the

of tradition and technology, in the

health care. During 2019, SLMA

era of new normal. The congress,

worked in close collaboration with

webcast from Historic Wijerama

several international organizations

house, made a welcoming return to

under the guidance of Dr. Anula
Wijesundera
Jayarathne

and
and

Dr.

the Wijerama House after 20 years.

Kapila

secured

It was indeed a pleasure seeing

an

what was considered impractical

international grant for the reduction

decades ago became a reality, and

of maternal mortality.

a very efficacious one in that.

2020 was a unique year, with SLMA

Throughout the history of the Sri

facing up to the challenge of SARS-

Lanka Medical Association, many

CoV-2 causing the dreaded illness

eminent members of the profession

COVID-19. This organisation rose

have held office and contributed to

up to its full height in fulfilling its

its growth into a national umbrella

responsibilities as the National

body

Medical Association during the

that

brings

together

all

medical professionals across the

hour of need of the nation. Under

country. To date, it continues to

the Presidency of Prof. Indika

be the centre for dissemination

Karunathilake, the SLMA worked

of

in close collaboration with the

knowledge

with

continuous

professional development and as

government of Sri Lanka, Ministry of

the focal point for promoting the

Health and the WHO in a declared

interests of the profession.
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ù f.dú;efkys isß;a úß;a
lDIsl¾u fomd¾fïka;=fõ ysgmq w;sf¾l wOHCIl fckrd,a ^m¾fhaIK&
wdpd¾h wñ;d mS' fnkaf;dg" l%sIaK úfcanKavdr iu`. l, idlÉPdjla

ye`Èkaùu

ù f.dú;eka lsÍu" th /ln,d .ekSu"
wiajkq fk,Su fukau" ù iy,a njg

merKs ù f.dú;efkys mqo
mQcd" isß;a úß;a iy weoys,s yd úYajdi
rdYshla ;sìKs" m%:u îï ieliSfï mgka"
jemsÍu" f.dhug id;a;= lsÍu" wiajkq
fk,Su muKla fkdj" fk,d.;a
wiajekak mßfNdackh lsÍu olajd w;s
úYd, mrdihl tajd me;srKs' ish¨u
ldrKd ieliS ;snqfKa" ù jQl,S nqoaO
fNda.hla h hk" mdrïmßl fn!oaOd.
ñl ixl,amh;a iu.sks'

m;alr tajd wdydrhg .ekSu olajd jQ"
il,úO lghq;= iqúfYaI isß;a úß;a
rdYshlska ne`§ mej;sKs' merKs f.dúyQ
tajd wl=rgu bgq l<y' fndÿkqjka
jik m%foaYj, foaYSh mdrïmßl ù
j.dfjys ish¨ lghq;= flfrkafka"
nqÿka

jykafia

ms§u

fyj;a

nqoaO

mQcdjg uq,a ;ek foñks' ta wkqj ù
f.dú;efkys

tk

ish¨u

mQcdjka

uq,ska mqokafka nqÿrÿkag h' fojkqj"

mqrjevqfï isß;a úß;a

;u j.d lghq;=j,g msysgdrlaIdj ÿka
foú foaj;djqkakdkafia,dg h' wiajkq

ù" nqoaO fNda.hla h hkak"
merKs f.dùkaf.a weoySu úh' tneúka

fk,k iufha § mjd ish mqo ms<sfj;a
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wl=rgu iq/lSu f.dùkaf.a isß;hs'

f.dú;ek˜ h' ´úá" l,úá" fyaka

tajdg Y=N kele;a ne,Su wd§ mdrïmßl

wd§ wyia Èfhka ù j.d lrk bvï

ck úYajdihka o tlaù ;sìKs'

f.dv f.dú;ekg wh;a h' tajdfhys ù
biskafka —lel=<ug˜ h' tkï j¾Idj

merKs f.dùka ish ù f.dú;eka

,efnkakg Tkak fukak ld,fha h'

jev werUqfõ o" Y=N kel;lg h'

wfkl —uv f.dú;ek˜ h' tkï c,h

úYajfha .%y ldrldj, msysàu iy

iys; l=Uqrej, ù j.d lsÍu h' wfma

tajdfhys

.uka rgdj .ek fukau"

rfÜ flfrk ù j.dfjka jeä yßh"

bka we;s jk foaY.=Ksl - ld,.=Ksl

uv f.dú;ekg wh;a fõ' uq`M rggu

úm¾hdi

mdfya ,efnkqfha uv f.dú;ekska

ms<sn`o

mdrïmßl

{dK

WmÈk n;h'

iïNdrhla Tjqkag ;sìKs foújreka
ms<sn`o úYajdihka o Bg uqiq úh' Tjqka

f.dùka j.d lghq;= wdrïN

f.dú;eka lf<a tajd o fmr±ßj"

lrkafka" Y=N kel;lg wkqj l=Uqf¾

fidndoyu flfrys wmßñ; f,i

jev we,a,Sfuks' kele;a fõ,djg tys

Nla;sjka; fjñks' ù f.dú;efkys

f.dia ìï ms`ve,a,la flàu" kshrla

wdrïNh

ne`§ug msve,s lSmhla flàu fyda

.ek

—ioaO¾ur;akdj,sh˜

kshfrys levqKq ;ekla ^lvd`vqjla&

.%ka:h fufia lshhs'

ilia lsÍu wdÈh ta w;r fjhs' blaì;s
m<uq fldg l=Uqre f.jeäh hq;=

l=Uqf¾ jlalvj,a ne`o ,sheÈj,g j;=r

h' blaì;s ìï ke.sh hq;=h' miqj foiS

yrj;s' th f.dú jyfrys tkafka

iEu hq;=h ' ñhr fláh hq;= h' ;=ka iS

—biakï ne`§u˜ hkqfjks'

idkag hq;=h' leg ;,d fmdare .E hq;=

kel;g jev we,a,Sfuka miqj"

h' leg ;,d fmdare .E hq;=h' l,a,,ï

;j;a jev lghq;= rdYshla ;sfí' wruqKq

lg hq;= h' jmq, hq;=h' jeõ ne`Èh hq;=

iy we,j,a Y=oaO lsÍu" tajdfhys ì`§ .sh

h' biakï f;ñh hq;=h' Èh nekao hq;=

ia:dk ^lvd`vq fyda lvlalr& ms<silr

h' f.dhï frda.hg flï l< hq;=h'˜

lsÍu" wiajkd; mE§u fyj;a l=Uqr
jvd we;s le,h Y=oaO lsÍu" kshr ilia

ù

f.dú;ek

jQ

l,S"

wkq

lsÍu wdÈh ta w;r fjhs' ù f.dú;eka

ms<sfj,ska l< hq;= uyd jev iïNdrhla

jev wdrïN lsÍug m%:u" ;uka woyk

nj fuhska fmfka'

foú foaj;djqkakdkafia,dg ndr ydr

merKs

f.dú;ek

uQ,sl

ùu o isß;ls' hï j.d lkakhl

jYfhka l%u folls' bka tlla" —f.dv

pdß;%dkql+,j ù f.dú;eka jev wdrïN
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lsÍu" ck jyfrys tkafka —f.jeãu˜

iEfõ rdclSh rka k.=f,ks' k.=,
weoafoa f.dkqka fkdj u.=,a we;= h'

kñks' we;eï fmfoil th" —mqr

merKs jHjydrfha yeáhg"
uq,skau ìï ieliSu msKsi idk ySh"
—mqrka ySh˜ hs' f.dú jHjydrfha §
—mqrka ùu˜ hkq hï N+ñhla È.= l,la
uq`M,af,a wiajoaod fkd ;sîuhs' tneúka
ó fyda t< .jhka fhdod f.k idkd
m%:u ySh" —mqrka ySh˜ kï fjhs' mqrka
ySfhka blaì;s l=Uqrg j;=r n`Èhs' ta iS
iE fmdf<dj ;eïî" j,a me<Eá wdÈh
jekfikakg h' bka miqj f.dùyq
—foySh˜ ^fojeks ySh& id;s' iS iEfuka
ìï ieliSï lrkafka" idudkHfhka
;rula ;o fmdf<djla we;s f.dv
l=Uqrej, h' uv iys; wfkl=;a l=Uqre
m%:ufhka ìï ieliSï lrkafka" l=Uqre
W±,af,ka ^fmdare W±,a,& flàfuks'
th m%lgj we;af;a —mqrka flàu˜
kñks'

jeãu˜ f,i o y`ÿkajhs' fmdÿfõ thg
—jma u.=,˜ hhs o jHdjydr flf¾'

jma u.=,
jev

we,aÆ

l=Uqfrys

ìï

ieliSu weröu" —jma u.=,˜ hkqfjka
ye`Èkafõ' ìï ieliSu wdldr lSmhls'
we;eïyq .jhka fhdod iS iEfuka
ìï ili;s' ;j;a iuyre W±,af,ka
fldgd mi fmr<d ìï ili;s' ;j;a
iuyr fmfoil" f.dv l=Uqrla .jhka
fhdod uev ùfuka ìï ilikjd o úh
yelsh'
nqoaO fnda.hla ùu ksid" w;S;fha
mgkau ,xldfõ ù f.dú;ekg rdclSh
;;a;ajhla ysñ úh' tl, rdclSh fj,a

mqrka
flàfuka
miqj
—foflgqu˜ fyj;a fojeks jr flàu
t<fUhs' bka miqj —leg .eiSu˜ iy
—fmdare .Eu˜ fjhs' iS idk ,o l=Uqrla
kï foySfhka miqj" .jhka fhdod
f.k lrk uevjqulska miqj uv l,,a
we;sfjhs' N+ñh fyd`Èka uv iys; jQ
ùg" —l=Uqr jmamr fj,d˜ hhs lsh;s'
l=Uqr ù jmqrkakg iqÿiq ;;a;ajhlg
m;a jQjd h hkak" tys f;areuhs'

hdhka ;snqKq w;r" f.dú;eka jev
werUqfKa rcq iy Tyqg ióm md,l
ldrld§ m%N+jrekaf.a iyNd.s;ajfhks'
tl, rcjre mjd ù f.dú;eka l<y'
th Wiiau lghq;a;la f,i o ks;ru
i,lkq ,eîh' rg jeishkag nqÈkakg
n; - nq,; iïmdokh lsÍu" iEu rc
flfkf.au m%Odk l¾;jHh jQfha h'
th ck jyrg meñKsfha —rg iy,ska
iajhxfmdaIs; lsÍu˜ kñks' tneúka

jemsÍu

w;S; rcjre rdclSh jma u.=,a W;aij

ìï

meje;ajQy' ish msßjr fik. o iu.

ieliSï

lghq;=

yudr

ùfuka miqj f.dú;ek wdrïN fõ'

rdclSh fj,ahhdg nisk rc;=ud" iS
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ta' ù jemsÍfuks' ù jemsÍu iqúfYaI

ieliQ miqj" uq,skau fmdare .d wjika

lghq;a;ls' merKs f.dú;efka § thg

l< ,sheoafoa isg ù biSu mgka .kS'

o isß;a úß;a ;sìKs' msßisÿ c,fha fmd`.

tjka

jd" hykalr" lKq lmamjd" uq,a woaojd"

nqÿkaf.a irKska jemsreu mgka .kav

w;a .id" jemsÍu msKsi ilialr .;a ù

fyd`ohs˜

h" f.dùkag uyd¾> iïm;la úh' Tjqka

f.dúhd" ù biSug le`ojd .;a jeäysá

ù jemsrefõ o uy;a .re nqyquksks' Y=N

f.dúhd wu;d mjikq o úh yelsh'

kel;lsks'

fudfyd;l"
hkqfjka"

—tfykï
l=Uqr

b;sx

whs;sldr

blaì;s" jeäysá f.dúhd ù msrjQ

ilid .;a ù h' jmqrkafka"

fmÜáh o lf¾ t,a,d f.k ,sheoaog

l=Uqf¾ weúoñka ù w;ska biSfuks' ù

nishs' ta iu.u Tyq l=Uqf¾ isák

biSu f,fyis jevla fkdfõ' thg

ish¨u fokdg wefik fia lsishï

fyd`o Ys,amSh ksmqK;djla fukau"

w`vyerhla k.hs' th ix{djls' ±ka

fyd`o w;a .=Khla o ;sìh hq;= h' ù

b;ska l=Uqf¾ isák iefjdu ish¨ jev

biSu m%.=K l<" l=yllï ke;s jeäysá

tl fudfyd;lg k;rlr" ksy`v úh

f.dùyq fo;=ka fofklaj;a tl, .ïj,

hq;=h' hkak" tys f;areuhs' ta iu.u

isáhy' l=Uqre jmqrk ld,hg ifydaor

ldf.a;a wjOdkh ù bisk f.dúhd fj;

f.dùka f.ka" ù biSu msKsi Tjqkag

fhduq fõ' iefjdu ksy`vjQ nj iel

wdrdOkd ,efí' jmqrk ùh fl;g

yer ±l n,d .kakd Tyq —nqÿ irKhs

f.k hkafka f.daksj, oudf.kh'

fohshkafk msysghs˜ hkqfjka m%d¾:kd

tajd biSu msKsi —ù fmÜáhl˜ nyd

lrñka" Y=N ÈYdj n,d m%:u ù wyqr

.kS' ng fmd;= fyda fõ je,aj,ska iE¥

fl;g biskq ,nhs' th wd.ñl Nla;sh

ù fmÜáh" .uka nE.hla fuka lf¾

fukau iY%Sl;ajh ms<sn`o f.!rjkSh

t,a,df.k hdug /yeka oud ;sfí'

ye`.Su o tlg tla ;ekajQ wisßu;a
ysñ

ksfïIhls' ù bisk fudfyd;l" th

f.dúhdf.a wrhqñka ifydaor f.dùyq

fmfkk udkfha isák ish¨u fokd

ysñÈßfhkau jevu

jev

jemsÍu

ojfia"

l=Uqr

nis;s' we,j,a

kj;ajd

ksye`ähdjg

bv§u

iïm%odhhs'

fldgd" ,sheÈ fmdare .d" jemsÍug ìu

ù

ilia lr;s' we,j,a fldgk" fmdare

biSu

fjku

l,djls'

.dk f.dùyq" l=Uqf¾ by<skau msysá

fmÜáhg w; oud w;a,g .=,slr .kakd

,sheoafoka jev mgka f.k" l%ufhka

ù wyqr" uqod yßkafka fl;a l<,a u;g

,sheoafoka

fiakaÿ

fkdj .=jkg úisfrk ùheg uqod

jkafkda h' ,sheÈ lsysmhla fmdare .d

yefrkqfha tljr o fkdfõ' áflka

,sheoaog

my<g
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ál h' ta on/.s,af,a iy ueo`.s,a,

lghq;= uy;a Nla;Hdorfhka" uyd

w;ßks' .=jkg úisfrk úheg" hï

ux.,H iuhla mßoafoka ixúOdkhlr

ksYaÑ; mr;rhla iys;j l<,a u;

.ekSug

jefÜ' tajdfhys mr;rh tl iudk

fk,k jevj, § úkhj;aj yeisÍug

h' ù bisk ;eke;a;df.a Ys,am {dKh

o f.dùyq j.n,d .ks;s'

wu;l

fkdlr;s'

wiajkq

fldf;la o hkak .ek" fiiaika ±

ù wiajekak fk,d .ekSfï

.kafka ù weg uvg jeàfï rgdj wkqj

lghq;a; werfUkafka" meiqKq f.dhu

h' m<mqreoaola ke;s flfkl=" ù biskq

lmd .ekSfï wjia:dfjks' th —f.dhï

,enQ úg" lsisÿ ms<sfj,lg ke;sj ù

lemSu˜ " —f.dhï lhsh˜ hkqfjka ck

wyqre wyqre jeà we;s ieá ksßlaIKh

jyfrys ye`Èkafjhs' f.dhï lemSu

l< yelsh' ù bisk ;eke;a;d ,sheoafoa

wdrïN lrkafka o iqn kel;g h' tfia

.uka lrkafka o" ù bisk ,o N+ñh

ke;skï" rdyq ld,h u.yer ysñÈß

fkdmEf.k" wdldrhg h' fyd`o w;a

fydardfõ h' we;eï .ul fï i`oyd

.=Khla iys; flfkl= ù bisk ,o

hï wdrdê; f.dúfhl= le`ojd .kS'

l=Uqrl" f.dhu fnfyúka ireidr jk

Tyq ,jd f.dhï lemSu wdrïN lrjhs'

nj f.dùyq woy;s' úYajdi lr;s'

fndfyda

wjia:dj,

§

flfrkqfha"

l=Uqr j.d l< f.dúhdu f.dhï lemSu

wiajkq fk,Sfï ux.,H iuh

weröuhs'

ù jemsÍfï § muKla fkdj"

kshñ;

fõ,djg

oEle;a;

wiajkq fk,Sfï § o wd.ñl miqìula

iqr;g .kakd f.dúhd" uq,skau ;=ka

iys; mqo isß;a rdYshla ;sfnkq ±lsh

jrla" y;a jrla fyda kj jrla f.dhug

yelsh' ù wiajekak hkq ukqIHhdf.a

j`Èhs' wk;=rej foúhka - nqÿka isyslr"

l=i.sks ksjk m%Odk wdydrfha mQ¾j

ysi kud" kfuda ú;a;sfhka f.dhï

wjia:djhs' tneúka th uy;a n,.;="

ñgla lmd .kshs' we;eï fmfoil th

f.!rjkSh iïm;la njg m;a fõ'

fjkalr ;nd" mqo mQcd i`oyd uqiqlr

fn!oaOd.fï muKla fkdj" wfkl=;a

.kshs' ;j;a iuyr .ul ta f.dhï

wd.ïj, mjd ta .ek i`oyka lrkafka

ñg uq,skau luf;ys ;ekam;a lrhs'

uy;a f.!rjfhks' ù wiajkq fk,d

ifydaor f.dú - f.ú,shka tlaj

.ekSfï § fukau ajd /ia lsÍfï § o" mqo

f.dhï lemSu wdrïN lrkafka" fuu

isß;a iy j;a ms<sfj;a meje;afjkafka

pdß;%fhka miqj h' tys § —fk¨ï

tfyhsks' fn!oaOhska ù iñm; nqoaO

lú˜ fyd —f.dhï lú˜ .dhkd lsÍu o

fNda.hla f,i i,lk neúka fï ish¨

isß;ls'
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lmd .kakd f.dhu fyj;a

iuhg iEu lu;lau Y=oaO N+ñhla

f.dhï lr,a" tla /ia flfrkafka

n`ÿh' fiiq ld,j, mjd lu; msysá

—Wmamsä˜ jYfhks' f.dhï tl;= lrk

N+ñhg ysñ jkafka uy;a f.!rjhls'

wh" f.daks u¨ msgla fyj;a —w;=rkqjla˜

f.dú mjq,aj, isák ldka;dfjda

ìu t,d" Wmamsä lsysmhla ta u; ;n;s'

f.dhï lemSu" Wmamsä /ia lsÍu wd§

túg th f.dhï ñáhls' f.dhï ñáh"

wiajkq fk,Sfï lghq;=j,g iyNd.S

f.daksu¨ msgg T;d ysrlr" ysiska Tijd

fj;s' tfiau f.dùkag n;ska nq,;ska

lu;g f.k hkq ,efí' lu;g f.k

i;aldr ix.%y lsßug o fmruqK

hk f.dhï ñá ;ekam;a lrkafka" —jg

.ks;s' tfia jqj;a lu; Tjqkag ;yxÑ

u`Mfõ˜ h' —lr,alvh˜ fyj;a ù lr,a

h' lu;l Tjqkag ;yxÑ h' lu;g

iys; f.dhu" we;=`M me;a;g isák fia
ljdldrj f.dhï ñá ;ekam;a lsÍu"

meñKSu mjd ;yxÑ h' lu;g meñKSu

jg u`Mj f,i ye`Èkafõ' iuyre

mjd ;yxÑ h' luf;ys flfrk ish¨

fuhg —f.dhï fld,h˜ hhs o jHjydr

lghq;= i`oyd iyNd.S jkafka msßñka

lr;s'

muKs' tfiau u< f.j,a" fldgy`M
f.j,a yd jeÿï f.j,a jeks ls,s iys;

lu;a isß;a

ia:dkj, .sh msßñkag jqj" lu;lg
msúiSu ;yxÑh th iïm%odhls'

lu; jQ l,S" f.dhï lemSfï
mgka w¨;a wiajekak f.g .ekSu

Ndú;dfõ tk wdldrhg lu;a

olajd jQ il,úO l¾;jHhka flfrk

j¾. folls' bka tlla jkafka l=Uqre

f.!rjkSh N+ñhhs' th kslïu N+ñhla

hdfha Wia ìul" ljdldr u`Mjla fuka

fkdj uy;a mQckSh;ajfhka ie,flk

ilid .;a —ueá lu;˜hs' th iaÓr

ia:dkhls' lmd .;a f.dhu —jg u`Mjla

lu;ls' wiajkq fk,k iuh fyj;a

˜ fyda —fld, uevùu˜" ù wiajekak

fld,Èka iuh <x jk úg f.dùyq

úh,d .ekSu" fnd,a we.sá bj;alr

tlaj lu;a N+ñh" t<s fmfy<slr"

msßisÿlr

msKsi

fmdf<dj Y=oaOlr lu; ilia lr;s'

wiajkq fjkalr .ekSu iy wiajkq

lu; u;=msg jQ nqre,a mia ;Ügqj

fnodyod .ekSu we;=`M jeo.;a lghq;=

W±,af,ka iQrd oud" lu;a fmdf<dfõ

.Kkdjlau flfrkqfha lu; ;=< h'

je,s wdÈh bj;ajk fia —fnda,;af;ka˜

lu;l flfrk ish¨u lghq;= i`oyd

^ksfjiaj,

úfYaIs; ms<sfj,la ;sfí' tys Ndú;

n`ÿ& w;= .d .efkhs' we;eï fmfoil

.ekSu"

mqo

mQcd

jk ni mjd fjkia h' wiajkq fk,k

Ndú;

lrk

fldiaila

lu;" ;dmam fuda,lska ìu ;,d" ta u;
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f.du ueá .d ilia lr;s' ueá lu;

fyj;a ;djld,sl lu;hs' j.d l<

l=Uqrg hdnoj msysá l,úgl fyda

l=Uqf¾u Wia ia:dkhl" meÿre mßoafoka

f.dv N+ñhl ieliqfõ kï" th —f.dv

wuqKd.;a f.daks mvx.= t,d ;djld,sl

lu;˜ hhs jHjydr flfrKs' iuyr

lu;

.ïj, lKq isgqjd glrka jy,hla oud

l,lg fmr kï fï i`oyd Ndú;d

iaÓrju iEÿ lu;a o olskakg ,eìKs'

lf<a" jegfla fyda fmd,a fld,j,ska

ilialr

.ks;s'

fndfyda

>klug úhQ meÿre iuQyhls' tajd —ud

ueá luf;a fmdf<dj ilid

meÿre˜ kï úh' f.daks mvx.= fyda ud

.ekSu i`oyd f.dùyq —fnda,;=˜ fyj;a

meÿre t<Sug fmr" l=Uqf¾ bmke,a,

—fnda,a w;=˜ lsysmhla idod .ks;s' bka

;,d N+ñh uÜgïlr .ks;s' f.daks

tlla —lgq fnda,˜ kñka ye`Èkafõ'

mvx.= lu;a —f.daks lu;˜ hkqfjka o

le,fhka lmd .kakd w;= ßls,s" úh,s

m%lgh' f.dhï md.d" wiajkq bj;alr

.sh miqj b`o,la fia ,Shl ne`o lgq

.ekSfuka miqj meÿre fyda f.daks mvx.=

fnda, idod .ekSu isß;hs' r`M mr`M foa

.,jd" lu; wjika lsÍu isß;hs'

w;=.d ±ñh yels h' wfkl —mU fnda,˜
kï fjhs' le,fhka lmd.;a —mU

iaÒr ueá lu;la fyda fõjd"

je,a˜ f.dkakla úhef,kakg yer"

;djld,sl lu;la fyda fõjd" iEu

th fldyq fl`Èj,ska iE¥ fldiaila

úgu th idod .kafka l=Uqf¾ fyda

mßoafoka ,Shl ne`o" mU fnda, idod

l=Uqre hdfha Wia ìulh' yÈisfha fyda

.ks;s' thska fldiailska fuka w;=

tk jeiail§ lu; c,fhka hgùu

.Efjk ksid" lu;a fmdf<dfjys we;s

j<lajd .ekSu tys wruqKhs' l=uk

ishqï je,s iy mia bj;alr oukakg

lu;l fyda fõjd" —me,la˜ o idod

mq`Mjk' fufia moïlr .;a fmdf<dj

.ekSu f.dùkaf.a isß;hs' fmd,a w;=

f.dhï md.d .ekSug iqÿiq ;;a;ajhg

iy msÿre fiú,s l< —lu;a me,˜"

m;a fõ' jg u`Mj ilialr .kafka o

wiajkq fk,Sfï jev yudr jk f;lau

luf;a fl<jrl h' lu;a lKaäh

tys isák f.dùkaf.a ;djld,sl ,e.=ï

<`.u ;ekl" —lu;a me,la˜ bÈlr

f.h njg m;afjhs'

.ekSugo f.dùyq wu;l fkd lr;s'

merKs f.dú;efka § wo fuka

fun`ÿ iaÓr lu;a N+ñ fjk;a lsisÿ

—fld< uäk hka;%˜ —iqkdñ˜ fyda

lghq;a;lg Ndú; fkdlsÍu isß;hs'

—N+;hd˜ hhs lshk wiajkq fk,k

Ndú;dfõ tk wdldrhg fojeks
lu;a j¾.h

kùk hka;% ;snqfKa ke;' tl, fyaka
f.dùyq lsishï ;ekl fmdf<dfjys

—f.daks mvx.= lu;˜
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l;sr

folla

ne`o"

ta

u;

yria

lu;g tl;= jk c,h msgux lsÍu"

fmd,a,la iúlr" tys fo w;a jdrej

fï lghq;af;a wruqKhs' blaì;s lu;a

f.k fomhskau f.dhu md.d .;ay'

N+ñh h<s;a jrla ;,d ^lu;a m,a,

uv l=Uqre l< f.dùyq lu;lg tlaj

;e,Su&" fnda,;af;ka msiod .ks;s'

óyrl=ka fyda t< yrl=ka ,jd f.dhï

lu; ieliSfï B<`. ld¾hh

md.d .;ay' fkd tfia kï fld,

jkafka —wrla jf,a pdß;%h˜ bgq lsÍuhs˜

uvjd .;ay' f.dhï mE.Su fyj;a

th flfrkafka ysñÈß mdkaorl h' ta

yrl=ka f.ka fld, uvjd .ekSfï § o

i`oyd luf;a yß ueÈka l=vd rjqï j,la

iqúfYaI isß;a úß;a flßKs' ta w;ßka

ydrd .ks;s' th y`ÿkajkafka —wrla

—wrla jf,a˜ pdß;%h fyj;a —w¨yka

uq;a;d j,˜ fyj;a —wrla j,˜ hk

jeãu˜ iqúfYaI h'

kïj,sks' wrla jf,a pdß;%h" Ñrd.;

f.dúka .jhka u.ska fld,

wdrCIl Wml%uhls' tkï luf;ys

uevùu i`oyd ueá lu; ilialr

uevfjk ù wiajekak" nysrjhdg ì<s

.;af;a o" fjku ms<sfj,lg h' ta

ùu je<elaùfï ms<sfj;ls' wrla jf,a

wkqj" ;,d ilia l< lu;a N+ñfhys"

pdß;%h i`oyd lÿre fld, y;la"

yß ueo isg wä 04la muK ÿßka

oEle;a;la" wrla fn,a,la" m`vqre y;la"

ljhla i,l=Kqlr" th w`.,a 02 - 03

rjqï .,la yd fmd,a f.ähla fukau"

la muK .eUq/;s l=vd ldKqjla fuka

l=Uqfrka m%:ufhka lemQ f.dhï ñfgka

ydrd .ekSu" uq,au mshjrhs' lu;a

fldgila fyda jg u`Mfjka weo.;a

nig wkqj" tu ljfhka i,l=Kq jQ

f.dhï ñgla o wjYH h' blaì;s rjqï

fldgi —ueo jrej˜ hs' B<`.g" Bg wä

.," fmd,a f.äh" oEle;a;" wrla

folyudrla ;=kla ÿßka ;j;a ljhla

fn,a,d iy m`vqre" y`ÿkalsß mekska

i,l=Kqlr .ks;s' th o" l=vd ldKqjla

fidaod" luf;a yß ueÈka yErE l=vd

mßoafoka ilid .kq ,efí' th —msg

jf,ys ;ekam;a lr;s' bka miq j,

jrej˜ kï fjhs' fuys fojeks mshjr

miska jid" m%:ufhka lemQ f.dhï

jkafka" ieliQ —jre˜ folu hd lrñka"

ñfgka .;a f.dhï lr,a ñg" ta u;

luf;a my;au fl<jf¾ jQ c, niakdj

;ekam;a lr;s' blaì;s jg u`Mfjka

olajd" yß fl,ska" b;d l=vd ldKqjla

f.dhï lr,a ñg" ta u; ;ekam;a lr;s'

leKSuhs' iuyre ldKqj luf;ka

blaì;s jg u`Mfjka f.dhï ñáhla

msg;g hjkafka" lu;a lKaäh ^lu;a

ysiska f.kjq;a" wrla j, jgd ;=ka

fõ,a,& isÿrelr —f.dïu, f.hla˜

jrla meol=Kqlr tys ;ekam;a lr;s'

^isÿrla& ;ekSfuks' yÈis j¾Idjl §

ñka woyia flfrkafka' ndysrj Wmøj
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j<ld .ekSu msKsi lu; foúhkag

lu;a NdIdfõ yeáhg" fld,

Ndr §uhs' bka miqj wrla j, wi,skau

uvjk .jhka" —wïnrejka˜ h' f.dka

.eUqre

.i˜

.i jgd hñka Wka ±lalSu" —f.dka

fyj;a —f.dka lKqj˜ isgqjkq ,efí'

.eySu˜ h' luf;a § bj;a flfrk

fï i`oyd Ndú;d flfrkqfha mqjla

msÿre" —uevqjka˜ jk w;r wïnrejka

.ils' t;eka mgka jg u`Mfõ we;s

fy,k —f.dïmia˜" uevqjka wyqrlg

f.dhï ñá f.kjq;a f.dka .i jvd

w,a,d —msg lu;a˜ l< hq;= fõ' uevù

ljdldrj" lr,alvh Wvg isák fia

.sh fld,h wjqiaid" ù weg y,d ±óu

;ekam;a lrkq ,efí' lu; —;ks ùu˜

—fldf,a leãu˜ h' jeäysá f.dúfhla

je<elaùu i`oyd —±;s f.dhshdj˜ kï

uevqju n,d fldf,a levQ msiq" fiiq

WmlrKh o f.dka .i wi,u ;nkq

wh —uevqjka y,d nd;s˜' y,d nEfï §

,efí' fu;eka isg lu; —mdjr˜ hhs

lu;a fmdf<djg jefgkafka" —ne;˜

kï ,nhs'

lu;a fmdf<djg jefgkafka" —ne;˜

j,la

wrla

ydrd'

uq;a;d

—f.dka

;ekam;a

fyj;a —neg˜ h' ueÈhï hduh t<fUk

l<

úg jeäysá f.dúfhla ±ka b;ska —m,a,

ia:dkfha" —w`Myï˜ fyj;a mxpdhqO

fmr<uq˜ hhs lshhs' f.dv .eiQ f.dhï

i,l=Kq we`§u iuyr m%foaYj, olakg

ñáj, hgu fldgi" —wä m,a,˜ h' th

,efí' tajd w`Èkafka w`M yqKqj,sks' th

fyd`Èka uevù .sh miqj m,a, fmr<d

o wdrlaIl mQcd úêhls' tajd m%foaYfhka

y,d nEu isß;hs' ta fõ,djg —wïnre

m%foaYhg fjkialï iys;j Ndú; úKs'

ler,s˜ fyj;a yrla ndka —msg lu;a˜

th m%lgj we;af;a —w¨yï jeãu˜ lshd

lr;s' tkï" lu;a N+ñfhka msg;g

h'

hj;s'

fld, uevùu fyj;a f.dhï
meySu

luf;a § wdydr fyj;a n;aj,g
lshkafka —mqínrejka˜ lshd h' wdydr
.ekSu" —mqínrejka˜ lshd h' wdydr

fndfydauhla l=Uqrej," f.dhï

.ekSu" —mqínrejka /flkjd˜ hkakhs

mE.Su fyj;a fld, uevùu flrefKa

jevg fhdod .kakd f.or l=,a," luf;a

ó .jhka u.sks' l,d;=rlska ;ekl

§ —h;=r˜ h' f.daksh —mqrjkakdj˜ jk

t< .jhka fhdod .kakd wjia:d o

w;r" meÿr" ud.," ud meÿr fyda f.daks

úh' f.dhï mE.Su werfUkafka iekaoE

mvx.=j" —w;=rkakdj˜ fõ' luf;a jev

hdufha h' —mefg%da,a uelaia ,dïmq

lrk úg Wia y`äka lE flda .eisï"

˜ fyda mokïj, wdf,dalfhka" th

wieì joka f;m,Sï fkdlsÍu isß;hs'

w¨hï hduh jk;=reu flÍf.k hhs'
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—uevqjka fndahla˜ fyj;a
msÿre /,a,lska jid oukq
,efí' bka miqj thg ù
—rysh˜ hhs lsh;s'
luf;ys flfrk B<`.
ldßh jkafka" —ne; yq<x
lsÍu˜ fyj;a ne; fnda,a
we.sá iy —ldgqj˜ Y=oaO
lsÍu

msKsi

—jdf;g˜

fyj;a iq<`.g we,a,Suhs'
uq,a ld,fha fï lghq;a;
flrefKa

iajdNdúl

iq<f.ks' ta i`oyd" ßá
isgqjd ne`o.;a l;srhl

wïnrejkag mE.S fld,h uevfjk

wdldrfha wÜgd,hla Ndú; flßKs'

;=re úäysá f.dùyq" lu;a lKaähg

tys ke.=Kq f.dúfhla l=,a,la fyj;a

fyj;a —jdre lKaähg˜ ù uola úfõl

—h;=lg˜ msrjQ ne; —jd;hg˜ ^iq<.g&

.ks;s' ta fj,djg jev ;sfnkaka
wïnrejka olalñka —f.dka

we,aÆ w;r" fiiq wh —h;=re˜ w;ska

.yk˜

w; hjñka iydh jQy' we;eï fmfoil

fld¨ l=reÜgkag h' tn`ÿ úfõl

fï wÜgd,h —wejßh˜ kï úh' úh,s

wjia:djkays § fndfyda lu;aj,ska jd

l,dmfha iuyr m%foaYj, luf;a w;=rd

;,hg tla jk iS mo rdjhka" wuq;=u

.;a ne;g" —h;=re˜ u.ska iq<x .eiSu

ñysßhdjla f.k ths'

u.ska fnd,a we.sá Y=oaOlr .;ay' ud;r"

fld< uevùu wjik" —ne;˜

ks,aj,d .`. ksïkfha ud ù f.dùyq"

fyj;a —ù— luf;ys b;sß fõ' ta jk

ne; jdf;g w,a,d .;af;a —uqfâ˜

úg w¨hu o t<ö f.disks' oyj,a

^l;srhla n`ÿ wÜgd,h& ne`§fuks' miq

ojfia § o luf;a /fok f.dùyq —ne;

ld,Skj fï i`oyd w;ska lrjk iq<x

±ähd lr;s˜ tkï ^ù& wõfõ fõ,d

fm;s iys; hka;%hla Ndú;djg wdfõ

.ks;s' ijia hduh t<fUk úg ne;

h' Bg;a miqj fudagrhlska l%shd;aul

—rys˜ lr;s' tys f;areu" fõ,d .;a ù

lrk l=vd iq<x hka;% m%p,s; úh'

wiajekak iïNdrh od.enla wdldrhg

lu;a ni wkqj hñka f.dùyq tajdg

uqÿkalr ilid .ekSuhs' rdys l< ne;"

—nrejd˜ hhs lSy'
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ne;

h;=re

wdOdrfhka

f.dhslx lsÍu˜ f,i ye`Èkafõ' —mdjr

jdf;g w,a,Sfï §" <`.u jefgkafka

f.dhslx lrkjd˜ hkafkys f;areu"

fnd,a

iïmQ¾Kfhkau

,eî we;s YIH thg whs;sjdislï we;s

f;drjQ msßisÿ ne; h' ;rula wE;g

md¾Yjhkag fnod uek fjkalr §uhs'

we.sáj,ska

jefgkafka ndf.g meiqKq ùheg iys;

merKs

ne; h' t;ekska wE;g we;af;a fnd,a

uekqï

ù iy —ldgqj˜ h' ne; iu. we;s

iys;

tallh jQfha —nqi,a˜ h"

nqi,a tlla fia ie,lsKs' —,dia˜ hkak

kñks' msßisÿ ne; jeà we;s fldgiska"
úheg

ne;

tallh jQfha —nqi,a˜ h' ù ,dia wgla"

fldgia" luf;a § y`ÿkajkafka ldgqj
meiqKq

§

—ld¾;=˜ iy —ù fmÜá˜ u.sks' uekqï

kKavq" nQj iy frdvq .eyqKq uevqjka

ndf.g

f.dú;efka

iuyr fmfoiaj," —,dN˜ hkqfjka o

ne;

jHjydr úh' —,dN˜ fyj;a ,dia uksk

fldgi fjkalr .kafka" ù weg

n`ÿk" lu;a jHjydrfha§ —f.dhshdj˜

;ekska ;ekska w;ska w,a,d ne,Sfuks'

njg m;afõ'

tfia fjka lrk we.sá iys; ne;
fldgi" —w. jrej˜" —w.˜ iy —wla

—mdjr f.dhslx lsÍu˜ fyj;a

jrej˜ hkqfjka y`ÿkajhs' —w. jrejg˜

ne; uekSu flrefKa ta i`oyd m<mqreÿ

wh;a ne;" wdydrhg t;rï iqÿiq ke;s

jeäysá f.dúfhl= w;sks' tys § uq,skau

;;a;ajfhka nd, ùhla nj ms<s.ekuhs'

lrkafka —foúhkaf.a nqÿkaf.a fndah˜

tneúka hï l=Uqrl wiajekak m%udKh

fjka

.Kka .ekSfï § —w.g .sh ne;˜

lshk md¾Yj ixLHdjg .e,fmk fia"

i,ld fkdnef,a' w. jrejg fjka jk

fï i`oyd ù nqi,a ;=kla - y;rla

ne; m%udKh jeäùu" ksire f.dhul

uek fjka flf¾' ù nqoaO fNda.hla

,laIKhls'

neúka o" th f.dú;eka lsÍug fÈú

lsÍuhs'

wiajekakg

ysñlï

foaj;djqkakdkafia,df.a msysgdrlaIdj

wghs" wg ,dnhsæ

,eî we;s fyhska o" wd.ñl mqo

ne; iq<xlr .ekSfuka miqj

mQcdjkia i`oyd fuu ne; fldgi

—mdjf¾˜ fyj;a luf;a isák wh" ;j;a

fjka lsßu isß;hs' miqj th h<s;a uek"

jeo.;a lghq;a;lg ,l ,Eia;s fj;s' ta

ish¨u md¾Yjlrejka w;r fnod fohs'

ÿla uykaisfhka fmdf<dfõ yemS ,nd

nqoaO mQcdj" w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh" foaj

.;a kj YsIHh" f.dùka" l=Uqre ysñhka

odkh" mkaif,a w¨;a n;a odkh" iy

fyda yjq,alrejka w;r fnodyod .ekSu

.ïuvq - lsßu`vq hd. i`oyd o Ndú;d

h' lu;a nfiys tk yeáhg" th —mdjr

lrkafka tu YsIHhs'
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ne;

uekSfï

B<`.

mshjr"

we;eï f.dùyq ù f.dú;eka

—i,dßia §u˜ fyj;a fj,a úodfkaf.a

fkdlrk ;u ys;j;=kag mjd" w¨;a

fldgi fjka lsÍuhs' bka miqj l=Uqf¾

n;a lkakg hhs lshd iy,a u,a,la

jevg .jhka ÿka ;eke;a;dg" ne;

;Hd. jYfhka hj;s' udia lkakfha

—jdf;g we,a,Sug˜" f.daks lu; ÿka

kj YIH f.g .ekSu flfrkafka"

;eke;a;dg" —nrejd˜ ÿka ;eke;a;dg

isxy, yd yskaÿ w¨;a wjqreÿ W;aij

.dia;= jYfhka ne; fldgila fjka

iuh wdrïN jkakg Tkak fukak

flf¾' l=Uqf¾ f.dúhdg" yjq,aldr

lshd ;sìh§ h' tneúka ;u ys;j;a

f.dùka isà kï" Tjqkag o" wo l=Uqrla

whg iy,a álla ;E.s §fï isß; mq`M,a
wre;la ck; lrjhs'

kï bvï ysñhkag o ne; uek fjka

w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh

lrkafka thska miqj h' mdjr f.dhslx
lsÍu mgka .kafka —mqrd mqrd mqrd˜

ÿla

hhs lshñks' bka miqj .Kka w,a,d

uykaisfhka

.;a

ù

wiajekafkka m%:u fldgi fyj;a

f.dhslx lr;s' f.dhslx lsÍfï §

—w.%

kufha b,lalu fkd lsh;s' ta fjkqjg

YIH˜"

nqÿrcdKka

jykafiag

ms§u w;S; f.dú;efkys uy by<skau

—wg ,dnhs˜ lshd fyda —wg fyd`ohs˜

ms<s.ekqKq mQckSh fukau f.!rjkSh

lshd fyda f.dhslx lsÍu isß;hs' mdjr

iïm%odhhs' —ù nqoaO fNd.hla˜ h

f.dhslx

flfrkafka"

hk fn!oaO ixl,amh th miqìñka

l=Uqf¾ jevg Woõ jQ ish¨u fokdg

mej;sKs' w.% YIH nqÿrÿkag ms§fï

w;a;ï jYfhka —ne; fndah˜ fyj;a ù

isß; ck jHjydrhg wdfõ' —w¨;a

hï m%udKhla ne.ska fjkalr §fuka

iy,a ux.,Hh˜ kñks' ù f.dú;eka

miqjh'

lsÍu rdclSh lghq;a;la jQjd fiau"

lsÍu

yudr

w.% YIH nqÿrÿkag ms§fï ux.,Hhg o

wiajkq fk,d f.g .ekSfuka

ljo;a rdcH wkq.%yh ,eìKs'

miqj" we;eï m%foaYj, —.ïuvq˜ fyda
—lsß u`vq˜ Ydka;s l¾u mj;aj;s' ndr

idudkHfhka udia lkakfhka

ydr Tmamq lr;s' ;u ;ukaf.a m<df;a

,efnk ù wiajekak" isxy, yd yskaÿ

yeáhg foaj odk msßku;s' wvq ;rñka"

w¨;a wjqreoaog fmr f.g .ekSu"

f.g .;a w¨; n;a Whd .fï mkai,g

,dxflah ù f.dú;efkys iïm%odhhs'

okla

f.dú

wiajkq fk,Su iy tajd f.g .ekSu

f.orl kj YIHh fkd nqÈ;s' th ù

wd§ ish¨ lghq;= flfrkafka o"

f.dú;efkys tk iïm%odhls'

fn!oaO yd wfkl=;a wd.ñl ^;u

§fuka

f;drj

lsisÿ
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;uka woyk wd.fï yeáhg& j;dj;a

ms<s.ekaùu W;=ï lghq;a;lah hkak"

o iu.sks' isxy, fn!oaO f.dúfhda"

f.dùkaf.a ms<s.ekSu úh'

;u ù f.dú;efkys fn!oaOd.dñl
j;a

ms<sfj;a

/ilau

w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh meje;aùu

wkq.ukh

ms<sn`o ,dxflah b;sydih" b;d §¾>

l<y' —w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh˜ hkq tys

tlla nj fmfka' th ljod wdrïN

m%Odk;u wx.hhs'

jQjd o hkak .ek idlaIs ke;;a" nqÿ

isxy, f.dùyq ish w.% YIH
nqÿrÿkag

ms§fuka

muKla

iuh iu. jevqKq f.dú ixialD;sh

k;r

Tiafia fndfyda w;S;hg Èfjkakla

fkdjQy' Tjqyq nqoaO" Oïu iy ix> hk

nj

;%súO r;akh úIfhysu w.% YIH ms¥y'

uqÈhkaf.a Èidkdhl uy;d i`oykalr

bka miqj foaj odk" foaj fmryerj,a

we;s wkaoug" oUfoKs hq.fhys rÑ;

wdÈh m;ajd foúhka o ms¥y' ta iu.u

—ioaO¾u r;akdj,sh˜ .%ka:fha —wla

lsßu`vq" .ïu`vq" fofjd,a u`vq jeks

n;a˜ j¾. myla olajd we;' ta" —fl;

Ydka;s l¾u o mj;ajd" ish ù f.dú;ekg

wlaL;˜" —l,úg wlaL;˜" —ù wlaL;˜"

Woõ l< ish¨u foú foaj;djkag o

id,s wlaL;˜ yd —ld,s wlaL;˜ hkqfjks'

lD;fõoS jQy' w¨;a iy,ska msiqKq n;"

tfiau

ish¨ i;a;ajhkaf.a fNdackh i`oyd

w¨;a iy,ska lsßyr mQcdjla mj;ajd
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we;s njg" —iajhxcd; ud,h˜ kï

Ndú; lrkafka" f.dhï lemSfï §

lD;shl tk f;dr;=re o Tyq i`oyka

m<uqfjkau" kel;g" lmd fjkalr

lrhs'

.;a f.dhï Wmamsfvka ilid .kakd
w;S;fha

mgkau

ne; fldgi h' thg —wlahd, mx.=j˜

,xldfõ

hhs lsh;s' wlahd, mx.=fõ ne; ls,s

w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh mj;ajd we;af;a"

yiq fkdù" jx f.äfha ,d" iqÿ msrejg

m%Odk fn!oaO mQckSh ia:dk folla

we`È msßñka ,jd fldgd" iy,alr

uq,alrf.k h' wkqrdOmqrfha ch Y%S uyd

.kq ,efí' blaì;s f.dùyq ish .ï

fnda iñ`ÿka iy uykqjr jev fjfik"

ks,ulaldrhka o iu. tlaj kshñ;

Y%S oka; Od;+ka jykafia" tu w.%.KH

Èkfha" ta iy,a lr;a;j, ;nd f.k

mQckSh ia:dk fol h' fn!oaOhka

uy fmryeßka ch Y%S uyd fnda iñ`ÿka

fïjd i,lkafka nqÿrÿka cSjudkj

wìhig /f.k t;s' tÈk rd;%sfha

jev isák ia:dk jYfhks' tajd kj

t;ek uyd mß;%dK O¾u foaYkdjls'

w.% YIHfhka ms§u" nqÿrÿka msÿjd yd

miqj od Wfoa fnda iñ`ÿka jev isák

iudk nj Tjqyq woy;s' óg wu;rj

i;r jdy,alv § Tjqyq ;uka f.kd

;siaiuydrdu uyd úydrfha `o w¨;a

iy,ska fldgila tlalr lsß W;=rejd"

iy,a ux.,H Wf<,la mj;ajdf.k

lsß wdydr fnda iñ`ÿkag mQcd lr;s'

ths'

úydr f.hsys § nqoaO mQcdj o mj;aj;s'
w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hfha § f.dùyq"

;u ;uka fl;gjQ ndr ydr o Tmamq

ish m%N+ kdhlldrld§ka o iu. fkd

lr;s' jeõ iE¥ uq;=ka ñ;a;kag o"

b`ÿf,ka"

ñh.sh {d;Skag o mska muqKqj;s'

msßisÿjg

fldgd

ilid

.;a w¨;a iy,a" uy fmryßka hq;=j

blaì;s" úydr f.ys ;ekam;alr

wkqrdOmqrfha uy u`Mjg fyda uykqjr

we;s uyd md;%h w¨;a iy,ska msrùu

Y%S o<`od ud<s.hg /f.k h;s' bka miqj

wdrïN flf¾' tys § m<uqj w;a md;%hg

tajd hï ia:dkhl ;ekam;alr ;nd"

iy,a mqrjd" th uyd md;%hg nyd

wd.ñl j;dj;alr miqj od nqÿrÿkag

,kafka wguia:dkdêm;s kd ysñhka h'

mqo;s'

bka miqj m%N+jre o f.dùyq o ms<sfj,g

ch Y%S uyd fnda iñ`ÿkag w¨;a
iy,a msÈu

meñK uyd md;%h w¨;a iy,ska mqrj;s'
ish¨ lghq;= flfrkafka mxp;+¾H kdo

uyd

iys;j W;aijdldrfhks' uyd md;%h

fnda iñ`ÿkag w¨;a iy,a ms§u i`oyd

iy,ska W;=rd hk f;lau w¨;a iy,a

wkqrdOmqrfha

ch

Y%S
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msrùu merKs isß;hs' Bg miqj uyd

o" ksh`.h" c, .e,au yd jix.; jeks

ix>r;akh úiska mqKHdkqfudaokdj"

W;a;Í;r ixisoaëkaf.a ueÈy;aùu ksid

wdYs¾jdo wkqYdikdj mj;ajd foúhka

tajd wjq,a úhjq,aj .sfhah' fï ksid

we;=`M ish¨ i;a;ajhkag mska muqKqj;s'

fïjdhska wdrlaId ùug Wmfhda>Slr .;

uyd md;%hg tl;= jQ iy,ska fldgila"

yelsjQ" wkdÈu;a ld,hl isg mej; tk"

iïm%odhdkql+,j wguia:dkhg wh;a

hï hï uka;% .=relï f.dúhd i;= úh'

ish¨u úydria:dkj,g o fnod yef¾'

wkd.;h .ek i,ld n,d ;¾ldkaú;

b;sß fldgi ch Y%S uyd fnda iñ`ÿkaf.a

whqßka fld;rï iqmßlaIdfjka lghq;=

wfkl=;a f;ajd lghq;= msKsi fjka

iïmdokh l< o" iajNdj O¾uh Tyqg

fjhs' rchg yd kqjr l,dúfhys §

tfrysj ke.S isáh úg" Tyqf.a ish¨u

wikakg ,efnk merKs ck Y%e;

W;aidyh;a" uykaish;a jHj¾: jk

wkqj" w¨;a iy,a ux.,Hh hkq ch

nj" ÿlanr w;a±lSfukau Tyqg wjfndaO

Y%S uyd fnda iñ`ÿkag lD;fõ§;ajh

úh' f.dúhd uka;% .=relïj, msysg

m<lsÍu

f.dú

fijQfha fulS W;a;Í;r n,fõ.hka

W;aijhls' rchg ù f.dú;ekg ljo;a

;ud k;=lr .ekSug h˜ ^msgqj - 73&

Wkajykafiaf.a wdYs¾jdoh ,eî fl;a

-isxy, iudc ixúOdkh - uykqjr

ìï iY%Sl ùu" Bg fya;=jhs'

hq.h&

msKsi

meje;afjk

fuys§ jeo.;a jkafka" f.dùka

W;a;Í;r n,fõ. k;=lr .ekSu

Ndú; l< hka;% uka;% .=relïj,

uydpd¾h /,a*a mSßia uy;d

we;a; ke;a; fkdfõ' ;d¾lsl {dKh"

1964 jif¾ § ,shd m,l< —isxy, iudc

m%;HlaI {dKh fukau tn`ÿ j;a

ixúOdkh - uykqjr hq.h˜ kï uyd

ms<sfj;a o" mqo mQcd o" flï myka l%u o"

m¾fhaIK .%ka:fha o" wfma iïm%odhsl

Tyq úiska ;u iY%Sl;ajh i`oyd Ndú;

ù f.dú;ek iy tys flreKq j;a

l< nj f;areï .ekSuhs' we;a;gu

ms<sfj;a .ek i`oyka fjhs' tys olajd

n;;a" thg fmrd;=j ksmefhk úh;a"

we;s wdldrhg " wfma f.dùyq ish

ìys jkafka" uy fmdf<dj" ysre t<sh"

f.dú;eka lghq;=j, § ;d¾lsl yd

c, iïm;" fmdfydr" Y%uh mdrïmßl

m%;HlaI {dKh" j;a ms<sfj;a yd uka;%

±kqu wd§ fN!;sl idOl u; muKlau

.=relï o Ndú; l<y'

fkdfõ' wd.ñl weoys,s" mqo ms<sfj;a"
isß;a úß;a yd mdrïmßl úYajdi wd§

—w;a±lSïj,ska ±k.;a lreKq

ndysr idOl ish,af,ysu ixl,khla

wkqidrfhka lghq;= lsÍug ;e;a l<

jYfhks
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Professions OF THE OPA

1.

Accountancy

17.

Economics

2.

Architecture

18.

Pharmacy

3.

Dentistry

19.

Chenustry

4.

Engineering

20.

Town Planing

5.

Gemmology

21.

Computer Science

6.

Low

22.

Defence

7.

Medicine (Registered 		

23.

Quantity Surveying

Medical Ordinance)

24.

Valuation

8.

Librarianship

25.

Marketing

9.

Pedagogy

26.

Nursing

10.

Science

27.

Agriculture

11.

Supply Management

28.

Hospitality

12.

Surveying

29.

Statistics

13.

Veterinary Science

30.

Maritime

14.

Management

31.

Archeology

15.

Banking

32.

Human Resource 		

16.

Shipbroking

Under Section 29 of the 		

Management
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MEMBER ASOSCIATIONS OF THE OPA

Sri Lanka Institute of Architects

Pharmaceutical Society of Sri Lanka

Association of Scientific Technical Workers

Sri Lanka Council of Archealogists

Institute of Quality and Productivity Management

Sri Lanka Library Association

The Institute of Quantity Surveyors

The Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers SL Branch

Institute of Chemistry, Ceylon

The Institute of Valuers, Sri Lanka

Government Medical Officers Association

Association of Public Service Engineers

Graduates Nurses, Foundation of Sri Lanka

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants S.L

Sri Lanka Economic Association

Association of Retired Chief of Police

Sri Lanka Medical Association

Chartered Financial Analysts in Sri Lanka

Government Dental Surgeon’s Association

Chartered Inst. of Management Accountants

Sri Lanka Dental Association

Company of Master Mariners Sri Lanka

The Institution of Engineers’ Sri Lanka

Engineers Guild of Sri Lanka

Association of Retired Flag Rank Officers

General Dental Practitioners Association

Computer Society of Sri Lanka

Institute of Applied Statistics

Association of Professional Bankers, Sri Lanka

Institute of Certified Management Accountants of S L

Bar Association of Sri Lanka

Institute of Chartered Corporate Secretaries of S L

Chartered Institute of Personnel Management of Sri Lanka Institute of Town Planners of Sri Lanka
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka

Society of Chief Engineers Marine

Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing

Society of Structural Engineers SL

Institute of Hospitality

Sri Lanka Veterinary Association

Gemmologists’ Association of Sri Lanka

The Textile Institute of Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka Institute of Taxation

Institute of Facilities Management, Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka Institute of Agriculture

Sri Lanka Institute of Landscape Architects

Surveyors Institute of Sri Lanka

Association of Air Line Pilots of Sri Lanka

Independent Medical Practitioners Association

Institute of Physics Sri Lanka

Institute of Supply & Materials Management
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